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Cover Story 
CH. DESTINY'S STAGE DOOR JOHNNY 

'' 
We are thrilled and honored to be the breeders and (co )owners of this year's 
Montgomery County Best of Breed winner, Ch. Destiny's Stage Door 
Johnny. Thank you breeder-judge Ms. Elaine Young for selecting our boy! 
Jack was placed in the capable and expert hands of Larry Cornelius, who, 
with his partner, Davin MacAteer and assisted by Chris Burg and Heidi 
Spaeth, achieved that potential by finishing Best Of Winners at the STCA '96 
Rotating Specialty. Jack has gone on to become the #1 Scottish Terrier 
(breed points) in most every system. He was Best Of Breed at Hatboro, rest
ed on Saturday and had a blast on Sunday! Frank and I are thrilled that our 
Scotties are doing so well but we realize that the making of a great show dog 
is never the result of just one person. It is a team effort of owners, breed
ers, and handlers, combined with quality competition. We treasure our new 
friends, Caren and Al, and we are so glad they stopped by to say "Hi" to Toby 
at Westminster! Many thanks to all who sent notes and flowers, and we will 
always cherish the memory of that warm October day. 

Destiny Scotties 
Owners: Breeders/ Co-Owners: 
Caren & Al Dieumegard Frank & Susan Finn 
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President's 
Dear Members: 

I am writing to you in October, to 
meet a publication deadline; and my 
memories of Montgomery County are 
most vivid. This Bagpiper is a wealth of 
information on that week-end, however: 
and I limit my comments to a few facts 
selected at random, but for a reason: 
1. Scotties had the biggest breed entry 

at Montgomery County 
2. The Regional Rep's meeting and the 

Health Seminar drew over 100 people 
3. 237 enjoyed the Sweeps buffet 
4. The annual Meeting-Awards Dinner 

was attended by 204. 
5. The Board increased the Health Fund 

trustees to 7, and those trustees have 
exciting plans in the making. 

6. Holiday Inn, King of Prussia has 

essage 
agreed to renew our contract for next 
year; and no complaints have been 
received about Scottie people from 
any of our motels. 
All of these statements tell me that 

our members are interested, actively 
involved, following the rules of good 
conduct, and that -

DAMN, WE'RE GOOD! 
My goal as President this next year is 

to see this trend continue, and for good 
to get even better. 

Immediately after M. C. weekend, I 
wrote congratulatory letters to the 
Sweeps and Montgomery County win
ners. Again, I congratulate them on the 
ultimate of wins. Equally important, I 
congratulate ALL EXHIBITORS on their 
fine efforts and handsome Scots. This is 

the MOST IMPORTANT REASO •. 
come to Montgomery County year • 
year, and crowd around the ring. This 
is the THRlll of Montgomery Coun . . 
to see the wonderful Scotties from 
across the country that YOU are kind 
enough to bring and exhibit. THANKS 
TO ALL OF YOU! 

Please, for all of our Scotties, suppon 
my favorite charity: The STCA Health 
Trust Fund. SEND MONEY TO: 

Bonnie Lamphear, Treasurer 
416 1/2 Laura St. 
Clearwater, FL 34615 
See ALL OF YOU at the 1998 

National Rotating Specialty in Michigan! 
Sincerely, 

AKC Delegate's Report by Joanne Kinnelly 

I attended the Delegates Forum infor
mational session before the meeting. The 
standing committees reported at this 
Forum. The Health Committee reported 
that, in conjunction with the Parent 
Clubs Committee, a genetic conference 
is planned for the first weekend in 
November. The committee will endorse 
seminars next year on cataracts or 
epilepsy. Written reports and possibly 
videos will be available to the fancy. 
Education and research projects will 
come through the Canine Health 
Foundation. A video on epilepsy is being 
acquired by STCA. The Events 
Committee is readying a waiver covering 
rescuing unattended dogs in distress at 
events. Beginning in early 1998, AKC is 

implementing a voluntary pilot program 
providing identification for unattended 
dogs at events. 

The meeting was uneventful. The 
main business was the voting for stand
ing committee positions, the result of 
which will be published in the Gazette. 
Read for vote in December were a pro
posed amendment to the Constitution 
and By-laws designed to ensure geo
graphic representation on the AKC 
Nominating Committee and to prevent 
delegates from signing nominating peti
tions for more candidates than they have 
votes. Also read was an amendment to 
the Constitution and By-laws that elimi
nates the requirement that minor "house-

keeping" amendments be read at a meet
ing. Neither of these amendments is 
being endorsed by the Board of Directors 
of AKC. There was a handout showing 
the result of the postcard poll of dele
gates regarding meeting outside New 
York. There is some interest and the 
Board of Directors is still considering the 
idea. (Your delegate sent in the card 
with no answer, stating that there wasn't 
time to consult the STCA board). 

I have enjoyed this job and very much 
appreciate your entrusting it to me. 
Thank you. 

Joanne Kinnelly 

Available from STCA ... The following items are for sale from the STCA and may be purchased from the 
Corresponding Scrertary, Polly O'Neal, 4058 Stratford, Abilene, TX 79605. 

Scottish Terrier Fact Sheet .. . .. .. . . ... ............... $.10 

STCA Decals .................................... *$1.00 

STCA Handbook (1991 Edition) ..................... $12.00 
Plus $2.00 for postage 

STCA Handbook (1986 Edition) ................. . . .. . $7.50 
Plus $2.00 for postage 

STCA Grooming Manual ......... ..... .... ...... ... $5.00 
If you purchase 10 of these, you receive an additional one free. 
Plus $2.50 shipping and handling 

STCA Sterling Emblem Pin ........................ *$10.00 
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Amplification and Clarification of the 
Scottish Terrier Standard . ....... ............. ... $5.00 
Plus $1.00 for postage 

Pedigree Forms - package of 12 ................ . .... . $5.00 

American Scottish Terrier Champions' Pedigrees ..... ... $40.00 
T. Allen Kirk, Jr. , M.D. 
(Pedigrees from 1898, includes 2, 472 pedigrees) 

•Available to Members Only. Decals are not for use on private stationery, 
pedigree forms, or on other forms or documents, nor by any organization 
other than STCA except by written permission of the Board of STCA.q 



. ' Bagpipers Bag of Bits 
Bagpiper Mailing Information 

The Bagpiper is mailed to STCA mem
bers, to Scottish Terrier judges and to the 
AKC library. Annual subscriptions (4 
issues) are available from the Circulation 
Manager to non-STCA members at a cost of 
$30.00. There is a $12.00 surcharge for 
Canadian subscriptions and a $25.00 sur
charge for all other foreign subscriptions. 

The Bagpiper is mailed 3rd Class Bulk. 
First Class mailing is available for an addi· 
tional charge of $12.00. Single issues and 
back issues are available from the Editor at a 
cost of $10.00 each, or four for $30.00. 

Third class bulk mail is not forwarded. 
Be sure to send your new address or address 
changes to: Recording Secretary Mary-Ann 
Cole, 22 High Street, Lebanon, OH 45036 
or David Bohnlein, Circulation Manager, 
The Bagpiper, 139 Country Club Circle, 
Winchester, VA 22602, well in advance. If 
you have moved and miss an issue, we will 
replace it if possible, but only if your 
request is accompanied by payment for the 
extra postage. 
Advertising Information 

The Bagpiper and Doll-McGinnis 
Publications cannot be responsible for the 
accuracy of ad copy which is not submitted 
typewritten. Handwritten ads should be 
printed very clearly. Logos and artwork 
must be in ink. Please give directions as to 
how you want your ad to look, i.e., femi· 
nine, conservative, festive, etc. If we can
not duplicate a computer typeface you 've 
used, we will match i~losely as possible. 
There is no additional charge for placing 
your line art and logos in ads. Artwork and 
logos that are not sharp, or clear cannot be 
reproduced. 

STCA Early History Search 
Continues 

As the result of the last request for 
information (Bagpiper #3, 1997) the 
tally of pre-1910 STCA award medals 
now stands at three, with the addition 
of a 1906 edition owned by Joan Eagle 
of Sherman, Connecticut. 

The research continues and we are 
still actively seeking input from any 
members who own, or have knowl
edge of, any medals, trophies, rib
bons, or other awards from the 1900-
1910 era. 

Please direct information or 
inquiries to: Nancy Aaron 943 Anchor 
St. Morro Bay, CA 93442 Phone: 805-
772-9062 

STCA Membership Roster 
Please remember that the new 

Please send the ORIGINAL photograph 
for advertisements, no p .m.t ., rescreens or 
color copies. 
Ad Rates 
ADVERTISERS MUST BE STCA 
MEMBERS. All ads must be paid in full 
when submitted. 
Front Cover (Color) .. . ..... .. .. .. $350 

Inside Front Cover (Black & White) .. $125 

Back Cover (Color) ...... . . ..... . $325 

Inside Back Cover (Black & White) .. $125 

Centerfold (Black & White) ... . ... . $220 

Full Page (1 photo) (Black & White) .$100 

Half Page (1 photo) (Black & White) . . $60 

Quarter Page (Black & White) ... . ... $40 

Per Additional Photo (Black & White) .$10 

Additions or changes to ads after 
copy deadline . . . .. .... . .. .. . . . $10.00. 

Please consult editor regarding cost of color 
interior covers and interior pages. 

There will be a $10.00 service charge made 
for every NSF check received for payment 
of dues, advertising, trophies or any order 
placed with the STCA. 

Send all materials to: 

The Bagpiper 
11ieresa Kay 11iomas, Editor 

5305 Jane Anne St. 
Fort Worth, TX 76117 

Ph: (817) 485-6789 Fax (817) 485-0065 
Email: kaylee2@flash.net 

STCA Membership Roster will be 
updated this year. Be sure that any 
changes of name, addresses, phone 
numbers, with area codes, and e-mail 
addresses are sent to: 

Mary-Ann Cole, Recording 
Secretary 
22 High Street 
Lebanon, OH 45036 

Congratulations!!! 
Congratulations to us on our DNA 

identification testing participation at 
Montgomery County Sweepstakes! 
AKC Vice President John Mandeville 
reports that we tested over 155 Scots, 
breaking the previous AKC record for 
tests at a two-day specialty! Thanks go 
to Cindy Cooke for helping to get the 
testing at all and for drumming up lots 
of business, to Mary-Ann Cole for 
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keeping everything together, and to 
all of our clerical helpers. Good going! 
Joanne Kinnelly, AKC Delegate 
A Special Invitation from the AKC 

The American Kennel Club cordial
ly invites you, the reader, to their sec
ond annual Open House on Sunday, 
February 15, 1998 at noon to 4 p .m. 
at the American Kennel Club head
quarters at 51 Madison Avenue. You 
will have the opportunity to meet and 
greet AKC officers and staff while 
touring the office and library and the 
exposition of AK.C's extensive fine art 
display of oils, watercolors, statues 
and rare book collection, as well as a 
special Maud Earl exhibit featured 
containing nine oils and twelve pho
togravures. Please RSVP by Monday, 
February 2, 1998 to Gina Di Nardo
Lash at 212-696-8320. 

THE BAGPIPER / 1997 N UMBER 4 
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Editor's Mailbox ... 

To the Membership, Scottish Terrier Club 
of America 
I truly do not know how to convey the 
joy I am experiencing as a result of being 
presented the ANSTAMM ACHIEVE
MENT AW ARD. at Montgomery this 
year. To be rewarded for something one 
does out of love is indeed a very special 
gift. 

In truth, this award belongs to all of 
you ... what I have done could not have 
been done without the help and support 
of you Scottie people. My seminars 
could never be the success they are with
out your assistance and willing participa
tion. My heart is filled to overflowing 
with love for each and every one of you. 
The Scottish Terrier Club is like a second 
family to rne .. .its members always there, 
always available to help me out. It is for 
this reason that I am somewhat disin
clined to consider my activities as 
"achievements." 

None the less, I am honored to be the 
recipient of so prestigious an award and I 
offer my sincerest, most profound thanks 
to all the members of the Scottish Terrier 
Club of America. 

With kindest wishes, 

Sandra Goose Allen 

Scottish Terrier Auto Sun Shades 
Recently we looked into the possibility of purchasing some Scottie 

shades to sell as a fund raiser for our rescue organization in San Antonio. 
Greater Dallas Scottish Terrier Club also was interested in this project. e 
purchased one of these sun shades many years ago at a dog show and hr. 
never seen any since. The cost for the small amount we could sell locally 
would not make this a profitable proiect. However, if a large quantity are 
purchased it could be a gosd fund raiser for all the regional Scottish Terrier 
Clubs. 

AUTO SUN SHADES· 52" x 21" approx. size. Maximum imprint area is 
approx 12" x 39" Screen printed on 33 lb. white corrugated cardboard. 
Printed on one side with "I NEED ASSISTANCE. CALL POLICE"· printed on 
reverse side with picture of Scottish Terrier and words "SCOTTISH TERRIER, 
Support Rescue" (or whatever is agreed upon.) Choice of one color (black 
Scottie and black lettering) two colors (black Scottie and red lettering). 
Shipped in bundles of 100, flat bulk unless folding and banding is desired 
(.20 cents each). Shipping $40 to $42 per 100 depending on location. 

1500 Sun Shades (2 colors)· $3.00 each plus shipping 
1000 Sun Shades (2 colors)· $3.50 each plus shipping 
1500 Sun Shades (1 color)· $2.54 each plus shipping 
1000 Sun Shades (1 color)· $3 .00 each plus shipping 

The price per shade doubles when only 100 are purchased but if 10 or 15 
regional clubs were interested in purchasing 100 each, we could obtain the 
above prices. Proceeds could be applied to rescue, insurance, general fund , 
etc. as each club decides. We would need the money before we place the 
order. 

Please present this proposal to your board and contact us if you wish to pro
ceed. 

Daphne & Marshall Branzell 
STCA Rescue Coordinators 
5810 Windvale Drive 
Windcrest, TX 78239 
(210) 653-3723 
E-Mail Scotswind@aol.com 

ATTENTION, 
ATTENTION 
STCACLUB 
MEMBERS ... 

Editor's Editorial In response to inquiries regarding 
the following sentences stated in 
the official standard for the Scottish 
Terrier: I am just going to have enough time to get a few lines down before 

shipping everything off to the publisher. It is very exciting for me to have 
become the new Bagpiper editor. My personal thanks to Bonnie 
Lamphear for helping me so much in getting to this point and continuing 
to be a shoulder to lean on. I have enjoyed meeting and talking to so 
many of you and everyone has been very nice. You will notice that there 
are several new names on staff for the next year: Susan Harned . OB and 
Performances Editor; Joseph Pendon· Regional Club Editor, Carla LaCoe, 
Lanier Hollingsworth and Allene Haldy will be helping in different ways as 
staff members. Bonnie stays as the Advisory Editor and Sue Martin will 
still be part of the staff. David Bohnlein will be leaving after this issue. 
the Circulation position is still pending. We all look forward to the next 
year. And we do need your help. Please continue your cooperation sup
plying articles , drawings , graphics, ads, and pictures. 

Sincerely, 
Theresa Kay Thomas 
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"The length of the hack from 
withers to set-on of tail should 
he approximately 11 inches." 

The Board invites and encourages 
all members to state their opinion 
as to whether the statement should 
he left in the official standard or 
deleted. 

Your opinion needs to he in the 
form of a letter sent to Polly O 'Neal , 
4058 Stratford, Abilene, Texas 
79605 by March 31 , 1998. Please do 
not make your replies by telephone 
or Email as they will not he count
ed . 



NEW APPLICATIONS FOR 
MEMBERSHIP RECEIVED 

STCA members are encouraged to contact 
the Membership Committee Chairman: Mrs. 
Christine Stephens. 15560 S Lammer Road. 
Oregon City. OR 97045. if they wish to make 
any comments regarding an applicant. All 
information will be kept in strict confidence. 
Members have a period of eight (8) weeks to 
voice their opinions. Following the eight (8) 
week period, the Board will review and vote 
on the applicants. The Corresponding 
Secretary will notify each applicant in writing 
of the Board's action. 

The following completed applications for 
membership in the Scottish Terrier Club of 
America have been received, duly noted and 
approved for publication. 

Those applying for membership in the 
Scottish Terrier Club of America are: 

Benson, Dennis M. and Marcia E. (MIM) 
3802 Ivey Lane 
Lilburn, GA 30247-2134 
770/806-0259 
Sponsors: Mr. Richard Hall 
Mr. Harold Lamphear 

Berninger, Walt and Lucy" (MIM) 
"Ayreworth" 
11411 Edgewood Road 
Harrison, Ohio 45030 
513/367-7927 
Sponsors: Tim and Mary Ann-Cole 

Marilyn Lindsay 

Buffington, Mr. Ross 
Wong, Mr. Dennis 
103 Parkview Circle 
Corte Madera, CA 94925 
415/927-7447 
Sponsors: Marjory Meeder, Joseph Pendon 

Cathcart, Gerald and Marilyn (MIM) 
1754 Colvin Avenue 
St. Paul, MN 55116 
612/690-3824 
Sponsors: Susan Jacobsen, Peggy Gerold 

Cumming, Mr. Richard (Joining wife) 
9754 Parkford Drive 
Dallas, Texas 75238 
214/343-8655 
Sponsors: Connie Smith, Jeanice Barton 

Dolly, Ms. Patricia 
845 Acacia Drive 
Burlingame, CA 94010 
Sponsors: Mr. and Mrs. Fred Koch 

Mrs. Elizabeth Wise 

Cook, Mr. David 
950 Pearl Street 
Denver, CO 80202 
303/830-2109 
Sponsors: Elizabeth Cooper, Helen Prince 

Gersch, Mrs. Beryl M. 
18053 William 
Lansing, IL 60438 
708/626-1966 
Sponsors: Caryl R. Alten, Alan T . Blotch 

Hayashi, Dr. Norman and Mrs. Maxine 
(MIM) 
"Starlight Scottish Terriers" 
2240 Parkview Drive 
Longmont, CO 80501 
3031702-0348 
Sponsors: Jacki Herron, Patricia Gruda 

Koval, Ms. Conni A. 
"True Stuff' 
P. 0. Box 2581 
Moriarty, MN 87035 
Sponsors: Marion Krupp, Lee Netzler 

Melville, Frederick C. and Lucy (MIM) 
1375 N.W. 97 Avenue, Suite 10 
Box 627 
Miami, FL 33172-2855 
502/336-5477 (Guatemala) 
Sponsors: Mark George, Fred Koch 

O'Brien, Ms. Josie 
Migan, Mr. Michael 
15902 Villanova Circle 
Westminster, CA 92683 
714/891-7450 
Sponsors: Susan Finn 

Adrian and Linda Sanchez 

Pesek, Dennis and Pamela (MIM) 
3340 Arthur Ave., 
Mojave, CA 93501 
805/824-9192 
Sponsors: Carol Herd, Marilyn Garfield 

Phillips, Ms. Julie 
1403 Buttercup Lane 
Paragould, AR 72450 
870/236-1791 
Sponsors: Bonnie Lamphear, Irene Snodgrass 

Ponichtera, Mrs. Kathleen 
P. 0 . Box 6 
Gladstone, NJ 07934 
908/234-0191 
Sponsors: Doris Cox, Pat Gilmore 

St. James, Ms. Linda 
114 Barker Ave. 
Toronto, Ontario M4C 2N9 
Canada 
Sponsors: Jacki Herron, Bonnie Lamphear 

NAME, ADDRESS CHANGES 
& CORRECTIONS 
Susan Callender 
Zip Code 48813-9308 

John S and Daphne M. Eggert 
Zip Code 33156 

W. Jack and Kim Mills, Jr. 
2771-25 Monument Rd. #163 
Jacksonville, FL 32225-5549 

Marty and Kathy Rose 
100 E Jennings Street, 
Newburgh, IN 47630-1449 

Donna Winslow 
Email: Brubeck@myriad.net 

NEW MEMBERS 
Effective August 12, 1997 Welcome 

Baker, Keith & Melaine 
4253 NW 70th Ave. 
Ocala, FL 34478 
352/351-2325 
Sponsors: Donna Turner & Leslie Lowe 

Bellendorf, Carie 
80421 Gobblers Knob 
Bush, LA 70431 
504/886-2026 
Sponsors: Donna Morganstern & 

Elizabeth Simison 

Bomeisl, Don & Jean 
60 Lakewood Drive 
Narragansett, RI 02882 
4011783-9572 
Sponsors: Jo Musson & Geoffrey Dawson 
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Currier, William ~ 

21 720 Don Gee Court 
Santa Clarita, CA 91350 
805/297-1205 
Sponsors: Marilyn Garfield & Cindy Cooke 

Fleckenstein, Sara & Butler, Jackie 
806 Gregory Lane 
Altamonte Springs, FL: 32701 
407/830-8227 
Sponsors: Bruce King & Dee Dugan 

Hau, Edward & Doreen 
10 Locksley Ln 
Nesconset, NY 11767-2018 
516/979-9437 
Sponsors: Jack & Margaret Banker & 

Celeste Young 

Hess, Richard & Regina 
58581 Klumbis Rd. 
Dowagiac, MI 49047 
6161782-6567 
Sponsors: Pat Wooster & Michele Fujawa 

Hollingsworth, Bill & Lanier 
3132 Meadow Wood Ln 
Bedford, TX 76021 
817 /355-0625 
Email: l.hollingsworth@worldnet.att.net 
Sponsors: Theresa Thomas & 
Allene Haldy 

THE BAGPIPER / 1997 N UMBER 4 
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La Marca, Kathy M. 
P. 0. Box 26 
Independence, LA 70443 
504/878-1961 
Sponsors: Sharon Mulder & Jon Emerson 

Lovill, Bob & Barbara 
116 Benson Blvd., 
Madison, AL 35758 
205/461-8312 
Sponsors: Lynn Seyler & Kathy Bowers 

Miller, Dr. David & Rena 
4401 Wellington Blvd, 
Alexandria, LA 71303 
318/449-4947 
Sponsors: Margo Parks & Donna Morganstem 

Mills, Gary & Saundra 
2418 Noor 
San Antonio, TX 78248-0957 
210/493-6899 
Sponsors: Donna Winslow & Pamela Wilson 

Parks, Ann E. 
38 N. Waxberry Rd., 
The Woodlands, TX 77381 
281/363-0804 
Sponsors: Norma Bankston & Janice 

Langston 

Parmiter, Michele 
47 Castro Rd. 
Monterey, CA 93940 

408/649-6059 
Sponsors: Jeanie Jennings & Nancy Xander 

Perchick, Susan 
14389 Banded Raccoon Dr., 
Palm Beach Gardens, FL 33418 
561/776-9151 
Sponsors: Frank Finn & Ani Kramer 

Rogers, Patricia K. 
1615 Emerald Lake Court 
Houston, TX 77062 
281 /280-0682 
Sponsors: Charla Hill & Donna Winslow 

Shipman, Maryl 
206 Albania Dr., 
Luling, LA 70070 
5041785-6962 
Sponsors: Sharon Mulder & Jon Emerson 

Smith, Deanne 
1386 Briarhill Drive 
Akron, OH 44333-1119 
330/666-2136 
Sponsors: Ruth Anne Lungociu 

Vehlow, Maxine 
2905 W. 34th Ave., 
Anchorage, AK 99517 
907/248-5611 
Sponsors: Sally Johnson & Sara Cebulski 

Verrelli, Tim & Kellie 
6399 Grand Cypress Cir 
Lake Worth, FL 33463 
561/433-2586 
Sponsors: Marilyn Finn & Amy Cada 

NEW MEMBERS 
Effective October 28, 1997 - Welcome 

Avery, Janet 
RR l Box 242 
Chelsea, VT 05038 
Sponsors: Gail Gaines & Maureen McConnell 

Baker, Susan 
46 Lynwood Ave 
Wallheath 
Kingswinford, West Midlands 
DY69AL, UK 
01384 824699 (also Fax) 
Sponsors: Wm. Berry & S. Plane 

Bruneau, Paul Jr. and Glenda (M/M) 
5801 34th ave., S 
Tampa, FL 33619 
813/621-4543 
Sponsors: Linda Terry & Sandra Goose Allen 

Castillajos, Sergio Gutu, MD 
Aragon 3829 Torreholinos 
Monterrey, N. L. 
Mexico 64850 
0115283575191 
Sponsors: K. Hill & D. Winslow 

Donlon, William & Joyce 
986 Melvin Rd., 
Annapolis, MD 21403 
Sponsors: Larae Shafer & Alice Watkins 

Gable, Michael J. 
(Junior Membership) 

104 Post Lane 
Chehalis, WA 98532 
Sponsors: Pat Wildman & Christine Step 

Herrold, Elaine 
2441 NE Sunrise Lane 
Hillsboro, OR 97124 
Sponsors: Don Bankston & Pat Wildman 

Hyland, Jean H. 
900 Potts Lane 
Bryn Mawr, PA 19010 
Sponsors: Susan H. Finn & Marsha Smith 

Krkosska, Mike & Jennifer 
102 West Waitt 
Rose Hill, Kansas 67133 
316/776-2253 
Sponsors: M. Stamm & F. Hicks 

Morris, Linda 
9017 Kell Ave., S. 
Bloomington, MN 55437 
612/835-5956 
Sponsors: S. Jacobsen & P. Gerold 

Nichols, Whitney 
Davis, Brian 
Rd 4 Box 210 
West Brattleboro, VT 05301 
802/257-9265 
Sponsors: P. Kuhn & G. Fisher/Ray Dubreuil 

Schlager, Ron 
15030 Ventura Blvd., Suite 337 
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403 
Sponsors: Bergit Coady & Norma Bankston 

Seifert, David 
3710 Lewis Ave. 
Long Beach, CA 90807 
562/595-0463 
Sponsors: J. Jennings & J. Herron 

Wildman, Larry 
(For Family Membership with Pat Wildman) 
144 Hylo Rd., S.E. 
Salem, OR 97306 
Sponsors: Vandra Huber & Jane Phelan 

judges' Breed Study Group Report bysandraGooseAuen 

What a great year for Judge's Education --- lots of participation 
by members, as mentors --- and many Scottie enthusiasts who 
participated in an ongoing educational experience and under
standing of 'the standard.' 
March 28, 1997 •Dayton, Ohio 
Rotating Specialty 
(See Bagpiper #3-1997) 
August, 1997 • San Antonio, Texas 
Dog Judges Association of America 
1. Presenter: Polly O'Neal 
2. American Kennel Club Institute - Louisville, KY 
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Mentors: Cindy Cooke, Buffy Stamm, 
Joanne Kinnelly, Kim and Marilyn 
Lindsay, Maureen McConnell, and 
Donna Cambron. 
3. American Dog Judges Association - Pittsburgh, PA 
Moderator: Sandra Goose Allen and Nancy Fingerhut 
Participants: Vicki Lapichka and Janice Kostyzak 
October, 1997. New Jersey 
Bill de Villeneuve presented a seminar in New Jersey for the 
New Jersey Judges Association. 
Many thanks to the STCA for their continuous support. 



SYNOPSIS OF THE MINUTES OF THE 
HEALTH TRUST FUND, STCA FOR 1997 
J996-97 trustees were: Mary-Ann Cole, 
Barbara DeSaye, Joanne Kinnelly, 
Ruth Ann Krause, Carole Fry Owen 

May 1, 1997: 
Discussion regarding improving recognition of 
donors. Trustees will use personal faxes to 
communicate between meetings. Treasurer will 
increase the bond to $30,000. Voted to ask 
CMO project be added to the STCA agenda. 
Response to AKC Canine Health Foundation 
inquiry will be: CMO; Scottie Cramp; 
Cushings; Thyroid; Atopic Dermatitis as prior
ities this year. Secretary will write STCA 
responding to code of ethics inquiry to suggest 
minimum breeding ages of 18 months or 3rd 
season and maximum of 7 for bitches, and 
encouraging use of available genetic testing. 
Publicity chair will submit information for each 
Bagpiper and to other publications where pos
sible. Discussion of development of first aid 
kits for sale. Motion made to accpet donation of 
a raffle item and send tickets and flyers to 
regional clubs to distribute or buy. Motion 
made to donate remaining video tapes to STCA 
Education and Health Committee. Secretary to 
write STCA agreeing with idea of adding two 
trustees and suggesting candidates for election. 

October 1, 1997: 
Written treasurer's report reviewed. Moved 

that the new treasurer purchase two $10,000 
CDs, one 6 month and one lyear and then 
renew for lyear terms so that $10,000 is 
renewed every six months. Publicity chairman 
reported success getting items in various publi
cations. Five clubs participated in raffle so far 
with more promised. Debbie Horvath donated 
mat and frame for next raffle and offered to 
donate crossstitch checkerboard. Discussion of 
assembly and sale of first aid kits and inexpen
sive sources for items. Dr. Venta's CMO pre
liminary work nearly complete and information 
sent to STCA Board by publicity chair. Moved 
that the HTF fund development of a DNA 
based test for CMO in conjunction with 
Westies, Cairns and AKC and ask STCA Board 
to allow the expenditure of $5,000 per year for 
three years, beginning in 1998. Job descriptions 
for chairpersons discussed. Additional SOPs to 
be discussed in May. Board permission will be 
asked to speak to new trustees before they 
leave Montgomery so that a first meeting can 
be held with new trustees. Moved that STCA 
Board be asked to allow HTF to donate $1,000 
to the AKC Canine Health Foundation and that 

I 
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Wh;hes You 
Happy Holidays 

and a 
Healthy New Year 
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an additional donation be considered each year. 
The next meetings will be held on Sunday at 
Montgomery and in May at the Rotating. 

October 5, 1997: 
1997-98 Trustees are: Mary-Ann Cole, C. 

Michael Cook, Barbara DeSaye, Joanne 
Kinnelly, Ruth Ann Krause, Bonnie Lamphear, 
Carole Fry Owen. Officers elected were: 
Barbara DeSaye, Chairwoman; Bonnie 
Lamphear, Treasurer; Joanne Kinnelly, 
Secretary. Discussion of developing a unique 
logo. Mary Lou Somma will be asked to collect 
information for HTF when she attends AKC 
Health Conference November 2 for STCA. 
Michael Cook will get advice about estate plan
ning for those who would like to contribute to 
HTF. 

HEALTH TRUST FUND 
DONATIONS 
Donations have been gratefully received from: 
Don & Norma Bankston 
In memory of Ch. Stonecroft 's Victory Design 
"Rebecca " 
(Bob & Jane Phelan, Owners) 

John Burnside 
Upon purchase of "Mickey" from Anstarnrn 
Kennels 

Alan & Janis Cary 
Upon purchase of "Murdock" from Anstarnrn 
Kennels 
Jean Cinader 
For all Scotties in need 

Thomas & Mary-Ann Cole 
In memory of Bill Justus 
In memory of Bar-None 's lasting Impression 

- "Madam" 
(C. Michael & Christine Cook, Owners) 
The members of CyberScots 
In memory of Diane Murray's 
Ch. Demur Joyful Summer Brooke 

John & Barbara DeSaye 
To honor winner of The Ch. Sandgreg's 

Editorial Stud Dog Award 
Ch. Charthill Victory At Sea 
(Tom, Charla & Kari Hill, Owners) 

Susan Finn 
In memory of Ch. Deb/ins Back Talk - "Tony " 
(Deborah Brooks, Owner) 

Mrs. Barbara Gaines 
Representing WSSTC obedience judging fee 
Margaret Kennedy 
In memory of Alex Kennedy (Husband) 

Al & Joanne Kinnelly 
In memory of Bill Justus 

In memory of Bar-None 's Lasting 
Impression - "Madam" 
(C. Michael & Christine Cook, Owners) 

Louis Mitchell, MD 
In memory of Ch. Stonecroft's Victory 
Design "Rebecca" 
(Bob & Jane Phelan, Owners) 
Ray & Carole Fry Owen 
Jn memory of Can. Ch. Owyn Del Rio 
Passmore "Wiggie" 
(Mrs. Sandra Brothers, Owner) 
Jn memory of Arn. Can. Ch. Owyn Electro -
"Joshua" 
(Michele & Bill Harrel, Owners) 
Jn memory of Ch. Passrnore's Rio Grande 
"Grande" 
& Whitt's Antoinette - "Annie" 
(Carolyn & Wallace Whittington, Owners) 
In memory of Ch. Stonecrof's Victory 
Design - "Rebecca" 
(Bob & Jane Phelan, Owners) 
Jn memory of Gentleman - "Angus" 
(Linda & Bill Hill, Owners) 
In memory of My-Scott Christmas Angel -
"Ruffees" 
(Margaret MacDonald, Owner) 
In memory of Don Wilson - A King of 
Hearts 
James & Joyce Smith 
In celebration of litter of puppies 
STC of Michigan 
Club donation to HTF 
Ron & Monica Whitmore 
Upon purchase of their "Murdock" from 
Anstarnrn Kennels 
Wallace & Carolyn Whittington 
In memory of Ch. Passrnores Rio Grande -
3123183 - 6128-97 
Robert & Susan Wilkis 
Upon purchase of Anstarnrn puppy 
Mac Snacks, Inc. (Heather Young) 
In memory of Mac 

The continuing support of our Health Trust 
Fund (HTF), both by members and non
members, is something to be very proud of. 
Thank You! 

Donations to the Trust may be sent to, and 
will be gratefully received by, Mrs. Bonnie 
Lamphear, Treasurer - Health Trust Fund, P. 
0. Box 10441, Clearwater, FL 33757. If 
your HTF donation has not been acknowl
edged in The Bagpiper, please notify Bonnie 
Lamphear, 813-442-1735. 

SCOTTISH TERRIER CLUB OF AMERICA 
HEALTH TRUST FUND 

Treasurer's Report JOl30196 through JOIJ5197 

Transfer from former Treasurer: 8,839.70 
Contributions for year to date 5,531.00 
CD's redeemed 10/97 9,970.42 
Total Income 24,341.12 
Expenses 

Officers Bond 
Postage 
Printing 
Raffle Exp. 
Total Expenses 
Total Assets 10/15/97 

114.28 
34.37 

272.87 
44.00 

465.52 
23,875.60 
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MINUTES OF THE MEETING 
Of The Board of Directors of The 
Scottish Terrier Club of America 

Holiday Inn 
King of Prussia, PA 
October 2, 1997 
President Fred Brooks called the meeting 
to order at 8: 10 A.M. Officers and Board 
Members present were: 
President: Fred Brooks 
Vice President: Maxine Stickler 
Treasurer: Gene Hains 
Corresponding Secretary: Polly O'Neal 
Recording Secretary: Sonya Neve 
Delegate to the AKC: Joanne Kinnelly 
Class of 1997: 
Michael Cook, PA; Robert Phelan, TX; J. 
Richard Seelbach, NJ 
Class of 1998: 
Nancy Burleson, VA; Susan Clarkson, CA; 
William deVilleneuve, NY; Christine 
Stephens, OR 

Absent was Jeanie Jennings, CA, Class 
of 1997. President Fred Brooks intro
duced incoming Board Members present, 
Nancy Armour, Mary-Ann Cole, Theresa 
Duncan, and Joseph Pendon. 

Minutes of the Meeting of the Board of 
Directors of the STCA from March 28, 
1997, were accepted as corrected to 
reflect the recipients of the Silver Service 
Medallions would be both Mr. and Mrs. 
Botak. 
Report of the Corresponding 
Secretary: Polly O'Neal submitted a writ
ten report reflecting all incoming corre
spondence. We have approximately 50 
Amplification Clarifications of the 
Standard in print. We will hold back 10 
for the record. It was decided that a com
mittee would be formed at the After 
Dinner Meeting on October 4, 1997, to 
review the Code of Ethics. 
Report of the Recording Secretary: At 
the effective date of September 27, 1997, 
the STCA has 695 United States total units, 
21 Canadian Units, and 13 Foreign Units 
for a total of 729 Units. Members of the 
STCA who have passed away in the previ
ous year that we have knowledge of are 
Ray Bigelow, Barbara Dunham, Bob 
Harley, and Mary AnnJueckstock. On July 
30, 1997, a phone vote was held to reach 
a decision concerning the STCA's contri
bution of $2,000.00 for the rental of a ball
room for the Centennial show in the year 
2000. This was with the understanding 
that the STC of Greater Washington D.C. 
would contribute $1,500.00, for a total 
rental price of $3,500.00 for the ballroom. 
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The final vote was YES-5(five) N0-
7(seven). By a majority vote the Board 
has declined to contribute toward the 
rental of the ballroom. 
Report of the Treasurer: Gene Hains 
submitted a written report covering the 
previous 9 month period, January thru 
September. The Rotating Specialty oper
ated at a $2, 100.00 loss, losing money also 
on the Sweepstakes. The Bagpiper oper
ates at about a $1,000.00 per issue loss. 
The STCA reflect $3,546.00 net income 
for the 9 month period. Total assets
$78, 439 .60. Bob Phelan made the motion 
to establish a separate account specifical
ly earmarked for Rescue Funding, with a 
starting balance of $3,000.00, 2nd by 
Polly O'Neal, motion passed unanimously. 
The in house audit committee will be Bill 
deVilleneuve and Dick Seelbach. 
Report of the Vice President/Show 
Chair: Maxine Stickler submitted her 
written report. With the large entry, all 
non-regular classes will be judged by 
Walter Goodman. It is the consensus of 
the Board to relinquish Obedience from 
Hatboro for a long term period, rather 
than year by year. She will submit a writ
ten estimate on the purchase of a new 
base for the Stalter Trophy at the Winter 
Meeting. Maxine Stickler made the 
motion for Jackie Herron to be added to 
the Trophy Committee, making her 
responsible for the purchase of trophies 
for the 1999 Rotating Specialty, and pur
chase and be responsible for the 
Montgomery Trophy table for the year 
2000. 2nd by Dick Seelbach, motion 
passed unanimously. Bob Phelan made 
the motion, 2nd by Christine Stephens, 
that effective 1998, the STCA supports 
the entry at Devon, Hatboro, and the All 
Breed Shows held in conjunction with the 
Rotating. The STCA will pay for Rosettes 
for BOB, BOS, and BOW at all those 
shows. Motion passed unanimously. The 
Show Secretary's for Devon and Hatboro 
will receive written notification. This will 
help hold down the entry numbers 
required for major wins in these areas. 
(The) Regional Clubs Representative 
needs to follow guidelines set by the 
Show Chair for meeting rooms, reserva
tions, and itineraries. Polly O'Neal will 
create the ballot for the Sweeps judge vot
ing for the year 2000. Each member will 
nominate 2 choices, the most votes 
received will be asked to judge the 
Centennial Rotating, 2nd most votes will 
be asked to Montgomery County, 2000. 
No current Board member or spouse will 
be allowed to judge these two shows. 
The ballot is to be sent with the dues 

notice , returned to the Recording 
Secretary by January 1, 1998. 
Participation by ALL the General 
Membership will be appreciated. 
President Fred Brooks thanked Maxine for 
a job well done. Jackie Seelbach also was 
sent a heartfelt thank-you for all her time 
and efforts toward the Motions review. 
Report of the AKC Delegate: Joanne 
Kinnelly attended the September meet
ing, which dealt with committee assign
ments. The delegates will be voting on 2 
amendment changes at the next meeting 
in December. Joanne will attend that 
meeting, while Dick Seelbach, as incom
ing AKC Delegate, is pending approval. 
The survey of the Delegates report 
reflected that 64% were in favor of mov
ing the meetings around the country. 
There was also discussion of holding 
weekend Delegate's meetings which may 
help decrease airfare . John Mandeville, 
from AKC, will be on hand at 
Sweepstakes for free DNA testing for any 
member who wishes to have this infor
mation on file . He has also requested 
another time to test others who may not 
attend Sweeps. It is the consensus of the 
Board to rent a small room at the Holiday 
Inn from 4:00 p.m. until the dinner to 
allow for more testing as required. Mary
Ann Cole will help organize DNA testing 
at the Lulu Temple. Fred Brooks thanked 
Joanne Kinnelly for representing the 
STCA as Delegate. 
COMMITI'EE REPORTS 

In the future all committees will 
receive instructions concerning any sale 
of items. All Projects must go through the 
Board for approval. Reservations for 
meeting rooms are handled by the Show 
Chair. 
Advertising: Linda Tubbs Bell submitted 
a written report summarizing all that's 
been done. Advertising packets were 
mailed right after July 4th. All work, 
printing, publicity, and advertising has 
been handled in a timely manner. 
Agility/Regional Clubs Representa
tive: Connie Smith submitted a written 
report. Agility and Obedience will be 
clearly marked for "Scottish Terriers Only" 
in the Premium list. There was a reported 
entry of 20 for Agility. 
Annual Awards: No report. Maxine 
Stickler will present the Annual Awards at 
the dinner. 
Titles and Tallies: Barbara Lounsbury 
submitted her written report, reflecting 
the committee is comprised of 13 people 
reporting to the chair. She would like to 



publicly acknowledge all the hard, 
tedious work put in by her committee 
members, and thank each and every one 
of them. Past Minutes will be reviewed 
for the printing of New Champions in the 
Bagpiper who are not owned by STCA 
members. It will be reported on at the 
January Meeting. Bob Phelan made the 
motion to accept the proposal submitted 
in writing by the Somma's to be known as 
the Alchemy Bred By Exhibitor Award. 
2nd by Polly O'Neal, motion passed, I 
against, and I abstention. · 

Bagpiper Editor: Bonnie Lamphear 
sent her written report summarizing her 
final issue. She states she received lots of 
advertising. August 28, I997 was the mail 
date of the pre-Montgomery issue. 
Bonnie is being asked to provide informa
tion on the approximate cost of each 
advertisement. Maxine Stickler made the 
motion to continue using Doll/ McGinnis 
as the Bagpiper Publishers. 2nd by Bill 
deVilleneuve, motion passed unanimous
ly. Special thanks to Bonnie for a superb 
job of a monumental task. 
Computer Tech: No report. 
Centennial Celebration: Jackie 
Seelbach submitted 2 designs for the 
Centennial Medal, received by her. Board 
Members expressed like for both designs. 
Tabled while awaiting. further response. 
Earthdog: No report. 
Education and Health: Russ Somma 
presented a written report' on progress 
made and proposals for future endeavors. 
Thyroid/ Cushings Disease Seminar by Dr. 
Marie Kerl was well attended and 
received. Bob Phelan made the motion to 
approve videotaping Health and 
Education seminars , and allocate a 4" x 5" 
space in each Bagpiper for video advertis
ing. 2nd by Joanne Kinnelly, motion 
passed, unanimous(ly). Christine 
Stephens made the motion to approve 
reprinting of past Bagpiper health articles 
on the STCA Homepage where space 
allows , contingent on author approval 
where necessary. Bob Phelan 2nd, 
motion passed unanimously. The STCA 
Board needs more information concern
ing Registry Representatives. Michael 
Cook made the motion to approve Dr. 
Melissa Goodman as the Seminar Speaker 
for Montgomery County I998 with fees 
and expenses not to exceed $200.00. 2nd 
by Nancy Burleson, motion passed, unan
imous(ly). Scottie-Phile is still being over
seen by Gail Gaines, Susan Morris, and 
Kathy Bagnell. 
Finance: Gene Hains will have a pro
posed budget report for the Winter 

Meeting. 
Raffle: Larae Shafer reports all is ready, 
and response has been good. 
Gazette: Carole Fry Owen sent her writ
ten report, with ideas for future articles. 
Sonya Neve made the motion to have 
Carole Owen print the revised New 
Owner Letters . 2nd by Christine 
Stephens, motion passed, unanimous(ly). 
Health Trust Fund: Barbara DeSaye sub
mitted a written report with a proposal. 
There is approximately $23,000.00 in the 
Health Trust Fund. Authorization has 
been requested of the Board to approve 
the funding of a DNA based CMO 
research at a cost of $5,000.00 per year 
for three years , in conjunction with the 
Cairn Club and the West Highland Terrier 
Club, for matching funds totalling 
$I5,000.00 annually. This is contingent 
on matching funds supplied by AKC 
Health Funds, and matching funds provid
ed by the Westie and Cairn clubs. 
Approval of AKC Funds will be provided 
after review of Research proposals. Bob 
Phelan made the motion for Board 
approval of the authorization of this pro
ject, 2nd by Christine Stephens, motion 
passed unanimously. Joanne Kinnelly 
made the motion to donate Health Trust 
Funds of $I ,000.00 to the AKC Canine 
Health Funds. 2nd by Nancy Burleson, 
motion passed unanimously. Sonya Neve 
made the motion to match the HTF dona
tion to the AKC Canine Health Fund of 
$I ,OOO.OO from General Funds. 2nd Susan 
Clarkson, Yes-5(five) No-5(five). 2 absten
tions, President Fred Brooks voted for the 
proposal, motion passed. Polly O'Neal 
made the motion to add new HTF 
Trustee's, with one I-year, and one 2-year 
term, and then three years after that. 
Susan Clarkson 2nd, motion passed unan
imously. 
3-Year Terms: 
Carole Owen; Michael Cook 
2-Year Terms: 
Mary-Ann Cole 
I-Year Term: 
Bonnie Lamphear 

The internal audit for the HTF will be 
conducted by Dick Seelbach and Bill 
de Villeneuve. 
Illustrated Standard: Michael Cook 
reports that a rough work hopefully will 
be ready for Board approval at the I998 
Rotating Specialty. Polly O'Neal made the 
motion that the Illustrated Standard 
Committee have a rough draft ready for 
Board approval at the Rotating Specialty 
in I998. 2nd by Sonya Neve, motion 
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passed unanimously. 
Judges Education: Sandra Goose Allen 
submitted a written report. Three semi
nars have been held, San Antonio, Texas, 
Louisville, Kentucky, and Pittsburgh, 
Pennsylvania. She states there has been 
lots of participation, by members , men
tors, and enthusiasts. In October, Bill 
deVilleneuve will present a seminar in 
New Jersey for the New Jersey Judges 
Association. 
Legislation Liaison: Susan Clarkson's 
written report summarized the USDA's 
Animal Welfare regulation with regards to 
the petition by Doris Day Animal League 
for amendment. USDA has received over 
36,000 comments, and will probably ask 
for more time to review all comments. 
They were required to respond by 
November I5, I997. She would like 
response from the Regional clubs as to 
whether they would like press releases on 
legislative activities of a semi-monthly or 
quarterly basis. 
Motions Review Committee: 
Committee met on October I , I997 and 
went through approximately 40 pages of 
past motions that are redundant or con
tradictory. Jackie Seelbach has worked 2 
I / 2 years categorizing all motions. The 
committee will meet one day prior to the 
Winter meeting for more review. Fred 
Brooks thanked Jackie Seelbach for all her 
efforts on this project. 
Obedience: Letty Passig sent her written 
report on the proceedings of the upcom
ing show, and possible future judges 
selections. Michael Cook made the 
motion for Obedience judges expenses 
not to exceed $350.00. 2nd by Dick 
Seelbach, motion passed, I I for, I 
opposed. 
Public Information: No report. 
AKC Referral: No report. 
Membership Committee: Dick 
Seelbach reported that from February 
I 997 through September I 997, the STCA 
has accepted 42 applicants as new mem
bers. 
Rescue: Rescue Coordinators Daphne 
and Marshall Branzell submitted their 
written report. Daphne states that Rescue 
relies on many contacts who are volun
teers and that the contact list for the Web 
site be selected by the Rescue committee. 
They state they have had over 550 
inquiries in a 5 month period of time. 
Historian/Yearbook: Muriel Lee has 
submitted her written report and also pre
sented the Board with several options to 
look into. She has established a Yearbook 
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committee with Jackie Seelbach as 
Centenary Committee Chair, Muriel Lee 
as General Editor. Writers-Barbara 
Lounsbury for Stats and general writing, 
Joanne Kinnelly for Regional and general 
writing, and Claudia Leffler for 
Obedience, agility, ground work, com
panion, etc . Jan Malueg-Advertising. 
Marion Krupp-Artist. Bill Berry-AKC 
Library Liaison. The Board asked Muriel 
to check further with Doll/ McGinnis for 
possible publishing of a large Centenary 
Book, and report at the Winter meeting. 
Specialty Arrangement Coordinator: 
Julie and Glen Cieutat report all is going 
will and under control. Over 227 people 
will be coming to the dinner. Volunteers 
have been found for the Sweeps buffet, 
and centerpieces will be raffled at the end 
of dinner. Burgess's will bring 3 judges 
baskets , and door prizes will be provided. 
Sweepstakes Show Secretary: Jackie 
Seelbach's written report covered all 
aspects of Sweeps, Obedience and Agility. 
Agility and Obedience for Scottish 
Terriers Only needs to be marked clearly 
on the premium lists. Entry of 83 for 
Sweepstakes, 30 for Obedience, and 20 
for Agility. The winner of Sweepstakes 
photo may be taken at Montgomery 
County as no photographer will be avail
able at Sweeps. 
Trophy: Diane Welde reports $1 ,340.00 
has been donated in 1997 to spend on tro
phies for 1998. $2,790.00 was donated 
and spent on trophies for 1997. Polly 
O'Neal made the motion for next year's 
trophy Chair to have the same amount of 
money to spend on purchasing trophies 
as in 1997. 2nd by Nancy Burleson, 
motion passed, 11 for, 1 against. Diane 
Welde has a budget of $2,790.00 for tro
phies for 1998, following past proce
dures. Trophy presentation by Helen 
Prince was given at this time. A person 
from Washington D .. c. Club would need 
to be appointed to the trophy committee 
in 1999. Sonya Neve made the motion 
that the Board has authorized a $4,000.00 
budget for the purchase of trophies for 
the year 2000 following trophy chair 
guidelines. 2nd by Dick Seelbach, motion 
passed unanimously. 
Ways & Means: No report. 
NEW BUSINESS 
Judges Contract Form: 
Bill deVilleneuve will have a report for the 
Winter meeting. 
Polly O'Neal has purchased ball caps and 
visors with the STCA logo on them. 
Visors will be sold for $12.00, caps for 
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$15 .00. It is the consensus of the Board 
that all proceeds go toward Centennial 
expenses. 150 each was purchased, for a 
total of 300. 
Certificates: All Honorary members will 
receive a Lifetime Membership 
Certificate. 

Corresponding Secretary will be in 
charge of presentation, and we will fol
low the format of the certificate present
ed by the STCNE. 

List of Specialties with Judges cannot 
be printed and/ or published until 
approval has been granted by AKC, hence 
a list cannot be provided at the beginning 
of each year. 
UNFINISHED BUSINESS 
Review of the Breed Standard: 
Christine Stephens would ask that the 
General Membership be allowed to vote 
whether that one sentence be removed 
from our standard reading, "The length of 
back from withers to set on of tail should 
be approximately 11 inches". Michael 
Cook made the motion that the Board, in 
response to inquires regarding the follow
ing sentence as stated in the Official STCA 
Standard for Scottish Terriers; "The length 
of back from withers to set on of tail 
should be approximately 11 inches" 
invites and encourages all members to 
respond whether to leave in or delete this 
sentence from the Official Standard. 
Responses should be sent to the 
Corresponding Secretary no later than 
March 31 , 1998, and Polly O'Neal will 
write the Bagpiper with the information. 
2nd by Sonya Neve, motion passed unani
mously. 
SOP'S: Revised Bagpiper Editor 
Guidelines have been submitted. Theresa 
Thomas will follow set guidelines until 
the Board can review the Revised Edition 
at the Winter meeting. 
HTF: It is not possible at this time to sep
arate the request for HTF Donations and 
the STCA Dues notice. 

Bob Phelan made the motion for 
Meeting adjournment, 2nd by Dick 
Seelbach, motion passed unanimously. 

Meeting Adjourned at 3:25 P. M. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Sonya M. Neve 
Recording Secretary, Scottish Terrier 
Club of America 

MINUTES OF TIIE ANNUAL MEETING 
OF TIIE SCOTilSH TERRIER CLUB OF 
AMERICA 

Holiday Inn, King of Prussia, PA 
October 4, 1997 

President Fred Brooks, Missouri , 
extended greetings to those in attendance 
at the annual meeting of The Scottish 
Terrier Club of America. The invocation 
was given by Vice President Maxine 
Stickler, Kentucky. Dinner was served at 
this time. 

Meeting was called to order by 
President Fred Brooks. There being no 
objection, it was agreed to dispense with 
the Roll Call and Reading of the Minutes 
of the previous meeting. Mr. Brooks 
introduced the current Officers and Board 
of Directors: V. Pres.- Maxine Stickler 
KY; Corr. Sec.. · Polly O'Neal TX '. 
Treasurer - Gene Hains, NC;. Unable t~ 
attend: Rec. Sec. - Sonya Neve, CO, and 
AKC Delegate - Joanne Kinnelly, MI. 
Directors, Class of 1998: Nancy Burleson 
· VA; Susan Clarkson - CA; Bill 
deVilleneuve - NY; Christine Stephens -
OR. Class of 1997: Michael Cook - PA" 
Robert Phelan - TX; ]. Richard Seelbach '. 
NJ. Unable to attend: Jeanie Jennings -
CA. He expressed his thanks and appre
ciation to retiring officers and board mem
bers; Sonya Neve, Joanne Kinnelly, 
Michael Cook, Jeanie Jennings , and 
Robert Phelan. The new Board was intro
duced as listed below in the Rec. Sec. 
Report. Mary-Ann Cole was appointed 
acting Rec . Sec. in the absence of the 
Rec. Sec. 

Mr. Brooks then introduced our 
Sweepstakes Judge, Mr. John Sheehan, 
who spoke briefly on the Scottish Terrier 
in general. 

President Fred Brooks then asked for a 
moment of silence in memory of the 
members who passed away in the last 
year: Barbara Dunham, Ray Bigelow, 
Robert Harley, Mary Jane Jueckstock, and 
Lois Smith. 
Report of the Recording Secretary: 
Since March 28, 1997 the Board has voted 
49 persons into membership in STCA. As 
of 9/ 27/ 97, membership is 695 units 
domestic; 21 units Canadian; 13 units 
Foreign, for a total of 729 units, or over 
1300 members. 
Report of the Treasurer: We are in 
good financial condition. There was no 
written report. 
Report of National Show Chairman: 
Maxine Stickler thanked the various indi
viduals who have helped to make 



Montgomery County weekend a great suc
cess. She reported that over 200 people 
had made reservation for both the Sweeps 
Buffet, and the Annual Meeting Banquet. 
The Scottish Terrier Club of Michigan was 
thanked for the lovely centerpieces pro
vided for the Annual Meeting. Michael 
Cook was acknowledged for the wonder
ful raffle prize he made and donated for 
the Michigan Rotating Specialty - Scotties 
riding in a Model T Ford. Bill Martin was 
asked to extend an invitation to the 1998 
Rotating Specialty to be held in 
Kalamazoo, Michigan. 
Election of Officers and Directors: 
The slate of Officers and Directors, as sub
mitted by the Nominating Committee to 
the Recording Secretary is as follows: 
President: Fred Brooks 
Vice President: Maxine Stickler 
Recording Secretary: Mary-Ann Cole 
Corresponding Secretary: Polly O'Neal 
Treasurer: Gene Hains 
A.KC Delegate: ]. Richard Seelbach 
Directors Class of 1999: Nancy 
Beavers, Theresa Duncan, Nancy Armour, 
Joseph Pendon. 

Directors completing 2nd year of their 
term: Nancy Burleson, Bill deVilleneuve, 
Susan Clarkson and Christine Stephens. 

No additional nominations were made 
by members. As provided by our by-laws, 
no ballot will be necessary in this case and 
the slate presented by the Nominating 
Committee is declared elected. 
Unfinished Business: None 
New Business: None 
Announcements: President Fred Brooks 
announced that there would be several 
enclosures with members' annual dues 
notice. There will be a Centennial 
Sweepstakes Judge ballot. It is very 
important that this be completed and 
returned, if you are interested in helping 
to select our Centennial Year 
Sweepstakes Judges 
1996 STCA ANNUAL AW ARDS 
THE ANSTAMM ACHIEVEMENT 
AWARD 

Awarded through the STCA by 
Anstamm Kennels to a person or persons, 
a group, a club, or any other organization 
for outstanding achievement in breeding 
or exhibiting, or other meritorious accom
plishment affecting or relating to the 
Scottish Terrier. The recipient does not 
have to be a member, or connected with 
the STCA (particularly where the recipi
ent's activity or accomplishment tran
scends any accomplishment by a Club 
Member). Current STCA Board Members 

are not eligible. 
AW ARD ED TO: SANDRA GOOSE ALLEN 
THE STERLING SILVER MEDALLION 
AWARD 
A replica of the Seal of the STCA is pre
sented in memory of Martha Melekov, 
past STCA president, to members who 
have rendered outstanding service to the 
Club. The winners are announced and 
the medallions are presented at the 
Annual Meeting. This award may be given 
only once to any club member. Current 
Board Members are not eligible. 
AWARDED TO: 

MICHAEL AND BARBARA BOTAK 
SHIRLEY JUSTUS 
LETTY PASSIG 
LESLIE "DAN" STICKLER 

THE GAINES GOOD SPORTSMANSHIP 
MEDAL 
This award is given, through the generos
ity of Gaine's Dog Food, to one member to 
honor his/her contributions to the STCA 
and the breed. These people are the 
behind the scenes workers who have 
given unselfishly of their time and talents 
for the STCA. Current Board Members are 
not eligible 
AW ARD ED TO: JACKIE SEELBACH 
TWEN1Y FIVE YEAR PIN AW ARDS 
Twenty Five Year Pins were presented to 
the following members: 
Sandra Anderson 
Karen Connors 
Joyce Gast 
Patricia Gilmore 
Linda Hains 
Donald Plott 
Carol Plott 
George Spradling 
Marjorie Spradling 
CONFORMATION AWARDS 
THE FRANCES G. LLOYD MEMORIAL 
AWARD 
Awarded to the dog or bitch winning the 
most championship points during the cal
endar year for Best of Breed (Not by Sex) 
CH Caevnes Devils Due 
Robert and Jane Phelan, Norma and Don 
Bankston 
THE ROSENFELD BREEDER'S CERTIFI
CATE 
Awarded to the breeder of the Lloyd 
Memorial Award winner. Offered by 
Sanford Rosenfeld. 
Wayne and Maxine Scott and Jane Phelan 
CH Caevnes Devils Due 
THE MCVAN ALL BREED AWARD 
Awarded to the owners of the dog or 
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bitch winning the most points in all breed 
competition. Offered by Dr. Vandra L. 
Huber and Michael A. Krolewski. 

1. CH Caevnes Devils Due (D) 
Robert andJane Phelan, Norma and 
Don Bankston 

2. CH Brookwood Anstamm Joint 
Venture (D) 
Fred and Patty Brooks, Anstamm 
Kennels 

3. CH Amescot's The Eyes Have It (B) 
Jim and Joyce Smith, Harold Ames 

4. CH Destiny's Stage Door Johnny (D) 
Caren Dieumegard, Susan Finn 

5. CH Destiny's Staying Power (D) 
Susan Finn 

6. CH Charthill Water Lily (B) 
Tom and Charla Hill 

7. CH Jospen's With One Look (B) 
Joseph Pendon 

8. CH Firebrand's Ruff Me Tuff (D) 
John Sheehan 

9. CH Duff-De Ruby Tuesday (B) 
Bill and Kathy deVilleneuve 

10. CH Sodak Society Babe (B) 
Scott and Susan Jacobsen 

THE GIL WYN BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX 
AWARD 
Awarded to the owner(s) of the dog or 
bitch winning the most points for Best of 
Opposite Sex to Best of Breed. Offered by 
Mr. and Ms. Gilbert G. Robinson 
Jim and Marjorie McTeman, Tom Natalini 
CH Haslemere Heartbreaker 
ALCHEMY BRED BY EXHIBITOR 
AWARD 
Awarded to the exhibitor winning the 
most points from the Bred by Exhibitor 
Classes with either a dog or bitch, not 
necessarily the same dog or bitch, provid
ed there is competition in the class 
between dogs of different owners. If 
there is no competition in the class one 
point is awarded. Going WD, WB, or BW 
does not constitute competition for this 
award. Offered by Russ, Mary Lou and 
Mary Regina Somma. 
Theresa Duncan 

Tardun Twinkle Royale 
Tardun Tribute 
Tardun Thistle Spy Tales 
Tardun Tessie's Tiara 

THE ANSTRUTHER AMERICAN BRED 
DOG AWARD 
Awarded to the exhibitor winning the 
most points from the American Bred Dog 
Class. Offered by David and Barbara 
Watson. 
Irene Dorosario, Jimmy Snodgrass 
McD's Black Magic Spell 
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THE HEBRIDES AMERICAN BRED 
BITCH AWARD 

Awarded to the exhibitor winning the 
most points from the American Bred Bitch 
Class. Offered by Dame Catharine C. 
Carpender k.m., Jeffrey and Lori Teague, 
and Larry]. Smith 

Barbara Watson 
Anstruthers Tibbermore 

THE CHAMPION DUFF-DE PAC MAN 
PUPPY DOG AWARD 

Awarded to the exhibitor winning the 
most points from the Puppy Dog Classes. 
Offered by Bill and Kathy deVilleneuve 

Helen Krisko and James Phelps 
Kriscot's Kool Jazz Finvarra 

THE BAR-NONE PUPPY BITCH 
AWARD 

A warded to the exhibitors winning the 
most points from the Puppy Bitch Classes. 
Offered by C. Michael and Christine Cook. 

Donna Cambron and Maurine McConnell 
Barbary Live Wire At Tivoli 

THE CH SANDGREG'S EDITORIAL 
STUD DOG AWARD 

Awarded to the owners of the stud pro
ducing the highest number of champions 
during a single year. Offered by John and 
Barbara DeSaye. 

Tom, Charla, and Kari Hill 

CH Charthill Victory At Sea 
CH Charthill World Cup Victory 
CH Charthill Jazz King 
CH Charthill Grand Reward 
CH Kriscot's Midnight Moonbeam 
CH Blue Ridge Hit A Home Run 
CH Obladi Maxwell Silver Hammer 
CH Inky Doodle Dandy 
CH Eroglens Olympic Medallist 
CH Charthill Lucky Charm 
CH Boldmere Beach Boy 
CH Boldmere Happy Harbor 
CH Boldmere Tartan Beach 
CH Charthill Rosy Victory 

THE LADY ALBERTA MEMORIAL 
BROOD BITCH AWARD 

A warded to the owners of the Scottish 
Terrier Bitch producing the highest num
ber of champions during a single year. 
Offered by Vana Mapplebeck 

TWO WAY TIE 

Vandra Huber and Michael Krolewski 
CH McVans Nut N' Honey 
-McVan Caevnes Nut 'N But Devil 
-McVan's Duke of Earl 
-McVan's Mm'm Mm'm Good 

AND 
Antonella Visconti di Modrone 

-Quercus Tatiana 
-Quercus Out of Print 
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-Quercus Replay 
-Quercus A Matter Of Opinion 

THE BERNICE AYERS MEMORIAL 
AWARD CANDIDATE 

A warded to the Breeder of the Best in 
Sweepstakes at the Fall Specialty of the 
Scottish Terrier Club of America; perma
nent possession of said trophy is to be 
awarded when won by the same breeder 
three times. 

Glenby's Touch of Style 
Christine E. Stephens 

THE CHARLES C. STALTER AND 
HELEN B. STALTER MEMORIAL TRO
PHY CANDIDATE 

A warded for the Best of Breed at 
Montgomery County, PA Scottish Terrier 
Show; permanent possession of said tro
phy is awarded when won three times by 
the same owner not necessarily in con
secutive order or by the same dog. 

CH Caevnes Devils Due 
Robert and Jane Phelan and Norma and 
Don Bankston 

THE GOLD MEDALLION BREEDER'S 
AWARD 

A warded to the breeder of the Best of 
Breed at Montgomery County. Offered by 
the Scottish Terrier Club of California 

CH Caevnes Devils Due 
Wayne and Maxine Scott and Jane Phelan 

Awarded to the breeder of the Best of 
Breed at the Rotating Specialty. Offered 
by the Scottish Terrier Club of California 

CH Anstamm Brookwood Joint Venture 
Fred and Patty Brooks and Anstamm 
Kennels 

THE LOUISE ELLSWORTH MEMORIAL 
TROPHY CANDIDATE 

A warded to the Best of Opposite Sex to 
the Best of Breed at the Fall Specialty. 
Winner must be a member of STCA. 

CH Alchemy's Battleaxe 
Russ and Mary Lou Somma 

THE JOHN MCCOWEN MEMORIAL 
TROPHY CANDIDATE 

Awarded to the Best of Winners at the Fall 
Specialty. Permanent possession is to be 
awarded when won three times be the 
same owner, not necessarily with the 
same dog nor at consecutive shows. 
Winner must be a member of the STCA. 
Offered by Helen Gaither in memory of 
Ch. Gaidoune Great Bear 

Not Awarded 

THE HUGHCREST TROPHY CANDI
DATE 

Awarded to the Best of Winners at the Fall 
Specialty. Permanent possession is to be 

awarded when won three times by the 
same owner, not necessarily with the 
same dog nor at consecutive shows. 
Winner must be a member of the STCA. 
Offered by Chris and Judy Hughes. 

Not Awarded 

OBEDIENCE AW ARDS 

HARROP AW ARD FOR HIGHEST 
SCORING COMPANION DOG 

Awarded to the Scottie earning the high
est average score in qualifying for a 
Companion Dog obedience title . Plaque 
offered by Faith Harrop 

Sandgreg's Inka Dinka Do, CD 
Average: 187 

Owner: Glen and Julie Cieutat 

PASSIG AWARD FOR HIGHEST SCOR
ING COMPANION DOG EXCELLENT 

Awarded to the Scottie earning the high
est average score in qualifying for a 
Companion Dog Excellent obedience 
title. Plaque offered by Letty Passig 

CH Siol Ailpeinn's Calum Dubh, CDX 
Average: 188 Owner: Susan Riches 

FAIRBANKS AWARD FOR HIGHEST 
SCORING UTILITY DOG 

Awarded to the Scottie earning the high
est average score in qualifying for a Utility 
Dog obedience title. Plaque offered by 
Virginia Fairbanks. 

Stonecroft's Black Watch, UD 
Average: 189.5 Owner: Dorene Cross 

MACLAPIN "SAM" MEMORIAL AWARD 

Awarded to the Champion of Record who 
earns an obedience title during the award 
year and has the highest average CD, 
CDX, or UD score in earning that title. 
Trophy offered by Lorayne Lapin in 
Memory of CH MacLapin Just A Sample, 
CDX, Can. CD. 

CH Siol Ailpein's Calum Dubh, CDX 
Average: 188 Owner: Susan Riches 

TRYON AW ARD FOR HIGHEST SCOR
ING DOG IN ADV AN CED OBEDIENCE 

Awarded to the dog having the highest 
average score while showing in the 
advanced obedience classes. Plaque 
offered by Ruth and Bert Tryon 
Stonecroft's Black Watch, UD 
Average: 189.5 Owner: Dorene Cross 

AGILITY TITLES 

Tashmuit Druzilla Huff, NA 
Owners: Susan Hamed and Eliza Harned 

Tashmuit Pippy Longstocking, NA 
Owners: Susan Hamed and Eliza Hamed 

Ruckus By My-Scott & Owyn, NA 

Owner: Judy Larson 



EARTIIDOG TITIES 

Roughcastle Kenjo Suzy Q , JE 
Owner: Betty Lou Breese 
Bonny Magna Corista Linda, WCH, JE 
Owners: Bonnie and George Casely 
CH Kriscot's Golden Ghillie , CD, JE 
Owners: Diane B. and Harold Price 
CH Munro's Jock McTavish, CD, JE, SE 
Owner: Mary Helen Rice 
President Fred Brooks thanked all for 
attending and the meeting was adjourned 
at 8:45 P.M. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

Mary-Ann Cole 

Acting Recording Secretary 

Scottish Terrier Club of America 

MINUTES OF TIIE ANNUAL MEETING 

TIIE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF TIIE 
SCOTTISH TERRIER CLUB OF AMERI
CA 

October 4, 1997 
President Fred Brooks called the meeting 
to order at 9:00 p. m. Officers and Board 
members present were: 

President: Fred Brooks 
Vice President: Maxine Stickler 
Corresponding Secretary: Polly O'Neal 
Recording Secretary: Mary-Ann Cole 
Treasurer: Gene Hains 
AKC Delegate: ]. Richard Seelbach 
Directors , Class of 1998 
Nancy Burleson, Virginia 
Susan Clarkson, California 
William de Villeneuve, New York 
Christine Stephens, Oregon 
Directors, Class of 1999 
Nancy Beavers, Massachusetts 
Theresa Duncan, Missouri 
Nancy Armour, Michigan 
Joseph Pendon, California 

All officers and board members were pre
sent. 

The first item on the agenda was the 
selection of a location for the winter 
meeting. It is to be heldJanuary 17, 1998 
and to continue on January 18, 1998, if 
necessary. The Location to be the Dela 
Poste Hotel, .New Orleans, LA. The 
Motions Review Committee will meet on 
Friday, January 16, 1998 at the same loca
tion. 

STCA COMMITTEES, 1997-1998 
ADVERTISING: Linda Tubbs Bell 

ANNUAL AW ARDS: Nancy Burleson 

ANNUAL AWARDS TALLY AND TITLE: 
Barbara Lounsbury 

BAGPIPER EDITOR: 
Theresa Kay Thomas 

COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY: 
Michele Fujawa 

CENTENNIAL CELEBRATION: 
Jackie Seelbach, Chair 

EARTHDOG: Camille Partridge 

EDUCATION AND HEALTII: 
Mary Lou Somma, Chair 

FINANCE: Gene Hains 

FUND RAISER, RAFFLE: Larae Shafer 

GAZETTE COLUMNIST: 
Carole Fry Owen 

HEALTII TRUST FUND: 

AKC REFERRAL SERVICE: 
Evelyn Kirk 

RESCUE: 
Marshall and Daphne Branzell 

SPECIALTY ARRANGEMENT 
COORDINATOR: 
Gail Fisher and Ray Dubreuil 

SWEEPSTAKES BUFFET LIAISON: 
Liz Heywood 

TERRIER BREEDS NETWORK: 
Jane Phelan 

SWEEPSTAKES SHOW SECRETARY: 
Jackie Seelbach 

TROPHY: 
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Barbara DeSaye, Chair; Joanne Kinnelly, 
Secretary; Bonnie Lamphear, Treasurer; 
Mary-Ann Cole, Michael Cook, Ruth Ann 
Krause, Carole Fry Owen 

Dianne Welde, Chair; Pat Wooster, Jacki 
Herron 

HISTORIAN/YEARBOOK: 
Muriel Lee 

ILLUSTRATION OF TIIE STANDARD: 
Michael Cook, Chair; Sandra Goose 
Allen, Barbara DeSaye, Evelyn Kirk, 
Miriam Stamm 

JUDGES EDUCATION: 
Sandra Goose Allen 

LEGISLATION LIAISON: 
Susan Clarkson 

MEMBERSHIP: 
Christine Stephens, Chair; Polly O'Neal, 
Joseph Pendon 

MOTIONS REVIEWS: 
Nancy Burleson, Chair 

OBEDIENCE: Letty Passig 

PUBLIC INFORMATION: 
Bill Martin 

The above listed chairmen were agreed 
upon by general consensus of the Board 

AKC DELEGATE EXPENSES 
A motion was made by Maxine Stickler 
to set a maximum of $1000.00 for 
expenses for the AKC Delegate. The 
motion was seconded by Bill 
deVilleneuve. Motion carried. 

CENTENNIAL CELEBRATION 
A proposal was made by Jackie Seelbach, 
Chairman concerning the Centennial 
Celebration. This will be considered at 
the winter meeting. 

There being no more business to be con
sidered, the meeting was adjourned. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Mary-Ann Cole 
Corresponding Secretary 
Scottish Terrier Club of America 

Scottish Terrier Club of America Education and 
Health Committee 

VIDEO !iERIE!i 
1995 Health Survey - 1995 Montgomery Health Seminar 
The results of our first health survey are discussed. Dr. George Padgett puts 
the health survey into perspective in terms of frequency of carriers for the vari
ous diseases reported. 
Currently available. Make check payable to: STCA 

Hypothyroidism and Cushing's Disease - 1997 Montgomery Health 
Seminar 
Dr. Marie Kerl discusses these two most common canine endocrine disorders. 
Current information regarding breeding and genetic factors are examined. 

Scottie Cramp 
Dr. Kenneth Meyers discusses Scottie Cramp. The genetics of the disease are 
examined and testing options are discussed. This tape has been re-edited and 
re-formatted for better quality. Ready by the beginning of the year. 
Reservations are being taken and you will be notified when tape is available and 
payment is due. 

Cost of each tape: $20 (add $3 for shipping) 

Direct all payments, reservations or inquiries to: 

Sue Martin, 1041 E. Main St., Flushing, MI 48433, Ph. (810)659-6450 
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The following new Scottish Terrier champions and title holders are owned by STCA members as published by the American 
Kennel Club under "New Titles of Record" for the period from July through October of 1997. ALL OWNERS AND CO
OWNERS MUST BE STCA MEMBERS AT THE TIME OF THE CHAMPIONSHIP OR TITLE. (B = Breeder, 0 = Owner). List 
compiled by Lois Bolding and Barbara Lounsbury. 

CH Anstamm Back At You (D) 
Sire: CH Anstamm Flashback 
Dam: CH Anstamm Atta Girl 
0 : Anstamm Kennels 
B: Anstamm Kennels & Dolores Strong 
CH Ard Talam Sasam Liam (D) 
Sire: CH Pendlehill Viceroy 
Dam: CH Glenmary Maid Marion 
0 : Edward & Christine Sadovsky 
B: Owners 
CH Ashton's Delightsome (B) 
Sire: CH McLyn's Hamish Of Macnab 
Dam: Ashton's Rosemary 
0: Suzanne K. Smith 
B: John McNabney, Suzanne K. Smith & 
Joyce McNabney 
CH Balgair's Freewheelin' (D) 
Sire: CH Balgair's Encore 
Dam: CH Glengloamins Melody Of Luv 
0: Donna Cone 
B: Joan L. Duke 
CH Balgair's Silent Screen (B) 
Sire: CH Danskots Valentino 
Dam: CH Balgair's Dark Side of the Moon 
0 : Joan L. Duke 
B: Owner 
CH Barbary Live Wire At Tivoli (B) 
Sire: CH Tardun Treasure Trove 
Dam: CH Barbary Miss Manners 
0: Donna L. Cambron & Maurine 
McConnell 
B: Maurine McConnell 
CH Barraglen's Banshee Chieftan (D) 
Sire: CH The Mac Gregor 
Dam: CH Barraglen's Bramble Heather 
0 : Ann B. Bower, Sherrie Creekmore & 
Elizabeth Cooper 
B: Ann B. Bower & Barry Truax 
CH Beameups Victorias Star (B) 
Sire: CH Victoria's Watch Me Impressm 
Dam: CH Beameups Cisco Of McTerra 
0: Al Alaniz & Dorene M. Cross 
B: Dorene M. Cross 
CH Blueberry's Just My Style (B) 
Sire: CH Glenby's Royal Ruler 
Dam: CH Blueberry's Picture This 
0 : Linda Hains & Kathi Brown 
B: Kathi Brown & Geraldine Poudrier 
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CH Blueberry's Norstar (D) 
Sire: CH Glenby's Born To Be Blue 
Dam: Norstar's Councelor Troy 
0 : Christine Cook & Kathi Brown 
B: Norma Bouchard 
CH Boldmere Wing And A Prayer (D) 
Sire: Dalbrae Boldmere Sky's Th' Limit 
Dam: Boldmere Climbing The Wall 
O: Lois S. Bolding & Bruce M. King 
B: Owners 
CH Eurisco Holly Escot (B) 
Sire: CH Belfyre Maid For Tardun Imprint 
Dam: Escot Downtown Desiree 
0: Theresa]. Duncan 
B: Milan Stetina 
CH Fairoak's Polished Pewter (B) 
Sire: CH Fairoak's Dueling Pistol 
Dam: CH Fairoak's Rushlight 
0 : Cindy B. Dean 
B: Owner 
CH Firebrand's Master Cut (D) 
Sire: CH McLens Steppin' Out 
Dam: CH Firebrand's Dark Portfolio 
0 : John Sheehan 
B: Owner 
CH Glenby's Royal Heritage (D) 
Sire: Sunrise Secret Agent 
Dam: CH Glenby's Touch Me Not 
0: Christine E Stephens 
B: Owner 
CH Glenby's Secret Touch (B) 
Sire: Sunrise Secret Agent 
Dam: CH Glenby's Touch Me Not 
0: Christine E. Stephens 
B: Owner 
CH Glenby's True Image (B) 
Sire: CH Glenby's Royal Triumph 
Dam: CH Glenby's Tried And True 
0: Christine E. Stephens 
B: Owner 
CH Greatscot's Hot Stuff (B) 
Sire: CH Greatscot What A Hot Shot 
Dam: Minnie Muffin 
0: Nancy Walthers 
B: Owner 
CH Gypsy Rose-A-Lee (B) 
Sire: CH Amescot's Lotta Talk 
Dam: Whole Lotta Rosie 

0: Beverly D. Cromwell 
B: Owner 
CH Heather Isles Hotdam 'N 
Hallelujah (B) 
Sire: CH Caevnes Devils Due 
Dam: CH Brookhill's Northern Lights 
0: Norma Bankston 
B: Sally Johnson & Sara Cebuliski 
CH Hiwood Golden Commander 
Kenjo (D) 
Sire: CH Kenjo Gold Coin Commander 
Dam: CH Hiwood Homegrown Emmaline 
0 : Betty Lou Breese 
B: Owner 
CH Hiwood Golden Trafford Girl (B) 
Sire: CH Hiwood George P Casely 
Dam: Hiwood Trafford Golden Beige 
0 : Betty Lou Breese 
B: Owner 
CH J-Mar's By The Square (B) 
Sire: CH Glengloamin's Berkley Square 
Dam: Firebrand's Show Stopper 
0 : William G. Burge & Peggy M. Burge 
B: Owners 
CH Karascots Gloriosa (B) 
Sire: Brookhill Brindle Brat 
Dam: Anstamm My Fair Lady II 
0: Janet Bartholomew & Anstamm 
Kennel 
B: Shirley & Nick Karas 
CH Last Resorts Wirthy Covenant (B) 
Sire: CH Caevnes Devils Due 
Dam: CH The Last Resorts Eureka 
0: Alice I. Wirth & E. Gussie Burros 
B: E. Gussie Burros 
CH McLyn's Hamish Of Macnab (D) 
Sire: CH Stonecroft Iago Of Brigadoon 
Dam: McLyn's In Spite Of Itall 
0: Joyce L. McNabney & John C. 
McNabney 
B: Owners 
CH Quercus Saturnia (B) 
Sire: CH Quercus Shalimar 
Dam: CH Quercus It Had To Be Me 
0: Antonella Visconti Di Modrone 
B: Owner 



CH Raewyn London Fog At Headscot 
(D) 
Sire: CH Deblin's Back Talk 
Dam: CH Raewyn Chelsea Girl 
0: Mary Ann Lubno 
B: Olwyn Hawkins, William T. Long & 
Edward R. McManus 

CH Raewyn Petticoat Lane (B) 
Sire: CH Kirthom Lancelot 
Dam: CH Raewyn Viva Victoria 
0 : Olwyn D. Hawkins & William T. Long 
Jr. 
B: William T. Long Jr., Edward R. 
McManus & Olwyn D. Hawkins 
CH Ravenscraig Frivolity (B) 
Sire: CH Pendlehill Viceroy 
Dam: CH Ravenscraig's Rampage 
0: Jeanie Jennings & Albert Jennings 
B: Owners 
CH Rockinghams Kiss Me Kate (B) 
Sire: CH High Meadow's The Boogeyman 
Dam: CH McEntire's Souvenir Edition 
0: Arthur & Ann Frankewich 
B: Owners 
CH Sandgreg's First Edition (B) 
Sire: CH Sandgreg's Limited Edition 
Dam: CH Sandgreg's Highland Katrine 
0: Ruth Ann Krause & Mary L. Best 
B: Thomas & Elizabeth Wise 

CH Sandgreg's Limited Edition (D) 
Sire: CH Sandgreg's Second Edition 
Dam: CH Sandgreg's Luv Me Tender 
0: Bettie Gooch & Barbara DeSaye 
B: Owners 
CH Selkirk Keep Up Appearances (B) 
Sire: CH Tardun Treasure Trove 
Dam: CH Selkirk Tea Cozy 
0: Anita P. Knirnschild & Charles W. 
Knirnschild 
B: Owners 

CH Sno Mtn's Short 'N Sweet (B) 
Sire: CH Charthill Victory At Sea 
Dam: CH Whiskybae Yanky Sno Mtn Fury 
0: Gail Fisher & Ray Dubreuil 
B: Gail Fisher, Ray Dubreuil & Gary & 
Susan Carr 
CH Snowbank Ode Twa Oxymoron 
(B) 
Sire: CH Glenby's Born To Be Blue 
Dam: Snowbank Hogmanay Harmony 
0: Martha S. Replogle 
B: Owner 

CH Sodak Gentleman's Choice (B) 
Sire: CH Sodak Gentleman Jim 
Dam: CH Sodak Andromeda 
0 : Scott Jacobsen, Susan James Jacobsen 
& Peg James 
B: Scott Jacobsen & Susan James 
Jacobsen 
CH Springbok Dark Victory (D) 
Sire: CH Charthill Victory At Sea 
Dam: Springbok's Shades O'Scarlet 
0: Saundra Mills , Gary Mills & Donna E. 
Winslow 
B: Donna E. Winslow & Jack E.Winslow 
Jr. 
CH Springbok Night Stalker (D) 
Sire: CH Charthill Victory At Sea 
Dam: Springbok's Shades O'Scarlet 
0: Donna E. Winslow & Jack E. Winslow 
Jr. 
B: Owners 
CH Stonehedge Skylark (B) 
Sire: Brookhill Brindle Brat 
Dam: CH Stonehedge Rock Candy 
0: Tom Natalini, Marlene Burgess & Eric 
Burgess 
B: Tom Natalini, Joan Massa & Patricia 
Descriscrio 
CH Stonehedge Windsong (B) 
Sire: Brookhill Brindle Brat 
Dam: CH Suzanna Of Scarista 
0 : Tom Natalini & Ron Schaeffer 
B: Tom Natalini & Irwin & Ilene 
Hochberg 
CH Tardun Royal Star Of Glenby (D) 
Sire: CH Glenby's Royal Viking 
Dam: CH Tardun Twinkle 
0: Theresa]. Duncan 
B: Owner 

CH Tardun Thistle Spy Tales (D) 
Sire: CH Whiskybae Southern Spy 
Dam: CH Tardun Thistledown 
0: Theresa}. Duncan 
B: Owner 
CH Tardun Thistlespy Of Sodak (D) 
Sire: CH Whiskybae Southern Spy 
Dam: CH Tardun Thistledown 
0: Peg}ames 
B: Theresa}. Duncan 

CH Tivoli's Tigerwood Legacy (D) 
Sire: CH Charthill Samuel Whiskers 
Dam: Tivoli's Flashy Gal 
0 : Donna Wagner & Donna L.Cambron 
B: Donna L. Cambron 

CH Wild Wind Night Diamond (B) 
Sire: CH Anstamm Beat The Rap 
Dam: CH Wild Wind Ebb Tide 
0: Kim & Marilyn Lindsay 
B: Owners 
CH XTC Ancient Mariner (D) 
Sire: CH Charthill Victory At Sea 
Dam: CH Andee Celebration at XTC 
0: Nancy Xander 
B: Nancy Xander 

COMPANION DOG 
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Tashmuit Pippy Longstocking CD NA 
(B) 
Sire: CH Crisscot Crown Prince Charly 
Dam: Crisscot Corinna 
0: Susan W. Harned & Eliza Hamed 
B: Owners 

Vicarscot's Not My Angel CD NA (B) 
Sire: CH Kukri Of The Hebrides 
Dam: Seelie's Faerie Rade Sae Bold UD 
0: Vicky Y. Carpenter 
B: Owner 

NOVICE AGILITY 

Vicarscot's Not My Angel CD NA (B) 
Sire: CH Kukri Of The Hebrides 
Dam: Seelie's Faerie Rade Sae Bold UD 
0: Vicky Y. Carpenter 
B: Owner 
Asta Cadova NA (D) 
Sire: Sir Meridock Brandybuck 
Dam: Lady Peregrin Took 
0: Amy Cada 
B: Kristy Aucoin-Anderson 

OPEN AGILITY 
Vicarscots Coal-Celtic Gem CDX OA 
(B) 
Sire: Greyfriars Bobby Brown 
Dam: Seelie's Faerie Rade Sae Bold UD 
0: Vicky Y. Carpenter 
B: Owner 

SENIOR EARTHDOG 
Ayrlawn Egar Alen Po Of Hiwood SE 
(D) 
Sire: CH Ayrlawn Robert The Bruce 
Dam: Hiwood Golden Dream CD 
0: Virginia Fairbanks 
B: Betty Lou Breese 

STCA members whose Scotties have earned new Championship titles or recognized Obedience or Agility titles may request 
Certificates of Recognition from the STCA by notifying: 

Awards Chairperson: Nancy D. Burleson 
7702 Arlen Street, Annandale, VA 22003 

STCA members whose Scotties have earned Certificates of Gameness, Hunting Certificates, Working Terrier titles or Earthdog 
titles, to assure recognition from the STCA, please send pertinent information and a copy of the certificate to: 

Earthdog Chairperson: Camille Partridge 
PO Box 1058, Philomath, OR 97370 
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STANDINGS 

Thanks again to my dedicated committee members who continue to donate 
hours of their valuable time to keeping track of wins in 11 separate cate
gories. Sincere apologies to Connie Smith who, along with Pam Wilson, 
volunteered to take over the American Bred tallies beginning with our previ
ous Bagpiper issue. I inadvertently omitted her name from our list of new
comers. We welcome Connie into the fold, and apologize for the oversight. 
Exhibitors with questions or comments can reach me at 168 Wright Pond 
Road, Canterbury, CT 06331, by phone or fax at (860) 546-6704 or via e-mail at HOLLYLOCH@prodigy.net. We count on you, as owners and 
exhibitors, to let us know about any omissions or corrections. Names of those who tally results for each category appear below. Special thanks, as 
always, to Lois Bolding, our Quality Control person, for her uncanny ability to remember names and spellings, and to spot typos. Thanks to you all 
for a job well done! 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL OWNERS AND CO-OWNERS MUST BE STCA MEMBERS AT THE TIME OF THE WIN. 

SECOND QUAITTER 1997 
CANDIDATES FOR THE FRANCES G. 
LLOYD MEMORIAL A WARD 
Awarded to the dog or bitch winning the most 
championship points during the calendar year 
for Best of Breed (not by sex). Tallies by 
Maureen McConnell and Susan Martin. 

1. CH Destiny's Stage Door Johnny (D) 
C. Dieumegard, S. Finn ... . . . . ... . 107 

2. CH Duff-De Ruby Tuesday (B) 
B. & K. deVilleneuve . . ..... . . . ... 65 

3. CH Jospen's With One Look (B) 
J. Pendon, J. Kinnamey .... . . . . .... 62 

4. CH Anstamm Brookwood Joint Venture (D) 
F.& P. Brooks, Anstamm Knls. . .... . 52 

5. CH Mc Van's Canned Heat (D) 
V. Huber, J. Kinnamey, M. Ward . ... 35 

6. CH Sodak Vanguard (D) 
P. James, S. Jacobsen . . .... . ..... . . 28 

7. CH Thistlepark Seas The Moment (D) 
M. & J. Park .. . . ... . . ..... . ..... 27 

8. CH Friendship Hill Anchor Woman (B) 
P. & T. Gallatin ....... .. . . .. . . . .. 24 

9. CH Ashmoor Manderly Gem Twist (B) 
J. Casper, R. Moore III . . .... .. . .. . 15 

9. CH Charthill Rosy Victory (B) 
C. & T. Hill .. . .. . . ........ . ... . .15 

9. CH Windsor's Gone With The Wind (B) 
M. Plumb, L. Shafer ...... . . .. . .. . 15 

CANDIDATES FOR THE McV AN ALL 
BREED AWARD 
Awarded to the owners of the dog or bitch win
ning the most points in all breed competition. 
Each Best of Breed receives one point regardless 
of competition in the breed but no points are 
given for Best of Breed at a Specialty show. 
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Additional points are awarded for Terrier Group 
placements and Best In Show wins and are 
awarded as follows: Best In Show - 8 points; 
Group 1 - 5 points; Group 2 - 4 points; Group 3 
- 3 points; Group 4 - 2 points. Offered by Dr. 
Vandra L. Huber and Michael A. Krolewski. 
Tallies by Maureen McConnell and Susan 
Martin. 

1. CH Anstamm Brookwood Joint Venture (D) 
F.& P. Brooks, Anstarnm Knls. . . .. . 186 

2. CH Destiny's Stage Door Johnny (D) 
C. Dieumegard, S. Finn ..... . ..... 111 

3. CH Jospen's With One Look (B) 
J. Pendon, J. Kinnamey . .. .. .... . .. 68 

4. CH Charthill Water Lily (B) 
K. , T. & C. Hill .... . . ......... . . .43 

4. CH Sodak Vanguard (D) 
P. James, S. Jacobsen . .. . . ... .... . .43 

6. CH Duff-De Ruby Tuesday (B) 
B. & K. deVilleneuve .. ..... . .... . .42 

7. CH Thistlepark Seas The Moment (D) 
M. & J. Park . . . . ... ...... . .... . .. 34 

8. CH Charthill Rosy Victory (B) 
C. & T. Hill . .. ...... . .. .. .. . . . .. 29 

9 .CH Mc Van's Canned Heat (D) 
V. Huber, J. Kinnamey, M. Ward . .... 28 

10 .CH Windsor's Gone With The Wind (B) 
M. Plumb, L. Shafer . .... . ... . . . .. . 21 

CANDIDATES FOR THE GIL WYN BEST 
OF OPPOSITE SEX A WARD 
Awarded to the owner(s) of the dog or bitch 
winning the most points for Best of Opposite 
Sex to Best of Breed. Offered by Mr. and Mrs. 
Gilbert G. Robinson. Tallies by Norma 
Bankston and Dr. Louis Mitchell. 

1. CH Windsor's Gone With The Wind (B) 
M. Plumb, L. Shafer ... . .... . ... . .. 26 

1. CH Jospen's With One Look (B) 
J. Pendon, J. Kinnamey . . . . ...... . . 26 

3. CH Victoria's Black Knight (D) 
M/M H. Cantrell . . . ........ . .. .. .. 22 

4. CH Mc Van's Caevnes Nut'N But Devil (B) 
B. & J. Phelan .................. .17 

5. CH Mc Van's Canned Heat (D) 
V. Huber, J. Kinnamey, M. Ward ..... 16 

6. Quercus Saturnia (B) 
A. Modrone . .... ............... .13 

6. CH Destiny's Stage Door Johnny (D) 
C. Dieumegard, S. Finn . . . ...... . .. 13 

8. Sno Mtn's Classic Challenger (D) 
G. Fisher, R. Dubreuil . . ....... . ... 12 

9. Sno Mtn's Short 'N Sweet (B) 
G. Fisher, R. Dubreuil . . .. . . .... . . . 10 

9. Snowbank Ode Twa Oxymoron (B) 
M. Replogle . . ......... . .. . . . ... . 10 

9. Sodak Mist Over Camelot (B) 
P. James . ... ... . ... . ....... . ... . 10 

CANDIDATES FOR THE ALCHEMY 
BRED BY EXHIBITOR A WARD 
Awarded to the exhibitor winning the most 
points from the Bred By Exhibitor Classes with 
either a dog or bitch, not necessarily the same 
dog or bitch, provided there is competition in the 
class between dogs of different owners. If there 
is no competition, one point is awarded. Going 
WD, WB or BW does not constitute competition 
for this award. Offered by Russ, Mary Lou and 
Mary Regina Somma. Tallies by Linda and Jim 
Orsborn. 



Awards Standings 
1. T. Duncan ...................... 36 

Tardun Tessie's Tiara 
Tardun Thistle Aye Spy 
Tardun Thistle Spy Tales 

2. C. Stephens ... . . ........... ..... 24 
Glenby's Royal Heritage 
Glenby's Secret Touch 
Glenby's True Image 

3. N. Walthers ...... .... . .......... 18 
Greatscot's Hot Stuff 
Greatscot's Dangerous 

4. D. Welde ......... ... .......... .17 
Diland Afternoon Delight 
Diland Brick House 
Diland Serendipity 

5. E. Avery, C. Hill ................. 16 
Darlen's Hallmark Diamond 

5. Anstarnm Kennels, D. Strong ..... ... 16 
Anstarnm Back At You 

5. A. Wirth, E. Burros ..... . . ... .... . 16 
Last Resorts Wirthy Covenant 

8. M. & R. McConnell .............. 14 
Barbary Bad Rap 

8. B. Casey . . ... . . .. ..... .. .... . .. .14 
Casi's Valued Asset of Todrun 

8. C. & T. Hill .................... .14 
Charthill Boss Brass ............ 14 
Charthill Empress Of The Blue 
Charthill Sweet Georgia Brown 

8. M. Fujawa ...................... 14 
Dragoon Fabulous Faith 

8. G. & L. Haines .................. .14 
Gaidoune Bearjolais 

CANDIDATES FOR THE ANSTRUTHER 
AMERICAN BRED DOG A WARD 
Awarded to the exhibitor winning the most 
points from the American Bred Dog Class. 
Offered by David and Barbara Watson. Tallies 
by Pam Wilson. 

1. M. Garfield ...................... 2 
Top Brass Hearthrob 

1. C. Jarvis ................... . ..... 2 
Galashiels Duncan 

CANDIDATES FOR THE HEBRIDES 
AMERICAN BRED BITCH A WARD 
Awarded to the exhibitor winning the most 
points from the American Bred Bitch Class. 
Offered by Dame Catharine C. Carpender k.m., 
Jeffrey & Lori Teague, & Larry J. Smith. 
Tallies by Pam Wilson & Connie Smith. 

1. G. & R. Stewart, E. Cooper ...... . . . 14 
WeeKnowe Walsing Nephrititi 

2. G. & R. Stewart ................. .12 
WeeKnowe Walsing Nephrititi 

3. N. Schaus .. ..... . . . . ..... . . .. ... . 8 
Ima Inky Too 

4. P. Gerold ..... . .. . . . ... . ....... . .4 
Firebrand's Yours Truly 
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Second Quarter 1997 
5. J. Sheehan . ...................... 2 

Firebrand's Trade Secret 
5. C. Carpender ................ . . . .. 2 

Noor Of The Hebrides 
7. S. & R. Clarkson ....... . .. . . . ..... 1 

Fraser's Faye of Fa La La 
7. P. James .. ..... ... ... .. . . . . ... . . .1 

Oceanic Crystal Wave 
7. S. Rutherford ............ . . ..... . .1 

Rococo's Precious Pearl 
7. E. & M. Burgess ............. . ... .1 

Lochmaree Remember Me 

CANDIDATES FOR THE CH DUFF-DE 
PAC MAN PUPPY DOG A WARD 
Awarded to the exhibitor winning the most 
points from the Puppy Dog Classes. Offered by 
Bill and Kathy deVilleneuve. Tallies by 
Elizabeth Heywood. 

1. A. & J. Jennings .................. 24 
Ravenscraig Crusin' 

2. Anstarnm Knls. . .............. .. .23 
Anstarnm Hard As Nails 
Anstarnm Tidal Wave 

3. M. Sizemore .................... .21 
Mc Van's Tennessee Tornado 

4. D. & E. Leab ......... . .. ... .. ... 15 
Jonathan Tobias 

4. J. & I.Craig .......... . .... . .. ... 15 
Strathyre Magic Man 

6. L. Bolding, B. King .. ..... ..... .. . 12 
Boldmere Safari 

6. P. Wilson ...... . . ... . .... . . .. .. .12 
Wilscot's Warrior King 

8. L. Teague, C. Hill .... ............ 11 
Blue Ridge Charthill Stony Point 

9. M. Walsh, J. Allen ............ ... . 10 
Juwinn's Braveheart 

10. E. & C. Sadovsky .................. 8 
Ard Talam Sasam Liam 

CANDIDATES FOR THE BAR-NONE 
PUPPY BITCH A WARD 
Awarded to the exhibitor winning the most 
points from the Puppy Bitch Classes. Offered 
by C. Michael and Christine Cook. Tallies by 
Susan Riches. 

1. G. Alaniz & D. Cross . .... . . . . .. .. . 27 
Beameup Victorias Star 

2. D. Cambron, N. Armour ... . . . . . .. .. 26 
Aberlou's Out Of The Blue 

3. C. & M. Taylor .................. 20 
Jabberwok Only You 

4. F. & G. & L. Gurrola ......... .... .18 
Blackmount Royal Treasure 

4. J. & K. Addison ..... ............ .18 
Firebrand's Viking Seeker 

6.D.Price .... . . . . .. .... . . . . . ..... 17 
Pryscott's Elfin Magic 

7. S. Ero ......................... .16 

Eroglen's Isadorable 
8. R. & S. Clarkson ................ .14 

Fraser's Faye of Fa La La 
Fraser's Fran The Fresno KcQt 
Fraser's Phoebe Of Fitzgerald 

8. N. Duncan & P. Wilson ........... .14 
Wilscot's Highland Huntress 

8. P. Wildman . ............... . ... .14 
Wildman's Eternal Hope 
Wildman's Going High Places 

CANDIDATES FOR THE CH SAND
GREG'S EDITORIAL STUD DOG 
AWARD 
A warded to the owners of the stud producing the 
highest number of champions during a single 
year. Offered by John and Barbara DeSaye. 
Tallies by Theresa Duncan. 

1. CH Charthill Victory At Sea .5 champions 
K., T. & C. Hill 

Charthill Top Gun 
Dunwoodie Dreadnought 
Charthill Sandy Shore 
Dolynwood Ghillie Dhu 
XTC Ancient Mariner 

2. CH Balgownie Bulletin .. .. 4 champions 
H. Prince, E. Cooper 

Glenfraser's Lochinvar 
Top Brass Windsor Castle 
Windsor's Gone With The Wind 
Windsor's Wagon Master 

3. CH Anstamm Beat The Rap .3 champions 
Anstamm Knls. 

Anstarnm Hard As Nails 
Barbary Bad Rap 
Wild Wind Night Diamond 

3. CH Caevnes Devils Due .... 3 champions 
R. & J. Phelan, N. & D. Bankston 

Casi's Devils Delight 
Kaynan Shannan O'Scotia 
Heather Isles HotDam'N Hallelujah 

5. CH Amescot's Lotta Talk ... 2 champions 
G. Fisher, R. Dubreuil 

Amescot Makes Doris' Day 
Whiskybae Curtain Call 

5. CH Charthill Seaworthy .... 2 champions 
T. & C. Hill 

Carden Wishes 'N Whims 
Kellam Cutty Sark 

5. Dalbrae Boldmere Sky's The Limit .2 champions 
Lois Bolding & Bonnie Dalbey 

Boldmere Wild Blue Yonder 
Boldmere Wing And A Prayer 

5. CH Danskots Valentino .... 2 champions 
R. Harley 

Koch's Just Having Fun 
Balgair's Silent Screen 

5. CH Glenby's Born To Be Blue .. 2 champions 
K. Brown 

Blueberry's Norstar 
Snowbank Ode Twa Oxymoron 
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5. CH Glenby's Royal Viking .. 2 champions 
C. Stephens 

Tardun Royal Star Of Glenby 
Juwinn's Top Gun 

5. CH Sodak Gentleman Jim . . 2 champions 
P. James 

Sodak Mist Over Camelot 
Sodak Gentleman's Choice 

5. CH The Last Resorts Sirius .2 champions 
E. Burros 

Victoria's Black Knight 
Victoria's Tartan Bagpiper 

5. CH Whiskybae Southern Spy . . 2 champions 
Lana & Tia Gerdock 

Tardun Thistle Aye Spy 
Tardun Thistle Spy Tales 

CANDIDATES FOR THE CH LADY 
ALBERTA MEMORIAL BROOD BITCH 
AWARD 
Awarded to the owners of the Scottish Terrier 
producing the highest number of champions 
during a single year. Offered by Vana 
Mapplebeck. Tallies by Theresa Duncan. 

1. Top Brass No Nonsense . .. . 3 champions 
M. Garfield 

Top Brass Windsor Castle 
Windsor's Gone With The Wind 
Windsor's Wagon Master 

2. Anstamm My Fair Lady .... 2 champions 
Shirley & Nick Karas 

Karascots Spoiled Brat 
Karascots Gloriosa 

2. Boldmere Climbing The Wall .. 2 champions 
L. Bolding, B. King 

Boldmere Wild Blue Yonder 
Boldmere Wing And A Prayer 

2. CH Brookhill's Northern Lights .2 champions 
S. Johnson & S. Cebulski 

Heather Isles HotDam 'N Hallelujah 
Heather Isles Brave Heart 

2. CH Glenby's Touch Me Not .2 champions 
C. Stephens 

Glenby's Royal Heritage 
Glenby's Secret Touch 

2. CH McEntire's Souvenir Edition .2 champions 
Arthur & Ann Frankewich 

Rockinghams Sir Higgins 
Rockinghams Kiss Me Kate 

2. CH Tardun Thistledown . . .. 2 champions 
T. Duncan 

Tardun Thistle Aye Spy 
Tardun Thistle Spy Tales 

2. Victoria's Black Diamond . . . 2 champions 
A. Alaniz 

Victoria's Black Knight 
Victoria's Tartan Bagpiper 

CH DEBLIN S BACK TALK MEMORIAL 
SPECIALTY A WARD 
The CH Deblin's Back Talk Memorial 
Specialty Award is to be given in memory of 

the dog whose name it bears. The trophy will 
be awarded to the owner/handler winning the 
most Specialty Best Of Breed wins during a 
single year with a dog or bitch, but not 
necessarily with the same dog or bitch. Tallies 
by Deborah Brookes. 

SECOND QUARTER 1997 

STC of Greater Atlanta - April 5, 1997 
BOB: CH Charthill Rosy Victory 
Owners: Tom, Charla and Kari Hill 

THIRD QUARTER 1997 

STC of Tampa Bay - July 9, 1997 
BOB: CH Thistlepark Seas The Moment 
Owners: Margo & James Park 

STC of Greater Houston-July 18, 1997 
BOB: CH TKO Patent Leather 
Owners: Tom & Kathy Bagnell 

STC of Michigan - September 6, 1997 
BOB: CH Sandgreg's Liberty Belle 
Owners: Betty Gooch & Barbara DeSaye 

San Francisco Bay STC - September 13, 1997 
BOB: CH Jospen's With One Look 
Owners: Joseph Pendon & Joseph Kinnarney 

!iTCA !iURFll\I' THE l\IET 
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Michele Fujawa, Computer Technology Chairman 

'Thank You' to the many folks who have provided input to the STCA website! 
Every attempt is made to keep all info current & accurate and to post the most up

to-date rescue info , health & education committee updates and specialty infor
mation and results. Take the time to check it out often .... updates are made 

on a regular basis! Share our web address with all your cyber-friends! 
http://www.akc.org/clubs/stca 

Regional Clubs: 
(1) Please check out the info posted for your club and send 

updates if the info is inaccurate! 
(2) Following your club's Specialty, please e-mail 
(fujawa@prodigy.net) or fax a completely marked catalog 
(219-291-1271) ... results will be posted ASAP !!! The STCA is 
the only breed club with such complete results! We have 
tried to include the Obedience results too . People from all 
over the country look forward to viewing the Specialty 
results! 
(3) If your regional club would like to have a link to your 

regional club 's specific website .... email your web address to 
(fujawa@prodigy.net) and a link will be set to your site from 

the STCA regional club contacts page. If your regional club does 
not yet have a home site and you have someone who'd like to put 

one together, a sample page can be provided. 
Again, thank you! With your input and support, we can make this the 

best and most informative breed club site on the web! 
Send comments and suggestions to: Michele Fujawa (fujawa@prodigy.net) 

or fax (219) 291-1271 



All ROADS LEAD JO ••• 
STCA ROTATING SPECIALTY 
MEMORIAL DAY WEEKEND 

SATURDAY 

Regular Classes 
Mrs. Barbara Keenan 

Sweepstakes 
Mrs. Carole Fry Owen 

MAY 23, 1998 
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KALAMAZOO, 
MICHIGAN FOLLOW US 

TO MICHIGAN 
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''O'~an'' 

Thank you Joanne Kinnelly for this nice win from the 6 to 8 month class 

Remark Scotties 
Owners: 

Ani Kramer, Pat Sile 
& Tracy Mossgrove 

3754 SW Pompano Dr. 
Palm City, FL. 34990 

(561 ) 220-91 07 
Breeder 
Pat Sile 
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O• esBOWat 
Man go l{eonel Club 

theAdanta 
For a Four Point Major, 

Thank you 
Mr. Robert Sharp! 



lh wklaDeDa · IaDeDa 
11 Titch 11 

"Titch" shown here with a nice win on the very competitive Tampa Circuit. 

Remark Scotties 
Owners: 

Ani Kramer, 
Rhonda Thomasson 
& Tracy Mossgrove 

3754 SW Pompano Dr. 
Palm City, FL. 34990 

(561 ) 220-91 07 
Breeder 

Ani Kramer 

Thank you Mr. Treen. 
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STCA RESCUE 
STCA Rescue Coordinators 

Daphne & Marshall Branzell 
Windcrest, TX · Phone: (210) 653-3723 

EMail: scotswind@aol.com 

SCOTTISH TERRIER EMERGENCY CARE SCHEME OF GREAT BRITAIN 
By Daphne Branzell 

S.T.E.C.S. was founded in 1976 almost 
by accident. One of the British Breed 
Clubs had some surplus funds and asked 
members for idea on how to use them. One 
member suggested a Rescue Scheme, but 
she was thinking of all breeds, and this idea 
was not acceptable. However, arising from 
this came the idea of a Scottish Terrier 
Rescue Scheme. Nellie Holland, together 
with a handful of Breeders, laid the foun
dation for S.T.E.C.S. It was decided to 
form a totally independent group, not 
attached to any Breed Club. As there were 
no funds they wrote to all the Breed Clubs 
asking for donations to get off the ground. 
They received a total of, 80 (approx. $120 
) and S.T.E.C. S was founded. 

The organization has grown in 20 years 
from those half dozen founding members 
to a membership of over 600 Scottie 
lovers; and from rescuing two or three 
dogs a year to re-horning between 150 and 
200 Scots annually. Now. a registered 
charity, Nellie Holland is still the 
Secretary and driving force of this group. 
Income and expenditures now exceed 
£28,000 (approx. $42,000) annually. 

The country is divided into four regions 
with a Regional Re-Horning Coordinator 
for each region. Working with these coor
dinators are a number of Area 
Representatives whose task is to publicize 
S.T.E.C.S. locally and to act as a local con
tact. This seems to be a very efficient oper
ation. Whenever a Representative is 
approached by someone wishing to adopt a 
Scot, they send out an Adoption 
Application form, which is returned to the 
Coordinator, who then keeps a file of all 
potential homes within his/her region. 
Whenever a dog comes into rescue, the 
Representative concerned informs the 
Coordinator who can then select from the 
list the home which is most suitable for that 
particular dog. The Coordinators will then 
arrange with the appropriate 
Representative to deliver the dog to its new 
home, or to arrange collection, and get the 
Adoption Contract signed. All the paper
work is eventually returned to Nellie 
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Holland where it is logged into the com
puter and filed for reference. She writes to 
the new owners, thanking them for adopt
ing a dog from the organization, sends 
them a newsletter and asks them to send 
photographs, etc. By this means they often 
recruit new members and helpers and their 
numbers continue to crow. 

In addition to rescue and re-horning, the 
Scheme will take any Scot under its protec
tion including providing temporary care in 
the event of illness or other family crisis. 
The owners do not need to be S. T. E. C. S. 
members. They also help with veterinary 
fees in cases of need and a large part of 
their annual expenditures goes towards 
this. Veterinary Insurance is more com
mon and readily available in the United 
Kingdom and they have recently intro
duced a policy of insisting on the new own
ers insuring the dog upon adoption. That 
has become necessary as veterinary fees 
have become so high. 

A few of the dogs that pass through their 
hands have been purchased from estab
lished Breeders, but most have come from 
retail outlets, and usually have originated 
in the puppy farms. As is the case in the 
USA, these are the dogs more likely to end 
up in trouble as no check is made on the 
suitability of purchasers. Many of the res
cues come from elderly people who have 
died or moved to sheltered accommoda
tion. They receive a number of inquiries 
from people concerned about what will 
happen to their dogs in the event of their 
death. Suggestions are given as to the steps 
they should take to safeguard the dog's 
future. 

The Scottish Terrier Breeders have 
given fantastic support to this organization 
but the majority of the over 600 members 
are "pet people". These people are really 
the strength of S.T.E.C.S. There is a nom
inal annual subscription but many of the 
members raise funds to help the work. A 
newsletter is published twice yearly and a 
large variety of Scottie collectibles are sold 
to support the Scheme. Nellie Holland was 
recently honored for her twenty years as 

Secretary of this wonderful organization. 
There is an Annual Garden Party, this 

year held at beautiful Hampton Hall near 
Chester. According to Nellie's recent letter 
it was a SMASHING success. There was 
a wonderful assortment of doggy guests. 
As well as Scotties, there were 2 Westies, 2 
Skyes, 2 Corgis, 1 Boxer, 1 Labrador, 1 
GSD, 1 Rottie, 1 gorgeous little person 
whose ancestry was slightly confused -
altogether a totally delightful gathering of 
absolutely beautiful four legged people. 
The two legged participants enjoyed a 
wonderful buffet with lots of home made 
cakes donated by the owners of Hampton 
Hall . There was Memorial Table with sale 
of Scottie memorabilia which had been left 
to S.T.E.C.S. by a longtime member and 
this a raised a large sum for the organiza
tion. Everyone who attended was united 
by a common love of dogs in general and 
Scotties in particular. 

If you have the good fortune to attend 
Crufts Dog Show, look up the wonderful 
men and women from S.T.E.C.S. Buy a 
few goodies to support their cause and 
wish them well in their continuing endeav
ors. The following is the story of Maggie, 
one of the many Scotties re-homed by S.T. 
E.C.S . last year. 

Mai:i:ie 
by Nellie Holland 

Maggie came to us having bitten a 
member of the family. She had originally 
been owned by a couple who subsequently 
divorced, and in the words of the husband 
"if it didn't sound silly, I'd say she had a 
nervous breakdown when may wife left." 
It didn't sound silly to me. I could well 
imagine a confused and unhappy little dog. 
Be that as it may, Maggie had decided the 
world was against her. I had her with me 
for five days, and for five days was com
pletely unsuccessful in all my attempts to 
get near her. I couldn't even take her lead 
off, let alone touch her. and was beginning 
to feel slightly desperate. However, I had 
arranged to take her to Joyce and Karen 
Evans, and so off we went. For a week 
they had the same problem, but slowly 



kindness and patience won Maggie's trust, 
and after four weeks Joyce told me that 
Maggie was ready to go into a home. I had
n't seen her in the intervening time, so 
when Joe and I arrived at Hampton Hall, to 
be greeted by a smiling, wagging little Scot 
who had just been taken for a walk, I could 
hardly believe my eyes. Maggie came 
straight up to the car put her paws on my 
knee and beamed at me. Completely gone 
was the dreadful unhappy look that had 
been in her eyes, her ears were up, her tail 
was wagging, here was a charming friend
ly little girl, with not a care in the world. 
My big fear was that, having learned to 
trust Joyce and Karen, a move would set 
her back, but these fears were completely 
unfounded. Maggie made the journey 
home snuggled up against me on the back 
seat, and proceeded to charm everyone 
who saw her by either collapsing in an 
upside-down heap at their feet or sitting 
bolt upright like a little teddy bear insisting 
that she should have her tummy rubbed. 
Anne Green had found a lovely home for 
Maggie and it was arranged that I should 

take her to the Annual General Meeting, 
where Anne and Chris Mills would pick 
her up and take her to Anne, where the 
new owners would be waiting. Because 
the AGM was held in conjunction with a 
show, the place was full of people and 
Scotties. Maggie soon took everything in 
her stride. People wanted to pat her, other 
dogs wanted to speak to her - her tail never 
dropped. She came into the meeting and 
we told her story to the members present -
I saw tears in more than one pair of eyes. 
When I took her to spend a penny before 
setting off on the long journey to her new 
home, she was showered with love. From 
every side people were calling to her -
"God Bless Maggie". "Have a lovely life 
Maggie." "Have a good life Maggie", "Be 
Happy, little Maggie", were just a few of 
the wishes that sent her God Speed on what 
we all hope will be the last change of home 
for her. I understand that here new family 
love her dearly and she has settled in with
out a hiccup. We can only echo those lov
ing wishes from our members -

"God Bless Maggie." 

VERY IMPORTANT 
NOTICE 
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A survey will be conducted at 
the end of 1997 to compile statis
tics on Scottie Rescue in the USA. 
All the rescue contacts on the 
STCA List will receive a question
naire. Anyone who is not on the 
list and was involved in a rescue 
situation during this year is asked 
to contact the STCA Rescue 
Coordinators so that all rescue 
Scotties can be included. Results 
of this survey will be printed in 
the Bagpiper next year. 

Daphne & Marshall Branzell, 
STCA Rescue Coordinators 

5810 Windvale Drive 
Windcrest, TX 78239 

(210) 653-3723 
Email: Scotswind@aol.com 

Development of a DNA-Based Test 
for Craniomandibular Osteopathy of the Cairn Terrier, 

West Highland White Terrier and Scottish Terrier Breeds 
by Carole Fry Owen 

Groundwork for Dr. Patrick J. Venta's pro
posed CMO research is on schedule. He is 
requesting three-year funding of $90,000: 
$15,000 from each the Scottie, Cairn and 
Westie breeds, and $45,000 in matching funds 
from AKC's Canine Health Foundation. 

Here's what's happened and how you can 
help: 

1) Minimum amount of CMO DNA needed 
has been collected. HTF surpassed a goal 
of 50 Scottie samples by our Oct. I meet
ing. Overall, at least 30 DNA samples 
were needed from CMG-affected Westies, 
Cairns and Scotties, plus 120 relatives. 
Response from Scottie folks has been 
remarkable. By mid-September, Dr. Venta 
received 146 DNA samples: 69 Scotties 
(JO affecteds), 37 Westies (11 affecteds) 
and 40 Cairns (7 affecteds). 

2) Health Trust Fund voted Oct. 1 to fund the 
CMO project. The STCA Board later 
affirmed that decision. STCA funding will 
be contingent upon similar funding by the 
Westie and Cairn health foundations, and 
matching funds from the American Kennel 
Club. 

The Cairn health foundation and CTCA Board 
also voted Montgomery weekend to fund the 
project, and the new Westie foundation is 
expected to act in November. AKC's Canine 
Health Foundation will consider Dr. Venta's 

proposal during the next few months. CMO 
research could begin by late 1998. 

3) We need to continue DNA collection past 
the base amount Dr. Venta requested! 

Keep sending CMO DNA samples: from 
affected dogs, their littermates, parents, 
grandparents. The more DNA samples Dr. 
Venta receives, the quicker he can find the 
genetic linkage for CMO, and the less 
research will cost. 

Need a selfish reason to participate? Dr. 
Venta will share with owners the genetic status 
of dogs whose DNA he uses. You will know if 
your dog is CMO-clear or CMO-carrier before 
commercial testing. For free sample collection 
kits, call Dr. Patrick Venta: ph. 517/432-2515. 
Confidentiality is assured. For other informa-

tion, call HTF's CMO DNA Project Co-ordina
tor: Carole Owen, 915/263-3404 

4. Final step--funding this landmark CMO 
research--is in your hands. Please be gen
erous in your HTF donations! 

Vanguard donors for CMO DNA research are 
the regional clubs that participated in the first 
HTF club-only raffle. Donations of $200 earned 
each club one chance at an outstanding English 
Scottie print. Thanks to the Scottish Terrier 
Club of Greater Houston for the first donation! 
Thanks also to the Scottish Terrier Club of 
Michigan for being the first Scottie club to 
donate to AKC's Canine Health Foundation 

HTF appreciates publicity space donated by 
Great Scots Magazine (July/Aug., 
Sept/October, 1997, issues) and by the 1998 
British Yearbooks of the Scottish Terrier 
Breeders' and Exhibitors' Association and the 
Scottish Terrier Club (England). 

Send HTF donations to Bonnie Lamphear, 
HTF Treasurer, 416 1/2 Laura, Clearwater, FL 
33755. Memorials are encouraged. Please 
remember HTF in your estate planning, too. 
HTF is a 501 (c) 3 foundation, and contributions 
are tax deductible. 

HTF thanks breeders who have vWD DNA 
tested and advertised their dogs ' genetic status 
for vonWillebrand's Disease! 
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:JYlemory 
BILL C. JUSTUS 

1928-1997 

Bill Justus, AKC Judge and husband of Shirley Justus, loved 
music, gardening, dogs, dog shows, good food, good times, 
and good friends. He was well known for his friendliness 
which meant we had a difficult time finding a picture 
because most of them caught Bill chatting to someone. 
Besides his long involvement with dogs, Bill had played 
music professionally with nationally known bands prior to 
a career teaching music and special education. His was a 
life well and truly lived. 

On October 24, 1997, the world lost a gentleman. In Bill's 
case, being a gentleman meant both manners and a man 
that was gentle. He was gentle with puppies, dogs, and, 
most importantly, with people. Our sympathies to Shirley 
and his children, Jan and Keith. He is missed. 

byP. Neck 

BARBARA DUNHAM 

I answered the telephone and was saddened to 
learn that Barbara Dunham has passed away. 
The card from the family reads "In celebration of 
the life of Barbara Dunham we wish to acknowl
edge the joy and love she brought to us all." 
Barbara was a longtime Scottie aficionado and 
active club worker, who was usually sighted with 
her beloved husband, Brum. Brum died two 
years ago. This photo was taken 5 years ago and 
is a favorite of their adult children - Laine 
Aklyama, Rick Brum and Laurie Farrell. Both 
Barbara and Brum were longtime members of the 
Scottish Terrier Club of California and Honorary 
Members of the STCA. They were a familiar 
sight around the ring in California, frequently 
ring stewarding or pitching in wherever needed. 
They owned a grooming shop in Burbank, 
California and developed a hot spot remedy 
called Pidge's Oil, with its well kept secret for
mula (to this day!). Their foundation bitch, 
Charves Gillie Callum, was purchased from 
Mildred and Robert Charves and the two couples 
became great friends. One of their favorite 
homebreds was CH Castlecrag Little John. They 
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were well known for their wonderful custom 
Scottie and Westie pottery. Barbara was very 
active in both Clubs, holding a number of differ
ent Offices, compiling statistics, acting as Editor 
of the 1974 (Green) STCA Handbook and the 
AKC Gazette Breed Columnist for a number of 
year. The jobs that are the non-glamorous back
bone of Club business. Barbara was also a big 
supporter of vWD research. As one of the many 
novice exhibitors she encouraged, I can personal
ly attest to her friendliness. Barbara was a very 
positive and an organized individual who was 
always smiling. The Scottie world was fortunate 
to have enjoyed such a fine advocate. Barbara 
Dunham will be deeply missed, but never forgot
ten by all of those humans and Scotties who 
loved and knew her. 

For those individuals wishing to contact the fam
ily: Laine Akiyama, P. 0. Box 948, Manchester 
Village, VT 05254-0948. 

by: Nancy Xander 
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CH. ASHMOOR MANDERLEY GEM TWIST 
The Best In Show 

Multiple Group Winning Bitch 
Top Ten! 

"~a.et" 

Breeder/Owners: John C. Casper · Robert V Moore II 
THE BAGPIPER / ) 997 NUMBER 4 
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Jospen Ocottisfi 1erriers 

Am. Mex. Int. Ch. Jospen's With One Look 

Joseph F. Pendon 

(Ch. Sandgreg's Second Edition X Ch. Balcanny Stairway To Heaven) 

Number One Scottish Terrier* 
Top Winner of Specialty Best In Shows for both 1996 & 1997! 

Award of Merit - Montgomery County 1996 & 1997 
Multiple Group & All Breed Best in Show Winner 

National Specialty Winner - Dayton 1997 

Owners: 
38 Sprauer Road · Petaluma, CA 94952 
(707) 778-9229 *Dog News Top Ten 

Joseph H. Kinnarney, DVM 
PO Box 2561 · Reidsville , NC 27323 

(910) 349-8615 
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Witfi A Motfier and Dau~fiter 1eam ~ . ~ 

Jospen's Traditional Look 
(CH Sandgreg's Limited Edition X CH Jospen's With One Look) 

Group Third Placement from the 6-9 Puppy Bitch Class 
Best in Sweepstakes at the SFBSTC Specialty -Judge Mr. Jorge Torrejon 

National Sweeps 9-12 Division Winner -Judge Mr. John Sheehan 
Multiple Best of Breed Winner 

Watch for her brother "Jospen's Legendary Look" at Specialties soon!!!! 

Breeder/ Owner/Handler: Joseph F. Pendon 
Jospen Scottish Terriers 

(707) 778-9229 
Email: JPendon@AOL.Com 
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Ab~o!utely f lffoxicafilfg 
PARADISE SCOTCH ON THE Rox 

(ENG AM CAN CH K.illieport Rox At Scarieta x CH Quercue A Matter Of Opinion) 

------ Lana - Is this HOT enough for you'? At less than 10 months of age, I won 
the 9-12 Month Puppy Bitch Class at Montgomery County (Thank You 
Elaine Young) and DEFEATED SPECIALS to go BOS for a 4 POINT MAJOR 
2 DAYS IN A ROW (Thank you Ann Hearn and Robert Sharp) - Roxie 

Roxie is the last offspring by ENG AM CAN CH Killisport Rox at Scarista 

Currently, being loved and cared for by Olwyn Hawkins 
AWAITING A SPECIALTY NEAR YOU 

LOVED, BRED ANO OWNED BY 

JON CONYERS AND TONY LONG , JR . 

6 I 8 FOREST HILL ROAD 

MACON , GEORGIA 312I0 

91 2.475 . I 298 

E-MAIL JONNTONY@IX. NETCOM . COM 

£xCLUSIVEL Y HANDLED ANO CONDITIONED BY 

LARRY CORNELIUS AND DAVIN MCATEER 

DE LAVIN , INC . 

POST OFFICE Box I 48 

REDDICK , FLORIDA 32686 

352 . 591 .3074 
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(Ch. Mac Cal's Top Notch Promise x Top Notch Southern Attitude) 

This Wisconsin boy moved to the Southwest and promptly finished his championship! Thanks to 
those judges who approved of his quality and to Clay Coady for those final points! 

THE BAGPIPER / 1997 NUMBER 4 

Bred & Co-Owned by: RUTH ANN KRAUSE · MAC CAL SCOTS 
W254 S8290 Hilo Drive• Mukwonago, WI 53149 
Phone: 414-662-3057 Eve • 414-363-8328 Days 

*Inquiries call Ruth Ann Krause 

OWNED & LOVED BY: DON & MARY NOARD 



~tte ~ttl p,,'4~l~ 4ttttl'4tttef: 
NEW 

CHAMPION 

SANDGREG'S FIRST EDITION 

Special Appreciation: to Thomas & Elizabeth Wise & Barbara De Saye and the 
judges who found Chelsea as promising & charming as we do. 

Co-Owned by: RUTH ANN KRAUSE • MARY BEST 
W254 88290 Hilo Drive• Mukwonago, WI 53149 
Phone: 414-662-3057 Eve • 414-363-8328 Days 
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FLASH' CHELSEA'S BEEN BRED TO CH. MAC CAL'S TOP NOTCH PROMISE 
t FOR AN END OF THE YEAR LITTER! 

T HE BAGPIPER / 1997 NUMBER 4 
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"TONY" 

WINNER 
LLOYD MEMORIAL AWARD 
McVAN ALL-BREED AWARD 

Owners: CAEVNES KENNELS· Robert &Jane Phelan 
9115 Lanshire Drive • Dallas TX 75238 

Co-Owner: Hotdam Scotties • Norma Bankston 
1103 North 11th Street • Temple, TX 76501 

817-778-8025 214-342-3828 

TONY WAS PRESENTED BY BERGIT COADY SUN VALLEY , CA 818-767-3330 
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by Gladys Brown Edwards for the Lakeland Terrier Club (1956) 

Angulation: In reference to the angle at 
which certain bones meet -- such as the 
scapula with the humerus in the shoul
der, and the bend of stifle and hock in 
the hind leg. 
Balance: Symmetry, or the way the 
'parts fit .' 
Barrel-ribbed: Very round of rib. 
Blaze: A splash of white on the chest 
Bloom: Indication of a dog being 'in the 
pink of condition' by the sheen of his 
coat and obvious good flesh . 
Blown Coat: A coat that is getting too 
long and old, opening up rather than 
lying tight. 
Bold eye: A large , round, prominent 
eye , almost the opposite from what one 
would think by the word 'bold.' Very 
undesirable in a terrier. 
Bone: In a horse , this actually does 
mean the amount of BONE (plus back 
tendon) as measured around the cannon 
below knee and hock. In a dog, this 
includes a certain amount of muscle
refers to the amount of 'bone' in for~arm 
and front pastern, especially, that being 
the area usually checked. 
Bull Shoulders: Heavy in shoulder, 
both in muscling and shape of shoulder 
blade. Dogs with such conformation are 
usually out at the elbows. 
Cheeky: Round and bulging of cheek, 
caused by bone structure or over
muscling. 
Cloddy: Very compact, coarse and 
heavy bones; Neck short and thick. 
Close Coupled: Akin to 'well ribbed up' 
in that the last rib is close to the point of 
the hip . This is the same application as 
with horses, where a horse is termed 
'close coupled' if there is no more than a 
hand's width between hip bone and last 
rib. 
Cobby: Like a cob, which is a compact, 
heavily-muscled horse which neverthe
less shows some refinement and breed
ing. A cobby dog, therefore, is compact 
with heavy quarters, close-coupled and 
yet showing quality -- which is not the 
case with a cloddy dog. 
Condition: Shown in proper tone of 
flesh , neither thin nor fat ; the amount 
and quality of coat and general indica
tion of glowing health. Similar to 'bloom' 
to a degree, and shows in proper tone of 
flesh , neither thin nor fat , the amount 
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and quality of coat, and general indica
tion of glowing health . 
Conformation: The 'make and shape' 
of an animal, the combination of skeletal 
construction, muscling, and their proper 
'engineering' for the purpose for which 
the dog is used. 
Cow-hocked: A defect of conformation 
of the hind legs in which the stifles 
point out and the hocks point in, with 
the pasterns and feet also turned out. 
Mild cases are often due to lack of exer
cise. 
Crest: The top of the neck giving an 
arched effect. Lack of crest makes a dog 
look plain in the neck. 
Dished Below the Eyes: A fault in con
formation of the head in which the muz
zle is scooped out below the eyes, giv
ing a weak appearance to the muzzle. 
Domed skull: A rounded skull, also 
called 'apple-headed.' 
Double Coated: Having an outer and an 
undercoat. In the 'broken haired' terri
ers, this includes the wiry outer coat 
and the dense , soft undercoat. 
Down in pasterns: 'Soft' or weak in 
front pasterns, which have a decided 
angle to the forearm. Although charac
teristic of some breeds -- like German 
Shepherds, it is rarely seen in terriers . 
Down-faced: Conformation of the head 
in which the profile of the muzzle is at 
an angle from that of the skull. 
East-west feet : Termed 'splayed' in hors
es, this refers to feet that turn out badly. 
Note: 'splayed' as defined by Webster 
means FLAT as well as turned outward. 
Even bite: A mouth in which the teeth 
the front incisors meet evenly. Also, ' 
termed a 'level bite.' 
Ewe neck: Having a neck like a sheep, 
upside-down, with no crest. This usual
ly accompanies a straight shoulder. 
Expression: This is determined by the 
size , shape, placement, and color of the 
eyes, the shape and set of the ears , the 
shape of the head, plus the character of 
the dog shown by the eyes.Thus, the 
hard expression of the Irish Terrier is 
given by the small, dark, deep-set eyes, 
high ears and lean head, while a much 
milder expression is shown in the 
Dandie Dinmont with large eyes, domed 
head and wider skull. The Lakeland 
expression is not as hard as the Irish, 

nor as keen as that of the Fox Terrier 
and Welsh, but is not as mild as that of 
the Dandie. The Lakeland expression is 
a mixture of impish humor, determina
tion and wisdom, an impossible combi
nation to describe. 
Fiddle front: Both bowed of leg and 
knock-kneed. Also called 'piano-legged.' 
Foreign Expression: An expression 
alien to the breed -- such as a mild 
spaniel expression on a Terrier, or a 
hard keen expression on a spaniel. 
Front: The forepart of the dog as 
viewed from the front , also the fore
hand. When one speaks of 'a beautiful 
front' on a dog, the forehand is meant, 
but when reference is made to a 'wide 
front' or 'narrow front' , the front feet are 
meant. In the latter sense, the width of 
the shoulders and the muscling is includ
ed with the width of chest, also the 
placement of the front legs. 
Furnishing: The longer hair of the legs, 
chest and face . The furnishing of the 
lower jaw are , obviously, termed the 
beard. 
Gay tail: Carried upright. In terriers, 
this means a little forward of the verti
cal, usually with a slight bend. Lack of 
any curve whatsoever often indicates a 
tail that has been 'fixed' ; i.e., the cords 
cut to correct a squirrel tail. 
Height: Measurement of the dog from 
the highest point of the withers to the 
ground. 
Keen: As to expression, this means 
'hard,' or 'varminty.' It is also used in 
reference to temperament, and is typical 
of terriers. 
Layback: In dogs other than the 
short-faced types, this means the slope 
of the shoulder, not the 'layback' of 
nose. A good shoulder has a slope of 
forty-five degrees. 
Leggy: An animal that is light in body 
and consequently long in leg, if in usual 
balance. A dog in which the brisket 
does not reach to the elbow and which 
is also light through the flank (tuck up) 
always appears leggy, but with age and 
weight may become correct in propor
tions. 
Length: Measurement of the body from 
the point of the shoulder to the point of 
the buttock. 
Loaded: A very heavily muscled shoul-



der. Very undesirable in the shoulder of 
the 'long-legged' type of working terrier, 
but seen in some of the short-legged ter
riers. 
Long-coupled: Too great a space 
between the last rib and the hip bone. 
A dog can be leggy and also long-cou
pled and such a combination is common 
in horses and just as undesirable in most 
cases. Some breeds of dogs are sup
posed to be long-coupled and flexible . 
A dog can also be long-coupled and 
short-legged, but the length of 'coupling' 
has nothing to do with the length of leg, 
other than optical illusion. The length 
of the forehand, ribs and croup deter
mine the length of the body, the cou
pling bringing the rib area and hindquar
ters together. The shorter the coupling, 
the shorter the apparent length of back 
ONLY, not the body. 
Low withered: The withers help bring 
the neck gracefully into the back. Low 
withers seem to make the neck attach 
further forward, lengthening the back
line. Fairly high withers also give the 
illusion of greater heart girth. A low 
withered dog, especially if shallow 
chested, looks like a sausage in contour, 
and lacking in style as well. Withers in 
the dog are mostly muscle, becoming 
noticeable higher when the dog is 'tight
ened up.' 
Open-hocked: Conformation of the 
hind legs in which the hocks are wide 
apart or bowed, with the feet close 
together. Although disliked, this is not 
as bad a fault as cow hocks, unless 
extreme. 
Overshot: A mouth in which the top 
jaw is set farther forward than the lower 
jaw, in a true overshot (or undershot) 
mouth, the canine teeth have a definite 
gap between them, not fitting closely as 
in the normal jaw. In a 'malocclusion,' 
often mistaken for an undershot jaw, the 
incisors do not meet evenly, yet the eye 
teeth fit firmly together. 
Paddle: Imperfection of gait in which 
the foreleg is brought forward in an out
ward arc, often stiffly with little flexion. 
Usually due to closeness of shoulder 
blades at the top or to tied elbows. 
Quality: Refinement, as shown by a 
clean-cut head, arched neck of good 
length and general air of good breeding. 
Quarters: The muscle of the thigh, 
especially the inside, rear part. A dog 
can be heavy in the quarter, yet be com
parably light, or short, as to hindquar
ters - with 'nothing behind the saddle.' 
This, the term 'hindquarter' which 
means the croup and the whole hind 
leg, should not be confused with the 
'quarters.' 

Racy: Comparatively light in build. 
Rangey: Long-coupled,often long-bod
ied, long-necked. The opposite of 
cobby. Muscles flat or light 
Roach Backed: An arch in the back, 
like that of a Greyhound and Whippet. 
Scissors bite: Top incisors tightly over
lapping the lower. 
Set-on: In reference to the location of 
the croup on which the tail has its root. 
Further designated as 'high set on.' 'low 
... ','close ... ', etc. 
Shallow chest: A chest which does not 
reach to the elbow of the dog, in the 
case of long- legged terriers and similar
ly constructed dogs . Young dogs are 
often lacking in depth of chest, 'letting 
down' with age. 
Shelly: Lacking in substance, flat-sided, 
light boned, shallow chested. 
Slab-sided: Lacking in spring of rib. 
Flat-ribbed. 
Snipey: Light, pointed, and weak of 
muzzle. This is not 'snippy,' but means 
'long beaked,' in effect, like the pointed 
beak of a snipe. 
Splayed: Means feet that are flat , with 
toes spread. 
Spring Front: Bowed of shoulder and 
out at the elbows. 
Spring of rib: The amount of 'arch' of 
rib. In the correct spring of rib, the rib 
emerges from the vertebra at right 
angles for a short distance, then curves 
down. In a flat-sided dog, with no 
'spring' of rib, the rib immediately slants 
down with little arch. In a barrel-ribbed 
dog, the rib maintains a continuous 
curve. A barrel rib is often erroneously 
called a 'good spring of rib.' 
Square: Square in proportion to length 
to height. 
Squirrel tail: A tail which is bent at an 
angle over the back. A badly squirreled 
tail almost touches the back. 
Stern: Tail. Usually applied in terms of 
hounds , but 'inherited' from their con
nection with hounds, the hunt terriers. 
Stilty: A short, stiff, choppy gate. Also, 
used in reference to a dog that is 
straight in stifle. 
Stop: Indentation between skull and 
muzzle. 
Straight Shoulder: Also called 'upright' 
shoulder. One in which the shoulder 
lies at an angle of less than forty-five 
degrees. Straight shoulders are also 
shorter in the shoulder blade than one 
with a good arch. 
Straight stifle: Lack of angulation in the 
hind leg where the femur meets the 
tibia and fibula (i.e. the thigh and gaskin 
juncture). A good bend of stifle means 
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good length of gaskin (second thigh) 
and consequent good bend of hock, and 
shortness of back pastern. A straight sti
fle has the opposite effect, making a 
'stilty' hind leg, shorter throughout than 
one with the 'well -bent stifle.' 
Substance: A combination of good bone 
and adequate musculature, reasonable 
compactness, and sturdiness. 
Swan neck: Not as beautiful as it 
sounds. It is the same as 'turkey neck,' 
in which the neck, although light and 
arched near the head, comes out of the 
shoulders in a straight line, and low. An 
exaggerated form of the ewe neck. 
Swimming Action: Spraddling action. 
The hindquarters' version of the paddle. 
Swivel hocked: Twisting of the hind 
leg from the hock down as the dog 
moves. Common only to open-hocked 
dogs. 
Typey: Conforming to type, character, 
and action of the breed. 
Varminty: Sharp and hard expression, 
like that of such varmints, such as 
weasels, otters, etc. Also fierce , like that 
of many larger wild predators. 
Weaving: Imperfection of gait in which 
the legs seems to 'weave' a pattern as 
the dog moves. 
Well ribbed up: Conformation in 
which the ribs incline well back, are 
well sprung and because of both are 
close to the hip bone, causing a close 
coupling. desirable characteristic 
unless overdone to the point the dog 
lacks litheness A very close coupling, 
plus a light and short hindquarter makes 
the dog lacking in balance and with 
'nothing in back of the saddle' to use 
another horse term. A reasonably close 
coupling PLUS good length of croup 
still keeps within the 'very short back' 
category yet retains balance and 'elastici
ty.' 
Wheaten: Light tan. The color of 
wheat. More golden than reddish. 
Flaxen is a still lighter hue, very light 
golden. 
Wide: Travels wide. Spraddles. 'Travel's 
close' is in reference to a dog that moves 
very close from the hock down. 'Cow
hocked' dogs are close at the hocks 
only, and open-hocked dogs are very 
close at the feet. 
Winging: Related to 'Paddling' but start 
from the knee, not at the elbow as is 
common to dogs with turned-out 
pasterns. The opposite form is 'dishing' 
in which the foot is thrown inward and 
this is due to being out at the elbow or 
toeing in. 
This information is included in the 
STCA]udge's Education Material. 
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New Champion* Muscat on Your Marks 
(CH Balgownie Bulletin X CH Glenmary Marching to Muscat) 

*pending AKC confirmation 

~ Marcus finishes with 
Winner's Dog at Montgomery County! 

Our special thanks to Judge Elaine 
Young for this prestigious win!~ -



CH. 
STRUTFIRES 
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EROGLEN'S GOLD MEDALIST 
BOW FOR A FIVE POINT MAJOR AT HOUSTON 

SPECIALTY FROM 12-18 CLASS 

CH Charthill Victory at Sea X Eroglen's Razzmatazz 

Hot on the heels of sister Jackie; "Flo-Jo" starts her career with an impressive win. 
Our appreciation to Judge Robert Shreve. 

BREEDER/OWNER 
Sharon Ero 
30 Linda Ct. 

Jasper, GA 30143 
770-844-1234 

CO-OWNERS 
Bob & Barb Lovill 

1101 Old Railroad Bed Rd 
Madison, AL 35757 

205 837-7915 
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CH DOLYNWOOD GHILLIE DHU 
BOS AT HOUSTON SPECIALTY 
lST TIME OUT AS A SPECIAL *shown finishing 

CH Charthill Victory at Sea X CH Whiskybae Shaded Satin 

Congratulations to Bob and Barb Lovill for finishing their 1st Champion 
(owner handled) in only 6 months. Thank you to Charla Hill and Carla LaCoe 

and our appreciation to Judge Robert Shreve 

DOLYNWOOD SCOITISH TERRIERS 
Doug and Lynn Seyler 

Lovingly owned and handled by: Expertly groomed by: 
Bob and Barb Lovill Sharon Ero 
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CH. NEIDFYRE VITTA ROUGE 
(Ch. McVan's Going To Extremes x Neidfyre Something Special) 

STC of Greater Washington D.C. 
Montgomery County 
STC Greater Louisville 
Providence Kennel Club 

BISS 
AOM 
BISS 
GROUP I 

Mrs. Sandra McGlothan 
Mrs. Elaine Young 
Mr. Edd Bivin 
Mr. Keith Bates 
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Red congratulates his son, Chess Truly Red's Boy, on winning his 6-9 Puppy Dog Class at Devon! 
BEAUTIFULLY presented by: 

Mr. Geoff Dawson 
Thank You! 

Ms. Janet Avery 
Ms. Leah Deckner 

Proudly 
Owned by: 

Ms. Gail Gaines 
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Pyometra is a disease that immediately elicits fear in a breeder's heart. Not only can 
it be life-threatening to your beloved bitch, it can also shatter your dreams for the 
whelping box. 

Earlier this year, Thea - CH Alchemy's Tincture of Ange4 was diagnosed with pyome
tra. We at Alchemy were fortunate. Based on attendance at Dr. Hutchison's reproduc
tion seminar at Montgomery in 1996, we knew that options may be available. 
Fortunately, Thea's condition was detected early and was successfully treated We were 
then advised to breed the next season. In September, Thea presented us with the gift of 
three lovely males sired by Tony, CH Caevnes Devils Due. 

During this siege we were continually supported by wonderful people in the Sport of 
Purebred Dogs and by those who care for our dogs. Through this open letter, Alchemy 
wishes to thank all those who helped us. 

Melissa Goodman, DV.M; & the staff at the Veterinary Referral Center 

Robert V. Hutchison, DVM 

Oradell Animal Hospital Staff 

Silas Ashmoor, DVM and the staff at TranquiUty Vet Clinic 

Curtis Schelling, DVM 

Bob andJane Phelan 

Norma Bankston 

Tom Beaman 

Tony, CH Caevnes Devils Due 

Peggy and Geoff Browne, Bronwyn 

Karen Copley, Whelp Wise 

Amy Connor 

Ron Schaeffer 

and all those who cal/,ed to extend warm wishes 

Our dreams were realized through the efforts of many talented and giving individu
als. Alchemy hopes our fellow breeders will take time to better understand pyometra 
and perhaps add a canine reproduction specialist to their list of veterinarians. 



J 

Alchemy 
SC0((1Sh ceRR1eRS 

Russ, Mary Lou and Mary Regina Somma 
5 Shady Lane 

Sparta, NJ 07871 
(973) 729-4341 
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FINGER 
LAKES 

KENNEL 
CLUB 

Ch 'Wyndmere 'Traces Of (jo[d 
{C!i. 'Wliisl(y6ae Soutliern Spy X C!i. 'Iaraun 'Ifiistfeaown) 

Owners: 
Lana & Tia Gerdock 

4833 Park Brook 
Fort Worth, TX 76137 

817-577-1860 

Beautifully Handled by: 
Geoff Dawson 
569 River Road 

Lincoln, RI 02865 
401-334-1879 

Breeder: 
Tardun Scotties · Theresa Duncan 

9562 N Farm Road 
Springfield, MO 65803 

417-742-5285 

Specia[fy 'Winner! ... Winners f})og- SCI'C of yreater 'Wasliington, f})C 
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It -will be a WARM -winter in 
Vermont ... 

and his sister, 

"RACHEL" 
Ch. Sno Mtn's Short 'n Sweet 

Thank you judge Robert Fisher for 
the Group Placement! 

with 2 new 
CHAMPIONS!!! 

"BRUTUS" 
Ch. Sno Mtn's Classic Challenger 
(Ch. Charthill Victory At Sea x 
Ch. Whiskybae Yanky Sno Mtn Fury) 

Thank you judge Thomas Parrotti! 

Bred, Owned & Handled by Gail Fisher & Ray Dubreuil, Sno Mtn Scotties 
P.O. Box 378, West Dover, VT 05356 · 802-464-0915, snomtn@together.net 
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Join The EASTER PARADE 
To SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA 

Spend the Easter Weekend at the Nothem California Terrier Association and Sacramento 
Kennel Club three day weekend of shows! 

Friday, April 10, 1998 
SAN FRANCISCO BAY SCOTTISH TERRIER CLUB SPRING SPECIALTY 

in conjunction with the Northern California Terrier Association Group Show 
Featuring three group competitions: Puppy, Bred by Exhibitor and Regular 

JUDGES: 
SWEEPSTAKES: JANE PHELAN (CAEVNES) 

REGUIAR AND NON-REGUIAR CIASSES: DAVID ALEXANDER 

Saturday, April 11, 1998 
SACRAMENTO KENNEL CLUB ALL BREED SHOW 

Sunday, April 12, 1998 

SACRAMENTO KENNEL CLUB ALL BREED SHOW 

Extend your stay into a SPRING BREAK vacation. Sacramento is two hours or less by car from 
Lake Tahoe, San Francisco, the gold rush country and some of the finest wineries in the world. 

We are easily accessible by car or plane (service through Sacramento International Airport). 

Superintendent: MB-F, Inc. (Crowe) 

We'd like to introduce you to our 
senior scot, JD (CH Tara's Star 
Wood In Aspen). JD will be 13 
years old in February. His hear
ing and eye sight aren't the same, 
but bring out the Resco lead and 
he thinks it's show time. He still 
has that walk and the attitude of 
a champion show dog. And still 
puts the younger dogs to shame. 
JD is my best four legged friend. 
I hope all of you can experience 
the love and joy of owning (or 
should I say, of being owned) by 
a very special Scottish Terrier. 

Alison & Dennis McMillan 
TARA'S SCOTTISH TERRIERS 

21 W 761 Busch Road 
Glen Ellyn, Illinois 60137 
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It takes a Village 

Ch. Claudon's MacKenzie 

"MAC" 

Out of Ch. Caevnes Ghost Rider x Ch. TKO Sunday Kind of Luv 

Bred by Claudia Leffler & Kathy Bagnell 

Proudly co-owned, conditioned and handled by Claudia Leffler 
with co-owner Jon Ginder 

Special thanks to: 

Kathy Bagnell for breeding his mother Reba and sharing her with me. 

Jane Phelan for her support of Reba and for the father of the litter. 

Tiffany & CJ Bowles for showing their competition from time to time. 

Jon Ginder for his support in our co-ownership and Mac's greatest fan. 

fillau~nn 

CLAUDIA LEFFLER 
11502 Advance 
Houston. TX 77065 
713-469-6769 

e-mail: claudons@aol.com 
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· OUR GOOD NEW~ LADY! 

(Ch. Sandgreg Reporter x Ch. Friendship Hill Debutante) 

CH. FRIENDSHIP HILL ANCHOR WOMAN 
Thank you, judge Mr. Roger Hartinger, for this special win. 

Breeder/ Owners: Patti and Tom Gallatin • Friendship Hill Scotties · 516-484-9484 
Handlers: Geoff and Peggy Browne · Bronwyn · 610-967-6330 
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McVAN'S TENNESSEE TORNADO 
(Ch. Caevnes Devils Due x Ch. McVan's Nut N Honey) 

WINNERS DOG & BEST OF WINNERS - Devon Dog Show 
FROM THE 9-12 PUPPY DOG CLASS 

Thank you Breeder Judge Mr. Fred Ferris for this prestigious Win! 
TRAVIS ALSO SWEPT UP A RESERVE WINNERS DOG AT HATBORO . 

Beautifully conditioned 
and handled by: 

Bergit Coady 

Owned by: 
Mitzi Sizemore 

Co-Owned by: Dr. Vandra Huber 
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ff; tit y with Drummer (A Scottie!) 

THE SEQUEL 
by Winifred Miller 

(Part One was in The Bagpiper, 1996, Number 4) 

On October 2nd, Drummer and I flew to Philadelphia; he , 
to run in the first STCA Agility Trial and I, to attend my 
first Montgomery County weekend. The next day, he ran 
the agility course at Lu Lu Masonic Temple as if he knew 
exactly where he was going - barking all the way to tell 
everyone that he was having fun! I ran with him but I'm 
not sure he even needed me. With this run, he earned his 
third 1st place ribbon and his Novice Agility Title. 

I was so proud of him and especially pleased that he fin
ished his first title in an all Scottie trial with our new and 
"old" Scottie friends! 

Thank you: Susan Harned and Connie Smith for organiz
ing this fun-filled event, and Nancy Gyes , our trainer. 

Milwyn's Drummer 
(Ch. Sandgreg's Chronicle of Jospen x Ch. Milwyn's 

Montalvo Cadenza) 
Bred, owned, trained and loved by Winifred Miller 
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~ HIS 
CHRISTMAS 

t~ NOSE 
Whose presents lie beneath the 
tree? 

~~-~ Which gifts for him? And which 
i:--y-y; for me? 

Relying on his Christmas nose, 
I watch him as he swiftly goes 

t.~ to sort by scenting--error-free. 

It 's deep dark mystery to me; 
for him, an easy nasal quiz. 

~~. He passes over all of mine, 
t::~ then with his "Can-I-Have-It" 

whine 
he points to every one of his. 

by Lee Netz/er 



. .....,.,....,,__,~~ 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • " ..... . • • • • • • • • • • v 
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Our 
current 

top
producing 

. sire ... 

Thinks 
his son 

just 
might 
take 

over the 
Business! 
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CH. ANSTAMM BEAT THE RAP 

CH. ANSTAMM RIP TIDE 

Hammer's recent specialty 

"stars" 

Ch. Anstamm Rip Tide 
Ch. Anstamm Tea & Crumpets 
Ch. Selkirk High Tea 
Ch. Strathyre Next Generation 
Wild Wind Leather & Lace 
Ch. Wild Wind Mischief Maker 

Rip is proud of this first 
champion son: 
Ch. Wild Wind 
Braveheart, BW at the 
1997 STCM and STCNO 
Specialties. 
Watch for Strathyre 
High Tide in the spring 

r····t~;:~!itf ;~~i~ ! Miriam Stamm 

dogs was owner -
handled and 
conditioned! 

; .................................................................................... ,;. 

Cindy Cooke 
Linda Nolan 
616-375-0427 
anstamm@net-link.net 
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CH. "WINDSOR'S GONE "WITH THE "WIND 

~ 
~ 
~ 
'-.. 

*FLASH* 

~ Breeders: 
~ Margaret Plumb 
~ Marilyn Garfield 
~ 

"" 

Thank you Peggy Haas for noticing our Scarlett! 

Group I I I R i c 

1-307-637-7035 

Chashoudian 

Owner/Handler: Larae Shafer 
Owner: M. Plumb 

1-307-745-5666 
V> 

" 

- ~------ J 
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Ch. Glenbrae's Barney Bear (VetGen Tested, vWD clear) 

Am. & Can. Ch. Coleco a Wee Bit Magical x Ch. Glenbrae 's Charlie's Girl) 

Ch. Quercus Southern Enchantress (VetGen tested, vWD clear) 

Ch. Balgownie Bulletin x Ch. Quercus Happily Ever After 

Barney and Miss Scarlett are proud to present their son, GUS: 
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Invercrest Go For The Gusto 

First Place; 6-9 Month Puppy Dog class, Montgomery County, 1997. 
Winners Dog, 3 pt. Major from the puppy class, Fort Lauderdale Dog Club, September 1997. 

Breeders/Owners: John & Daphne Eggert 
Pinecrest, Florida • 305-665-0449 

Beautifully presented by handlers: Larry Cornelius 
& Davin McAteer 
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New Novice Agility Title! 

CH WILSCOT'S ONE MO' TIME NA 

Wilscot's Mighty Quinn x WeeKnowe Nepheretiti 
Mo is VetGen tested Clear 
co-owned by Pam Wilson 

Conditioned exclusively by Kellie Verrelli. 

Thank you judge -
Dr. Sam Draper 

2nd Show - first AKC 
Title - Mo is flying in the 
agility ring 

Thank you - Pamela Wilson 
for allowing me to have this 
wonderful working dog. 

(Mo also got his first Open leg 
at his very next show - STCA 
Scottie Specialty at the Lulu 
Temple.) 

Here's our current family - the 
Scotties will out number us. 

Kellie & Tim Verrelli 
6399 Grand Cypress Circle 

Lake Worth, FL 33463 
(561) 433-2586 

http.//www.ScottieLovers.com 
email- Verrelli@gate.net 

Our other Scottie - Diamond 
(Diamond In The Ruff II CD NA) has taken to flying -

since Mo has caught up to her in Ability Titles. 
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Destiny Scotties 
(with a little help from Destiny's Discover Card) 
Just Has To Say ... 
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NO BUTTS ABOUT IT! ... ...WINNING'S GONE TO OUR HEADS! 

AND WE COULDN'T BE HAPPIER! ! ! ! ! 
CONGRATULATIONS JACK ON YOUR BEST OF BREED AT MONTGOMERY (Hatboro too)!!! 

THANKS TO LARRY, DAVIN, HEIDI, AND CHRIS 
Meet Al & Caren Dieumegard, Susan & Frank Finn - hot, tired, sweaty, but elated! ! ! 

Destiny Scotties 732-739-6437 destinysct@aol.com 
THE BAGPIPER / 1997 NUMBER 4 
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MONTGOMERY COUNTY 1997 
Sharing The Dream 

On Thursday afternoon, amid the nation's his
torical beginnings, the mystique of 
Montgomery County began to unfold. "Old 
Timers," exhibitors, fanciers and novices, 
each with gorgeous Scotties, arrived with 
great stories, high expectations and clothing 
for all seasons. The anticipation of renewing 
old friendships and sharing dreams for this 
fun-filled weekend was not to be daunted by 
the turnpike speed limit, wrong exits and/or 
lost reservations. Once settled in the motel, 
walking the dogs had more than the usual ben
efits. One got to chat with new and old 
friends and to view the competition. The 
stage was now ready. The historical setting, 
the perfect weather, the cordial friends and the 
spirited Scotties were the threads woven 
together to produce the tremendously positive 
spirit and camaraderie that pervaded through
out the weekend. Dreams do come true. 

Action began on Thursday evening with 
the Regional Club meeting at 6:30 P.M. in the 
Atrium of the Holiday Inn, STCA 
Headquarters . Regional Club reps heard a 
most informative obedience presentation by 
Letty Passig. Mary Lou Somma discussed the 
excellent services and the materials available 
to clubs through the Health Committee. 
Daphne Branzell, Rescue Chair. provided 
informative packets outlining the philosophy 
and procedures. The Health Education 
Seminar which followed featured Dr. Marie 
Kerl of the Animal Medical Center of New 
York. She discussed the two most common 
canine endocrine maladies, Hypothyroidism, 
and Cushings Disease. 

Friday' s activities - packed day at Lu Lu 
Temple began at 7:30 A.M. for Grounds 
Chair, Dick Seelbach, and Concessions Chair, 
Ed Watkins. Events included Obedience, 
Agility and Sweepstakes Conformation fol
lowed by a great social hour and buffet. 
Fewer people became lost corning to Lu Lu 
due to the great signs posted at strategic turns 
by Michael and Barbara Botak. Breeders also 
greatly appreciated the opportunity provided 
by Joanne Kinnelly in arranging with AKC to 
have Mr. Mandeville do the DNA testing. 
The lobby provided an excellent place of vis
ibility. 

Obedience trial classes began promptly at 
8:30 A.M. in ring one with Mr. H. Edwards 
Whitney judging an entry of 30. Letty Passig, 
Obedience Chair, gave most capable leader
ship and orchestrated each detail with great 
efficiency. Co-Chairs, Connie Smith and 
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by Maxine Stickler, Chairperson 
Susan Harned, organized the first year AKC 
sanctioned Agility Trial held at 11 :00 A.M. in 
the Lu Lu Temple Horse arena. They reached 
their goal with an entry of 20. The trial stim
ulated great interest and brought a new dimen
sion. Momentum built as the magic hour for 
conformation approached. Catalog sales went 
fast as John & Marjorie Cohen had to say, 
"Sorry, sold out" Alice Watkins, Sweeps ring 
steward, gave out armbands, organized the 
judge' s table and conferred with the judge 
concerning procedures. Classes were kept 
moving as John Sheehan, the judge, surveyed 
and examined an entry of 83. Professional 
hands went over each puppy thoroughly. 
John' s expressions told the audience of the 
pleasure in seeing so many beautiful puppies. 
Congratulations to all owners, breeders and 
exhibitors. You brought us a beautiful new 
generation. Thanks John and Alice for doing 
your jobs so well. Thanks to Jackie Seelbach, 
Show Secretary, who kept the events on 
schedule, clarified entry questions and coordi
nated all the paper work for AKC, for all three 
events. Best in Sweeps was awarded to 
Balgair's Private Dancer selected from the 
Senior Division. Congratulations to breed
er/owner Joan Duke and co-owner Geoff 
Dawson. Lu Lu Temple was quickly trans
formed into a lovely dining room with white 
table cloths and unique straw characters for 
center pieces which were created by Irene 
Dorosario. The delicious buffet provided a 
wide variety of tasty dishes. Thanks, Liz 
Heywood, for making the contacts. Julie and 
Glenn Cieutat did a wonderful job in coordi
nating the ticket sales. The task was skillful
ly organized and was most fairly implemented 
by the ground rules. Reservations were at an 
all time high of 237. Grateful appreciation 
goes to those who worked so diligently mov
ing tables and chairs and cleaning floors. The 
day was long and people were tired, but they 
still enjoyed the day's events and loved shar
ing dreams with colleagues. 

Exhibitors returned from a busy day at 
Devon in time to attend the Annual Meeting 
and Awards Banquet held Saturday evening in 
the Wanamaker Room at the Holiday Inn, 
King of Prussia. The room was beautifully 
decorated by the STC of Michigan. Using the 
idea of corning to Michigan for that Rotating 
Specialty in 1998 centerpieces were adorable 
cars placed on tartan squares. Balloons of 
butterscotch, maroon and bittersweet picked 
up the colors in the tartans. Also displayed as 

the focal point was a Model-T car with Mr. & 
Mrs. Scottie dressed in period clothes. This 
marvelous creation was designed and made by 
Michael Cook. As one entered the room, a 
beautified Award's table displayed the distin
guished Frances G. Lloyd Trophy along with 
the other prestigious awards. Julie and Glen 
Cieutat again took dinner reservations for 204 
clansmen with perfect aplomb. Following a 
delicious meal, graciously served, President 
Brooks called the meeting to order and pre
sented the slate of officers for 1998. High 
points of the evening came with the 
announcement of individuals who received 
awards for their contributions to STCA and to 
the Scottie world, and with recognition to 
individual dogs, their breeders and owners 
who reached those specific goals that quali
fied them as winners. A most special tribute 
to Ch. Caevnes Devils Due and his owners 
Bob & Jane Phelan and Norma & Don 
Bankston for winning the renowned Frances 
G. Lloyd Memorial Award two years consec
utively. 

A grey dawn hung over the Temple 
University Campus at Ambler, PA. site of the 
Montgomery County Show, as the Trophy 
Committee, Marjorie Carpenter, Dianne 
Welde and Pat Wooster began setting up a 
most elegant trophy table. Trophies were 
scottie terra cotta sculptures in a variety of 
poses. They were designed and made by Jane 
Cochran of Scotland. Lovely, potted, white 
and red Chrysanthemums donated by Karen 
Hansen were placed in the center of the table. 
The STCA seal was prominently placed on 
the ground in front of the table. The tartan 
table skirt made a lovely background for the 
seal. Beautiful potted yellow mums with 
wooden Scotties around each pot were placed 
in the three comers. Flowers were donated 
and placed in the ring by Bonnie and Susan 
Schneider. These special touches made a 
truly elegant ring. Competent ring stewards, 
Muriel Lee and John Sheehan, took their usual 
positions and role in handing out armbands 
and in keeping the classes orderly and on 
schedule. Judge, Elaine Young, began her 
thorough examination of the 200 entries at 
8:00 A.M. It was a thrill to observe each dog 
as the moment came for its debut. The 
judge's eye moved constantly, watching each 
entry so very carefully. Due to the large entry 
of 208, which is over AKC regulations for one 
judge, the veteran dog and veteran bitch class
es were judged by Walter Goodman in the 
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adjoinig ring at 1:45 P.M. Congratulations 
Susan Finn, Jo Musson and Gene Hains and 
thank you for representing the breed so well. 
Also, congratulations to the beautiful winners 
of A wards of Merit, to all winners, to all 
entries and to all exhibitors for making 
Montgomery County Show a truly spectacular 
and most prestigious event. 

A special tribute to behind the scene peo
ple who gave such added touches so gracious
ly. Thanks to Nancy Burleson for serving as 
the judges' hostess, providing judges' gifts 
and giving that extra touch of Southern hospi
tality to our guests. Nancy also diligently 
manned the scoreboard for Sweeps and 
Montgomery. Eric and Marlene Burgess 
shopped all year to find unique items to place 
in the judges' welcome baskets. They were 
wonderful. Ingenious Polly O'Neal remem
bered that it could be a hot, sunny day and 
brought red caps and visors that were sold to 
protect us from the heat. What a great idea 
and money maker for S.T.C.A.! Barbara and 
Michael Botak carried the six heavy boxes 
containing the challenge trophies back to the 
storage vault after the show. Linda Tubbs 
Bell, the National Ed Chair, provided excel
lent vital pre-show materials. Norma 
Bankston planned for an elegant dinner for 
Judge, Elaine Young after the show. Too bad 
she was ill and not able to go. Committee 
chairs were most creative in their approach to 
an old event. They planned well and carried 
out every detail. President Brooks always had 
time to listen, to problem-solve and to give 
support and praise. These ingredients moti
vated members to work even harder in making 
Montgomery County a place where dreams 
are born and do come true. 

As the sun sets and shadows began to fall 
across the beautiful Pennsylvania countryside 
one felt tired, but also good for having been a 
part of Montgomery. Everyone left a winner 
with rich experiences, enduring friendships 
and a deeper understanding of the "why's." 

"Who is a wise man? He who learns of all 
people." Talmud 
Montgomery County Regular Class 
Judge's Comments 
by Elaine Young 
To the exhibitors: 

Early in the day it became apparent that 
you as breeders and exhibitors understood and 
related to the standard and style of the Scottish 
Terrier very well, and, that you were not con
fused or just plain lucky. I know that you had 
made choices - good choices by the kinds of 
dogs that were corning before me. It is a great 
compliment to you that so many dogs of var
ied family structures (pedigrees), varied 
breeders, and varied geographic areas were of 
such fine quality. It showed that diverse 
breeding programs were working and that the 
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"essence" of the breed had been captured. 
Outstanding was the trimming, conditioning 
and handling. And, regarding the dogs - true 
terrier spirit was displayed regardless of the 
bees, temperature, or "in season". 
Dogs 6-9 months 
1st - a Bright, short coupled puppy with cor
rect coat. 
2nd - especially well balanced but not quite so 
outgoing. 
3rd - also well balanced with good hindquar
ters. 
4th - correct size, superb coat and traditional 
expression. 

I believe this class at maturity may chal
lenge the best in future competition. 
Dogs 9-12 months 

All were rather puppyish - coats were out
standing and structure and bone indicated, as 
in the 6-9 Months, a potential for the future. 
Dogs 12-18 months 

1st and Winner's Dog - was very mascu
line, strong, good bone and beautifully 
conditioned. He seldom put a foot out of 
place. 
2nd - a close !st-head profile and silhouette 
of body impressive. 
3rd - tight jacket with plenty of undercoat 
with good top line and set on of tail. 
4th - strong showman, slightly longer than 
1st but definitely within the Standard. 

Dogs - Bred By Exhibitor 
Congratulations to both dog and bitch 

breeders in this class. Both were a challenge 
to judge. Most were quite young but showed 
type, balance, nice spring of rib and wonder
ful spirit. 
Dogs - Open 

!st and Reserve Winners Dog - He chal
lenged Winner's Dog in gait. Nicely put 
together in fore and hindquarters. 
2nd - Definitely a quality dog as were 3rd 
and 4th. Some of the headpieces in this 
class were very good. 

Bitches 6-9 months 
1st - truly winsome and so feminine. All 
were quite well balanced with good bodies 
for such young puppies. 

Bitches 9 - 12 months 
As in the dogs, the strength of the breed is 

being maintained in the young stock. There 
was little difference between the first five 
bitches. Head planes, expression, eye color 
and shape as well as cobbiness factored into 
the final decision. 
Bitches - Bred by Exhibitor 

1st, Winner's Bitch and Best of Winners 
She was outstanding in so many ways -
disposition, conformation, coat and 
expression. So definite and sure of herself 
at one point during BOB competition she 
was considered. 
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2nd - Color was an eye catcher. Coat out
standing as was pigmentation 
3rd and 4th and balance of class showed 
good spring of rib, balance and quite good 
layback of shoulder 

Bitches - American Bred 
1st - I particularly enjoyed her attitude and 
showmanship as well as smooth moving 
gait - pleasure to watch 
2nd and 3rd - A little better in top lines but 
not quite as showy 
4th - a close challenger - her coat was 
superb and in perfect condition. I liked her 
size too. 

Open Bitch 
1st & Reserve Winners 
Fore and hindquarters very good, nice ear 

with good expression. She was well shown 
and responded to the competition. 

This was a strong class and another indica
tion of the strength of the breed is in the 
females. I believe most had the potential of 
"finishing". Briskets were well developed 
heart shaped chests were well positioned 
between strong quarters, and with their atti
tude I had the impression they were quite 
capable of "going to earth" as well. 

I found little to be really critical about. 
Yes, some top lines and length of body could 
be discussed. Yes, some teeth were not cor
rectly aligned, head planes could have been 
better, some hocks a little shorter but if every
thing was perfect, logical, and in good order 
there would be little to strive for, ---why com
pare, or compete 

The Champions stood on their own. They 
were definitely a pleasure and a challenge to 
judge. Each in his or her own was endearing 
and remarkable. 

As I examined them, watched and thought 
it seem'd they were very much alike - but illu
sive in their likeness. 

Later after reading the catalogue it was 
understandable and very complementary to 
you that these so alike dogs had been pro
duced by many and not just one or two breed
ers. It showed a depth of knowledge to have 
produced such a gallery of wonderful dogs. 

Congratulations and thank you for the 
privilege of judging this year's Montgomery. 
And special thanks to my stewards John 
Sheehan, Muriel Lee and Alice Watkins. 
MONTGOMERY COUNTY SWEEP
STAKES JUDGE 
John R. Sheehan 

I would like to express my thanks to STCA 
for asking me to judge the 1997 Sweepstakes. 
It is not the easiest judging to do, when judg
ing a 6 months old dog against an 18 month 
old dog. There can be a great change in the 
growth and maturity at these ages. 

I was very impressed with the quality of 
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the entries, especially in the older classes. 
Most of them were put down to perfection, 
nice hard coats, good eyes, small ears, close to 
the ground, could move out and show when 
asked. Of course, some of the younger dogs 
were very tired by the end of the afternoon 
and who could blame them. It's a lot to ask of 
them at 6 months of age. 

Looking at the dogs at the Sweepstakes 
and in the class at the Sunday show, plus 
stewarding, where one gets a good look at the 
entries, both Elaine Young and I felt they 
were the best we had seen. Our breed is in 
very good shape and looking towards a bright 
future. 

Hope that everyone enjoyed the 
Sweepstakes and the regular judging. 
Remember, not all is in winning the ribbons. 
It's all about being with other Scottish Terrier 
people, enjoying the dogs and general friend
ship. 
STCA 5th Annual Obedience Trial 

October 3, 1997 

by Letty Passig 
Our 5th annual obedience trial was anoth

er huge success - a great judge, great weather, 
great facilities, great trophies, and a great 
entry. In the regular classes, there were 20 
Scotties competing and eight of them got 
qualifying scores. Also, four of those Scotties 
were champions and seven were veterans age 
7 or older (in addition to the veterans entered 
in the veterans' class) with the oldest being 
age 11. 

Hayley, owned by Gail Luecke, was the 
highest scoring dog in trial. Hayley competed 
in the Novice A class. In the non-regular 
classes, first place in the Graduate Novice 
class went to Ardbegs Wee Mairi, CD, who 
traveled from Canada to participate in the 
trial. She is owned by Elizabeth McKeller. 
First place in the Veterans' class was Miller 
Katie Jean McXduff, CDX owned by Lois 
Miller. Katie is such fun to watch in the obe
dience ring because she always bubbles over 
with enthusiasm. 

The trial brought us a number of "new" 
dogs and handler teams. We hope they 
enjoyed themselves as much as we "old
timers" did. The camaraderie that prevails at 
ringside is as much a part of the trial as the 
required exercises in the ring. Exchanging 
training tips that actually work with Scotties is 
always appreciated and a big topic of conver
sation. 

Many thanks to our judge, Edward 
Whitney, who makes it a pleasure to show a 
Scottie in obedience; to our stewards, Jo
Anne Riddle, Ruth Hultberg, and Mrs. 
Whitney, who kept the trial running smoothly; 
to Bonnie and Susan Schneider, who outdid 
themselves this year with the beautiful center
piece they provided for the trophy table; and, 
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of course, to all those who entered a dog in the 
trial. Six of us had dogs entered in both obe
dience and agility so we had to leave the obe
dience trial before it ended. We appreciate the 
efforts of all those who stayed behind and dis
mantled the ring. Special thanks to Jackie 
Seelbach who handle entries and the other 
paper work so efficiently. We look forward to 
next year. 
STCA 1st Agility Trial 

by Susan Harned 
Agility Chairman 

On Friday, October 3, 1997 STCA held it's 
first all Scottie Agility Trial at the LuLu 
Temple's horse show grounds. We had 20 
entries! Although there were some conflicts 
with Sweeps and Obedience, our judge, 
Donna Gomer was very accommodating. I 
think everything ran smoothly and everyone 
seemed to have a good time. I was pleased to 
see so many spectators. 

The trial could not have been such a suc
cess without the many tireless workers who 
helped and, of course, the 20 Scottie teams. 
Our table was gorgeous and all of our first 
thru fourth place and high in trial trophies 
were graciously donated by Susan, Bonnie 
and Marguerite Schnieder! On top of that, 
they also made bandannas with the Scottie 
Agility logo for all of our participants. 
Connie Smith spent lots of time behind the 
scenes doing the needed telephoning and 
paperwork necessary for putting on our first 
trial. She was also responsible for those great 
T-shirts! My husband, Harry, spent hours 
planning and building all of the equipment 
except for the A-frame and tunnels which the 
judge brought. My daughter, Eliza, then had 
to fit all of that equipment in our truck and 
still have room for us, luggage and four Scots. 
The real trick was fitting it in for the trip 
home! Many thanks to everyone who made 
our first trial a success.We couldn't have done 
it without so much support.. 

Keep training those Scots so next year's 
trial will be even bigger. Until then, let's all 
have "clean runs". 

Susan Harned •Agility Chairman 
Reflections on the 1st STCA National 
Agility Trial 

Donna Gomer, AKC Agility Judge 
Brodbecks, Pennsylvania 

It was my good fortune to be asked to 
judge your agility event October 3, 1997. The 
facility at the LuLu Temple is great for spec
tators and competitors. We used the rodeo 
arena. And, despite some concern for the con
dition of the arena a few weeks before the 
event, the footing was fine for the dogs and 
handler teams. The equipment was attractive 
and safe. The flowers, flags and pumpkins 
which decorated the equipment and area made 
everything very festive. We were blessed 
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with a beautiful day weather-wise, which is 
always a concern with an outdoor event. My 
husband and I were graciously welcomed into 
your midst, and were treated so well that we 
will always use this event as one by which 
others will be measured. 

I am a terrier owner, (Jack Russells) and 
know very well about the special challenges 
our terriers can present in the agility ring. I 
commented at the awards presentation after 
the competition, how pleasantly surprised I 
was at the training level of the dogs who com
peted in the event. Fourteen of twenty dogs 
entered received qualifying scores! I also 
enjoyed the support handler/dog teams 
received from the spectators during their runs. 
So often, everyone is so intent on their own 
performance and the competition, they forget 
to congratulate others on a good run, or con
sole a handler for a run gone wrong. Good 
sportsmanship and a sense of fun was clearly 
evident at your event. I hope those who 
attended recognized the hard work and 
MONTHS of planning that Susan and Connie 
put in to make your first event such a success. 
Also I appreciated the hard work of the volun
teers: course builders, stewards, timers, 
scribes, and scorekeepers the day of the trial. 
All of those involved in the first Scottish 
Terrier agility trial should be proud, and con
gratulated for hosting such a nice event! 

STCA THURSDAY NIGHT EVENTS 
STCA REGIONAL REPRESENTATIVE 
MEETING REPORT 
October 2, 1997 

by Connie J. Smith, Chairperson 
This year's Regional Rep. Meeting was 

held Thursday evening, October 2nd prior to 
the Health Education Seminar. Eighteen were 
in attendance representing eight of the 
Regional Clubs. 

The topics this year included a report from 
Daphne Branzell on the National Rescue 
Program. She is concerned about the lack of 
representation in certain parts of the country 
for rescue. Areas, such as Tennessee, do not 
have any contacts. She would like contacts 
for referrals. Next Daphne talked about a 
fund raising effort by selling Windshield 
Sunscreens with Scotties. I hope she is able to 
get this off the ground because who wouldn't 
want one? 

Our next presenter was Letty Passig who 
talked about her Obedience Program and how 
it has evolved over the years. She gave us an 
overview of what is involved in getting an 
obedience title on a dog and pointed out how 
difficult it is with a Scottie. These titles can 
take years with lots of patience. By the time a 
Scottie attains some of these it could be too 
old to compete. 

The last speaker was Mary Lou Somma 
who gave us "Bits & Bytes" on the Health 
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Committee. She informed us as to what is on
line on the Internet as well as the up-coming 
program for next year. 

Polly O'Neal had conveyed a request and a 
reminder to the Regional Clubs to make appli
cation first to STCA prior to applying to AKC 
for their Specialties. Polly also asked, when 
new officers take their office that she is noti
fied for her records. 

Overall it was a very productive meeting 
with lots of questions asked of each presenter. 

Thank you again for an enjoyable meeting. 

STCA HEALTH AND EDUCATION 
SEMINAR 

October 2, 1997 

by: Daphne Branzell 

The Health and Education Seminar speak
er was Dr. Marie Kerl of the Animal Medical 
Center of New York. She discussed the two 
most common canine endocrine maladies, 
Hypothyroidism and Cushings Disease. Dr. 
Keri's presentation was extremely enlighten
ing. She explained that both Canine Cushings 
Syndrome (CCS) and Hypothyroidism are 
very difficult to diagnose and can easily be 
confused with other problems such as dia
betes, pyometra, kidney infection, liver dis
ease, etc. A series of different tests is needed 
to accurately diagnose CCS. These could 
include the ACTH stimulation test, the Low 
Dose Dexamethasone suppression test, Urine 
Cortisol, Creatinine ratio, or Serum Alkaline 
Phosphatase isoenzymes, radiographs, ultra
sounds or CT scans. Treatment depends on 
whether the source is the adrenal or pituitary 
glands. Surgery to remove a tumor of the 
adrenal gland is sometimes called for, or if 
surgery is not possible, the drug Mitotaine 
(Lysodren) can be given. Surgery of the pitu
itary gland in the dog is not possible due to the 
anatomy of the dog's skull. Radiation therapy 
may be useful for treatment of a large pituitary 
gland tumor. A relatively new drug, L
deprenyl, (Anipryl) has recently been FDA 
approved for use in CCS, and has shown to be 
useful in some dogs in clinical trials. 
Prognosis is good for most dogs with therapy. 
Treatment in general does not prolong life, 
however it may greatly improve quality of 
life. Hypothyroidism, or inadequate produc
tion of thyroid hormone, is the most common 
thyroid disorder of the dog. Dogs of any age 
may be affected and it is the most common 
thyroi~ disorder of the dog. Dogs of any age 
may be affected and symptoms may vary. 
Diagnosis is very difficult as disease occur
ring anywhere in the body can produce false 
thyroid hormone levels. Symptoms include 
weight gain, reduced activity level, thinning 
hair and mental dullness. Diagnosis is con
firmed by measuring a resting T4 level and if 
that is low, testing the Free T4, T3, TSH level 
or reverse T3ff4. Treatment consists of giv-
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ing replacement thyroid hormone tablets oral
ly once or twice daily for the rest of the dog's 
life. Prognosis for return to normal function, 
normal lifespan and good quality of life is 
good. 

The speaker at the 1998 Montgomery 
County Health and Education Seminar will be 
Dr. Melissa Goodman, past Vice President of 
ICG and an internationally renowned canine 
reproduction specialist. 

1997 MONTGOMERY COUNTY -
Results* 
SWEEPSTAKES 

Judge: Mr. John Sheehan 
6 to 9 Puppy Division Winners 
l. Strutfire's Trilogy 

Owner: Karen Hansen & Lyn Zurl & Donna 
Cone 

2. Sugarbush Sahara Sands 
Owner: Phyllis W. Kuhn 

3. Scotsmith Royal Macmillan 
Owner: Janet A. Avery 

4. Sugarbush Spanish Senorita 
Owner: Brian D Davis & Phyllis W. Kuhn 

9 to 12 Junior Division Winners 
I. Jospen's Traditional Look 

Owner: Joseph F. Pendon 
2. Strathyre High Tide 

Owner: Jim & Jan Craig 

3. Hycourt Cash and Carry 
Owner: Marjorie G. Rosa 

4. HiAcre Storm Front 
Owner: David Seifert 
12 to 18 Senior Division Winners 

1. Balgair's Private Dancer 
Owner: Geoffrey S. Dawson & Joan Duke 

2. Claudon's Ramblin Fever 
Owner: Tiffany Bowles & Claudia Leffler 

3. Brookwood Michael J 
Owner: Fred & Patty Brooks 

4. Brookwood Give'M Hell Harryette 
Owner: Fred & Patty Brooks 

Best In Sweepstakes 
Balgair's Private Dancer 

Owner: Geoffrey S. Dawson & Joan Duke 
REGULAR CLASSES 
Judge: Mrs. Elaine Young 
Puppy, 6 to 9 Months Dogs 

l. Invercrest Go for the Gusto 
Owner: Daphne Eggert & John S. Eggert 

2. Chess Truely Red's Boy 
Owner: Sandra Anderson 

3. Sugarbush Sahara Sands 
Owner: Phyllis W. Kuhn 

4. Abh Dunedin Front Page 
Owner: Elizabeth Cooper & Helen Prince 

Puppy, 9 to 12 Months Dogs 
1. HiAcre Storm Front 

Owner: David Seifert 
2. McVan's Tennessee Tornado 

Owner: Mitzi Sizemore &Vandra L. Huber 
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3. Hycourt Cash and Carry 

Owner: Marjorie G. Rosa 
4. Silclanan Remark Bet Twice 

Owner: Ani Kramer & Pat Sile & Tracy 
Moss grove 

Puppy, 12 to 18 Months Dogs 
1. Muscot on Your Marks 

Owner: Don & Jean Bomeisl & Josephine 
Musson 

2. Brookwood Michael J 
Owner: Fred & Patty Brooks 

3. Wildman's Triumphol Entry 
Owner: Pat Wildman 

4. Tandem's Wizard 
Owner: Tonna Hines 

Bred by Exhibitor Dogs 
1. Beinnein's Spellbinder 

Owner: Darle Heck 
2. Sno Mtn's Classic Challenger 

Owner: Gail Fisher & Ray Dubreuil 
3. Glenby's Look o Further 

Owner: Christine E. Stephens 
4. Anstamm Future Shock 

Owner: Anstamm Kennels 
AmericanBred Dogs 

1. Tashmuit Gordon Lightfoot 
Owner: Susan & Eliza Harned 

Open Dogs 
1. Deblin's Ynot Talk 

Owner: Deborah Brookes & Joel Goldberg 

2. Mc Van Stamp of Approval of Jovial 
Owner: Vandra Huber 

3. Wyndmere Traces of Gold 
Owner: Lana & Tia Gerdock 

4. Charthill Take Five 
Owner: Donna Winslow & Patricia Rogers 
& Charla Hill 

Winner's Dog 

Muscot on Your Marks 
Owner: Don & Jean Bomeisl & Josephine 
Musson 
Reserve Winner's Dog 
Deblin's Ynot Talk 
Owner: Deborah Brookes & Joel Goldberg 

Puppy, 6 to 9 Months Bitches 
I. Scotsmith Royal Macmillan 

Owner: Janet A. A very 
2. Invercrest Bellefleur Mimosa 

Owner: Daphne Eggert & John S. Eggert 
3. Sugarbush Spanish Senorita 

Owner: Brian D. Davis & Phyllis W. Kuhn 
Puppy, 9 to 12 Months Bitches 
1. Paradise Scotch on the Rox 

Owner: Jon Conyers & Tony Long Jr. 
2. Norma's Ditch Witch 

Owner: Norma Bankston 
3. Strathyre High Tide 

Owner: Jim & Jan Craig 
4. Jospen's Traditional Look 

Owner: Joseph F Pendon 
12 to 18 Months Bitches 
1. Majac's Illusion in B Sharpe 

Owner: Marvin & Jackie Burton 
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2. Pryscott's Elfin Magic 
Owner: Diana B. Price 

3. Brookwood Give'M Hell Harryette 
Owner: Fred & Patty Brooks 

4. KarMar's Georgia Peach 
Owner: Helen Prince & Antonella Visconti 
Di Modrone 

Bred by Exhibitor Bitches 

1. Gaidoune Bearjolais 
Owner: Gene & Linda Hains 

2. Eroglen's Gold Medalist 
Owner: Sharon Ero & Bob & Barb Lovill 

3. Charthill Empress of the Blues 
Owner: Charla & Tom Hill 

4. Revelaire's Mercedes Rules 
Owner: Susan Schneider & Bonnie 
Schneider 

American - Bred Bitches 
1. Claudon's Is it Really Love 

Owner: Nancy Clements & Claudia Leffler 

2. TKO Caevnes Show Edition 
Owner: Mario Duarte & Jerson Valle 

3. Kriscot's Tempest in a Teapot 
Owner: Helen Krisko 

4. Kilwinning Kippen of Gren - Aery 
Owner: Joan H. Eagle 

Open Bitches 
1. Mc Van's Corinna Corinna 

Owner: Gerardo Reyes, DVM & Dr. V. L. 
Huber & M. Krolewski 

2. Scotsmith's Rhapsody in Blue 
Owner: Joyce & Jim Smith 

3. Lochmaree Remember Me 
Owner: Eric & Marlene Burgess 

4. Destiny's Discover Card 
Owner: Susan Finn & Frank C. Finn 

Winners Bitch 

Gaidoune Bearjolais 

Owner: Gene & Linda Hains 

Reserve Winners Bitch 
McVan's Corinna Corinna 

Owner: Gerardo Reyes, DVM & Dr. V. L. 
Huber & M. Krolewski 

Judge: Mr. Walter F. Goodman 

Veteran Dogs 

1. Ch. Maycocks Breezy Evening 
Owner: Paula Prahinski 

2. Ch. Deblin's Pep Talk 
Owner: Wendy M. Mancini & Deborah 
Brookes 

3. Ch. Kenjo Gold Coin Commander 
Owner: Betty Lou Breese 

4. Ch. Charthill Samuel Whiskers 
Owner: Donna L. Cambron 

Veteran Bitches 

1. Ch. Raewyn Chelsea Girl 
Owner: Olwyn Hawkins 

2. Ch. Exmoor Simply Irresistible CD 
Owner: Lora Lee Bengston & Mitchell 
Katayama 

Stud Dog 

1. Ch. Kriscot's Kool Jazz Finvarra 
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Owner: Helen Krisko & Frank Phelps 

2. Ch. Sandgreg's Limited Edition 
Owner: Bettie Gooch & Barbara DeSaye 

Brood Bitch 

1. Ch. Sodak Highland Roisin 
Owner: Scott Jacobsen & Susan James 
Jacobsen 

Brace 
1. Glengala's Tobermory 

Owner: Joanne Orth & Cliff Schultz 

Ch. Glengala's Fiona Dawhinnie 
Owner: Joanne Orth & Cliff Schultz 

Best of Breed 

Ch. Destiny's Stage Door Johnny 

Owner: Caren Dieumegard & Susan Finn 

Best of Winners 

Gaidoune Bearjolais 

Owner: Gene & Linda Hains 

Best of Opposite Sex 

Ch. Greatscot's Hot Stuff 

Owner: Nancy Walthers 

A ward of Merit 

Ch. Anstamm Brookwood Joint Venture 

Owner: Fred & Patty Brooks & Anstamm 
Kennels 

Ch. DuffDe Ruby Tuesday 

Owner: Bill & Kathy de Villeneuve 

Ch. Anstamm Rip Tide 

Owner: Anstamm Kennels 

Ch. Barbary's Live Wire at Tivoli 

Owner: Donna L Cambron & Maurine 
McConnell 

Ch. Strutflres Damn Yanky 

Owner: Donna M. Cone & Gary & Susan M. 
Carr 

Ch. Jospen's with One Look 

Owner: Joseph F. Pendon & Joseph Kinnamey 
DVM 

Ch. Neidfyre Vitta Rouge 

Owner: Gail Gaines 

Ch. McVan's Canned Heat 

Owner: Dr. Joe Kinnamey & Michael Ward & 
Dr. Vandra Huber 

1997 OBEDIENCE TRIAL CLASSES 

Judge: Mr. H. Edward Whitney 
Novice Class A 

1. Hayley 
Score: 182 • Owner: Gail A. Luecke 

2. Ryscot's Caledonian Sunrise 
Score: 181 •Owner: Elizabeth Marvel 

3. Maple Farm's Junebug O'Beaverkill 
Score: 177 • Owner: Jean H. Hyland 

Novice Class B 

1. Revelair's Sweet Charlotte 
Score: 176 • Owner: Susan Schneider & 
Bonnie Schneider 

2. Ardbeg's Wee Mirren 
Score: 172 • Owner: Virginia Fleming c o 
Elizabeth McKellar 

3. Tasmuit Druzilla Huff NA 
Score: 171 + • Owner: Susan & Eliza 
Hamed 
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4. CH Rhyscot's First Priority 
Score: 171 • Owner: Richard Lawn 

Open Class A 

1. Sterling's Watson McFinn CD 
Score: 176 • Owner: Lois S. Miller 

Graduate Novice Class 

I. Ardbeg's Wee Mairi CD 
Score: 145 • Owner: Elizabeth I. 
McKeller 

Veterans Class 

1. Miller Katie Jean McXduff CDX 
Score: 186 • Owner: Lois S. Miller 

Highest Scoring Dog in Regular Classes 

Hayley 

Owner: Gail A. Luecke 

1997 Agility Trial 

Judge: Ms. Donna Gomer 
Novice Agility Division A Height 8" 

1. Revelaire's Sweet Charlotte 
Score: I 00 • Owner: Susan Schneider & 
Bonnie Schneider 

2. CH Munro's Jock McTravish CD SE 
Score: 100 • Owner: Mary Helen Rice 

3. Lil' Mackie Of Dundee 
Score: 100 • Owner: Joanne Young 

4. MacMadden 
Score: 89 •Owner: Bonnie G. Ramsey 

Novice Agility Division A Height 12" 

1. Milwyn's Drummer 
Score: 98 • Owner: Winifred Miller 

Novice Agility Division B Height 8" 

1. Rynara's Temperamental Lady CD 
Score: 100 • Owner: Kathy McAra 

2. CH Munro's Dark Chocolate Angel CD 
Score: 95 • Owner: Letty Passig 

3. Munro's Dark Chunk O'Chocolate CD NA 
SE 
Score: 93 • Owner: Letty Passig 

4. Tashmuit Gordon Lightfoot 
Score: 90 • Owner: Susan & Eliza Harned 

Open Agility Height 8" 

1. Tashmuit Druzilla Huff NA 
Score: 95 • Owner: Susan & Eliza Harned 

2. Wilscot's One Mo' Time 
Score: 90 • Owner: Pamela Wilson & 
Kellie Verrelli 

3. Tashmuit Pippy Longstocking CD NA 
Score: 88 • Owner: Susan & Eliza Hamed 

Open Agility Height 12" 

1. Diamond in the Ruff II CD NA 
Score: 95 •Owner: Kellie Verrelli 

2. Angus Macdougal Ririe NA 
Score: 95 • Owner: Susan Ririe 

High In Trial: 

Rynara's Temperamental Lady CD 

Owner: Kathy McAra 
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!~[SCOT N' KINV[IL NORTH[RN KINO 

(Amescot's Gypsy King X Amescot N' Kinveil Northern Star) 

Ollie was crowned king for the day, at the Hatboro Dog Show. He is a true 
showman who has never let me down. Thank you Mr. Ferrara for this unforgettable day . 

Owner 
Carol Ames • • Owner 

Richard Hiller 
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Owners: 
Bill & Linda Conway 
Co-Owners: 

OUR FIRST TRIP TO CANADA 
Canadian National Specialty Weekend 

\\ ALEX .~ 
~ ,,J:rnl "Y 

BEST PUPPY 
~QUP 1 st. IN GROUP 

Amescot's Gypsy Rose 
Amescot's Gypsy King X CH Amescot's Wild Irish Rose 

Best of Breed - August 16, 1997 
Group 1 & Best Puppy in Group -August 16, 1997 

Best Puppy in Show -August 17, 1997 
Thank you judge: Mr. Robert Moore 

Carol Ames & Richard Hiller 
Breeders: "Amescot" 

Carol & Harold Ames 

Expertly Groomed, Handled & Loved by Richard Hiller 
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Mc' Roe proudly presents 

Mexican, International, Puerto Rican, Latin American, 
American and World FCI 97 Champion 

"Guinevere" 

WINNERS 

CH Quercus Beyond the Question & Ginger (Alvarez - Enriquez) 

Like father, Like daughter, Guinevere repeated her father's win at Devon in 1994. Our gratitude to all the Judges 
who made this possible, and to Mr.Clay Coady for his valuable professional advice, grooming and showing. 

Owners: Co-Owned: 
Roberto Alvarez & Octavio Enriquez Felipe & Sandra Lara 
Mexico City. (011)(525) 644-22-59, 630-24-11 
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double Bosworth 8randson 

Ctl McLyn's Hamish of Macnab 

CH Stonecroft Iago of Brigadoon X Mclyn's In Spite Of It All 
shown finishing his championship under judge, Mrs. Betty-Anne Stenmark 

This double Bosworth (CH Charthill Worthy of Colwick) grandson easily finished his championship with 
the expert handling of Rodert Moore (Ashmoor). Hamish is an excellent ambassador for the breed with his 
winning personality and energetic manner. "Ham" is proud of his daughters , CH Ashton's Delightsome, 
also finished by Bob, and McLyn's Isobel Tolling For U who will soon be entering the show ring. Ham and 
another daughter, Eppie, are currently training for agility competition. VetGen tested. 

Breeders/ Owners 
Joyce & John McNabney 

Handler 
Robert V. Moore III 

370 Wildcat Hill Road • Harwinton, Connecticut 06791 
(860) 485-9127 

17829 Tree Lawn Drive · Ashton, Maryland 20861 
(301) 774-6459 
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HOTDAfff 
& CH CAEUKES VEUl.CS VUE 

COKGRATU.CATE 
ffflCHAE.C GAB.CE & CH Wl.CVfffAK 9 S BORK TO BE GOOV ~ 

Thanks you judge, Roberta Mocabee, Umpqua KC 

I met Michael in June when I attended Washington State Scottish Terrier Club specialty & have been 
a fan of his ever since. As the Co-Owner of Tony, CH. Caevnes Devils Due, I am so proud of this 
winning team. Beau is Michael's first show dog. Since becoming a champion, this pair has earned 
multiple Best of Breed and six Group placings. HOTDAM Scotties wish Michael and Beau continued 
success. 

Norma Bankston 
Temple, TX 76501 

(254) 778-8025 

HAPPIKESS IS A SCOTTIE 
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PUPPIES, PUPPIES, EVERYWHERE! 
"Bringing Up Baby", Weeks 1thru4 

Momma Scottie did her job well. She 
nursed, guarded and cleaned her brood with ten
der and caring devotion. Then one day, she 
decided that it was time for them to become 
more independent of her, and left many chores 
either undone or for you to take over. It was 
time for her to move on, and for her little ones 
to make their first tentative venture into a big, 
new world. If you were experienced in the rais
ing of puppies, you were not only anxiously 
awaiting this time, but had been preparing the 
pups for it from the day they were born. If it's 
your first litter, then pull up a chair ... 

The first twelve weeks in a puppy's life is the 
period in which it's personality develops, and it 
is your responsibility as a breeder, to see that it 
is done in a positive manner. Negative influ
ences can impact themselves upon a puppy in a 
way that may never be overcome. For that rea
son, I am a firm believer in helping the puppy to 
experience as many new and varied types of 
associations as possible, and this should begin 
the day your litter is whelped. 

The trauma of birth alone can be dramatic. 
Thrust suddenly into a world where it must seek 
out it's own nourishment, often even be forced 
to compete for it; where even the very breath it 
draws must be an independent action; where 
warmth and love must be sought for amongst it's 
siblings; life can truly be termed a "miracle". 
Never leave the litter strictly to mother's 
devices. I advocate frequent handling of all the 
puppies from day one. It began when you 
helped to clean and dry the little ones as they 
made their initial appearance in the whelping 
box. By handling, massaging their tiny bodies, 
cuddling and holding them, you are not just 
exercising and stimulating their physical devel
opment, but helping to assure sound psycholog
ical adjustment also. Hold them in your hands; 
tum them over; hold them briefly on their backs, 
head up -- head down; rub them briskly yet ten
derly; then while holding them, let your hands 
drop quickly, like an elevator, and watch their 
response to sensation. They are already 
responding to sensory stimulation. Pain, cold, 
and hunger, are felt from birth. 

Beginning the second week, let them feel the 
vibration of clippers against their body (without 
a blade, of course) and give them a daily brush
ing with a soft brush. Clean the area of their 
muzzles with a toothbrush, and be sure to clip 
their tiny little toenails as needed. Too much, 
too soon? I don't think so! An experience which 
is natural and anticipated without fear will not 
become a traumatic one to cause an adverse 
reaction in the future. They have no sense of 
fear now -- it is a learned response. By proper 
conditioning, you can eliminate most of their 
future fears. By no means is this meant to advo
cate the raising of foolhardy dogs that blunder 
headlong into dangerous situations, but instead 
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to develop animals that choose to act intelli
gently rather than just to react when faced with 
new or unexpected challenges. 

Their sense of smell, acute from birth, is 
now vying for attention with their emerging 
sense of sight. Like a perfect flower unfolding 
from it's bud, you can watch each puppy as it 
blossoms, day by day. Smell, sight and reaction 
to sounds; their tentative steps and the unmis
takable sound of puppy's first bark. Remember, 
first experiences only happen once. Don't miss 
them, for they should truly be a time of celebra
tion ! This is what it's all about -- the reason for 
wanting to produce a litter, in spite of the work 
it entails and the limitations it places on you. 
This is a chance to watch life unfold! 

Talk to them, constantly, from the begin
ning! They may not hear a thing at first, but who 

is to say when they feel the first vibrations and 
rumblings of sound. Don't expect to thrust them 
one day into a world of blaring TV, noisy chil
dren and barking dogs unless you are prepared 
to face the terror in their eyes. Imagine yourself, 
for a moment, confined in total silence and then 
suddenly sitting in the middle of your own 
house, ears attuned to every noise. When you 
aren't there, play the radio or TV. It will help to 
soothe the mother, and gradually condition the 
puppies to a variety of sounds. (I frequently play 
a cassette tape of thunderstorms for my dogs, 
and since starting that, have never had a dog that 
feared them.) If your household is one in which 
all the voices heard are primarily of one gender, 
be certain that the radio station has a DJ of the 
opposite sex. A deep, masculine voice can star
tle a dog that is only accustomed to the softer 
tones of it's mistress. Run the vacuum. 

During these first three weeks, much of your 
time has been spent in awe and wonder. If the 
dam is a good brood bitch, she has taken care of 
the necessities. But this article is meant to 
acquaint you with the need for more than just 
the "bare essentials" when you consider breed
ing. You want to do the most possible, make the 
soundest and best decisions, when it comes to 
the rearing of your litter. With just a little 
thought and a bit of effort on your part, you can 
be assured that they are off to the right start. 

Just one word of caution -- During this time, 
spent mostly in the whelping box, I do not 
encourage a lot of visitors. Common sense dic
tates the need for keeping the environment as 

free as possible of germs or bacteria. In addi
tion, if Momma Scottie is upset by visitors, it 
will have a direct and negative effect on her 
brood. ( ... perhaps even to the extent of lessen
ing milk production, causing aggressive behav
ior towards the litter, or causing her to leave the 
whelping box prematurely.) After three weeks, 
this should no longer be a potential problem. 
Remember, you are building a lifelong bond of 
trust. 

Begin taking them for daily rides in the car. 
It doesn't need to be for more than a mile or so, 
but accustom them to the movement of the 
automobile. You may be starting to wean them 
by the end of this week. If you have a large lit
ter, feed them in the bathtub on a rubber tub 
mat. When they are done -- and they will be a 
mess! -- clean up each puppy and return it to it's 
fresh and tidy box, then simply wash down the 
tub! They are now beginning to interact with 
each other and with you. Encourage it and enjoy 
it! Watch carefully for any puppy that may seem 
to draw away from the others somewhat, and 
encourage it's participation at play. 

By week four, they begin to ''play stalk". 
Small soft toys are shaken fiercely, and they 
may begin to vie for a dominant place in the lit
ter. This is natural, healthy and good. 
Frequently, the "top dog" changes places, and 
it's almost like a child's game of tag when sud
denly someone else is "IT". Allow the puppies 
to settle their own minor disputes, and be con
cerned only if one pup should exhibit a continu
al nasty disposition. Never allow a puppy to 
greet you with a threatening growl. If it needs to 
be corrected for unacceptable behavior, grab the 
pup by the scruff of the neck and shake it while 
saying "NO" in a harsh voice. This is the man
ner in which an animal in the wild would pick 
up it's cub to discipline it. It's effective, yet basi
cally harmless. 

Just as they have become accustomed to a 
variety of physical sensations and sounds in the 
preceding weeks, let them gradually develop an 
awareness of textures. At first, there were the 
normal differences -- the softness and yielding 
feel of momma's belly, the rug or papers 
beneath them, the taunt firmness of a sibling's 
body, your own hands upon them. Food has tex
ture, too. Mother's milk may be replaced at 
weaning by a soft gruel; there is water to be 
lapped and splashed about in; the feel of scram
bled eggs or cottage cheese upon their tongues. 
Before long, they will be chewing puppy vita
mins, kibble and your toes. 

Their early hesitant steps are forgotten as 
sturdy little legs find you chasing after them. In 
their confined indoor play area, be sure that they 
get the ''feel" of the world beneath their feet. A 
square of rough indoor/outdoor carpet, a 
linoleum tile, newspaper, a soft rug, a piece of 
wire hardware cloth, a block of wood, can be 
quickly changed, added or removed. They are 
remarkably sensitive to stimuli at this age. A 
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pan dropping on the floor or an angry screaming 
voice can send them scurrying. Be aware of 
their need for reassurance. By now, they have 
probably also made their first visit to the vet, 
where they were greeted with a whole new 
group of smells and sounds. By keeping them 
contained together in a crate, they will feel reas
sured and safe, and you will also minimize the 
risk of any other curious clients unwittingly 
exposing them to germs. Hopefully, your fre
quent, short car rides, made the trip a pleasant 
one for them, with no upset tummies. 

By week four, robust puppies are ready to be 
introduced to friends and visitors and other ani
mals within the household. Never make the mis
take of isolating them at this age because of 
your fear for their good health. It is even sadder 
to see an otherwise healthy pup that is trauma
tized by strangers or unsure of anyone other 
than yourself or their mother and littermates. 
Many litters will be totally weaned by the end of 
week four, and moved into a larger puppy play 
pen. When you decide that the time is right for 
this, be sure that the pen is located in a spot that 
generates a lot of activity throughout the day. In 
front of a large window is ideal. Even if 
weaned, be sure they have daily play time with 
Momma. It is during this fourth week that they 
begin to develop an "attitude". With your guid
ance, it should be one of self-assurance. As the 
week draws to a close, you will find individual 
personalities are starting to emerge. It brings to 
mind an old Hit Parade song from my youth -
"You gotta accentuate the positive, Eliminate 
the negative, Latch on to the affirmative." 

You planned this breeding well in advance. 
You saw to the sound health of your brood 
matron, and checked carefully as to the quality 
of pups being sired by your choice of stud dog. 
You waited, perhaps a bit impatiently, until you 
were sure that a litter was on the way. The sire 
and dam did their part, now it's your turn. Make 
the most of it! 
"Playing with the Kids", Weeks 5 thru 8 

The puppies are no longer content to limit 
themselves by spending entire days confined to 
a puppy pen or small exercise pen. They have 
discovered a world outside of the whelping box 
now, and are eager to explore and investigate. 
It's up to you to help them do just that -- to find 
mountains for them to scale and new worlds for 
them to conquer! Remember that there are three 
sorts of challenges: those which can be easily 
met, those which require persistence and deter
mination to overcome, and those which seem to 
remain just short of our grasp. In order to devel
op their intellect, and stimulate motivational 
skills, your puppies need a variety of each sort 
of challenge. 

Like young children going off to kinder
garten, I have found that puppies of this age 
need a play area carefully arranged to promote 
interaction with one another, yet one which will 
still challenge them for independent achieve
ment. It will cost you next to nothing to set your 
Puppy Playground up, for most of the equip
ment needed is probably already somewhere 
around the house or garage. The first require
ment is the only one which may cause you a bit 
of thought and effort -- a fenced-in area from 
which the puppies cannot escape, at least 9 ft. X 

12 ft. in size (preferably a bit larger.) It may be 
the corner of an existing fenced yard which you 
cordon off, several ex-pens joined together, a 
make-shift chicken wire enclosure, or a more 
permanent type of enclosure which can serve 
other purposes as they grow. An enclosed car
port is another option. Do try, however, to set 
the area up in a spot which is easily visible from 
indoors, so that you can check on them from 
time to time and watch the fun! Now for the 
playground equipment ... I'll share some ideas, 
but before you've finished reading, I'm sure you 
will have some of your own. A couple of sec
tions of large plastic pipe which they can run 
through and defend; a concrete block which 
they will crawl through when they are small and 
climb on top of as they grow; an empty plastic 
milk jug (small pups love to carry something 
big, and you'll see the pride in their eyes as they 
carry a jug larger than themselves by the han
dle); an old tire laid flat and with several holes 
in the ground surface area so that any water will 
drain out, becomes a fortress to defend or a bed 
to curl up and nap in; two more concrete blocks 
spaced about 5 ft. apart with a length of board 
joining two bottom sections and another length 
suspended across the opposite top side, 
becomes a balance beam to walk across or a 
place to climb; a very large plastic ball which 
they can't pick up but can chase about the yard; 
platforms to climb on top of where they can 
play "King of the Hill " (old plastic bread racks 
are great for this); empty cardboard boxes that 
are taped shut but have strategically placed 
holes cut in them for the puppies to crawl 
through; a small wading pool with just an inch 
or two of water in it (the bottom portion of an 
old dog crate makes a wonderful substitute); the 
top portion can then become a cave to hide in or 
a mountain peak to scale. Are you getting the 
idea? I've found discarded children's toys at 
garage sales, for next to nothing, that adapt 
wonderfully for the puppies. My latest finds 
were a plastic wagon which they love to climb 
into, and a wonderful large plastic dump truck 
that rolls , makes noise and has a bed large 
enough for a puppy to curl up in. And these 
have added advantage of being great props for 
photographs. Anything you choose should have 
the ability to be hosed down, or in the case of 
cardboard boxes, be replaceable at no cost. An 
assortment of soft, stuffed toys that can be 
thrown into the washer become villains to 
attack. (Check the yard sales for these too. If 
they get torn up, just toss them out and replace 
with another one.) I have found wonderful 
assortments of soft toys, about 10 to a plastic 
bag, for $2.50 at the local Goodwill Store. Most 
of them look like brand new, and the quality is 
excellent. Now that I've got you thinking, 
remember just one more thing -- keep the area 
clean, SPOTLESSLY clean. Hose it down if 
the surface is washable and pick up any soiled 
areas. If it's grass, watch for ants, fleas, and 
other insects. If it's concrete, wash it down daily 
and disinfect with Clorox once a week. Rotate 
the toys in the yard so that each day there will 
be something new and different. By two 
months, my puppies are spending about two 
hours, twice a day, in the play yard. I am sure, 
too, that they already understand what it means 

when I ask "Do you want to go out and play?" 
There is one more thing that I haven't men

tioned and that I am sure you will need ... a chair 
out there for yourself. Their fun is contagious 
and you will want at times to be right in the mid
dle of it. When you do, take along a jar of bub
ble liquid, and blow bubbles for them to chase. 
And do be sure to have lots of film for the cam
era. 

They can't spend all of their time outdoors, 
so what do you do with them the rest of the 
time? I have found a puppy pen to be well worth 
the investment. Mine is set up by a large win
dow where they can see everything going on 
outside. A bird feeder outside the window fasci
nates them as a variety of birds come to feed. 
TV in the room entertains me and them at times 
as well. When the TV is not on, the radio is, for 
I want them accustomed to all sorts of sounds 
and distractions. Since the puppies are older 
now, I don't worry about their pen being in the 
living room. Everyone that comes by gets to see 
them, and is encouraged to hold them and play 
with them. They have time for free run of the 
room, and any little accidents that occur are 
quickly cleaned up with club soda. Do be sure 
that there are no electrical or phone cords which 
they can get hold of. Don't forget, it does not 
matter if an appliance is turned off or on if they 
bite into the cord. The current is there and I have 
known of puppies that died from electrical 
shock. 

Two stackable plastic vegetable bins sit side 
by side in their pen. They are secured to the side 
wall by metal key hooks so that they can't be 
pulled about. I made washable pillows for the 
bottom, and these are their favorite resting 
places. On extremely hot days (and we DO have 
them here in Texas), the large, flat containers 
from an old Coleman Ice Chest come out of the 
freezer and fit perfectly in the bins. Covered 
with an old towel, the pups just love to cool 
their bellies and vie for a preferred spot. One 
more thing happened with this litter that I never 
thought of before. I always placed a few layers 
of paper in one corner to encourage them to use 
that area and keep the pen tidy. When they 
began to shred the paper instead, I tried to think 
of a more effective way. I found a large plastic 
tray, similar to a kitty litter pan but not quite as 
deep. The paper fit in perfectly when folded in 
half and the shallow edges held it in place. From 
the moment I placed the pan in their pen, they 
NEVER failed to make use of it, and have never 
soiled in any other part of the pen. It is funny to 
watch them wait in line for their tum in the pan. 
This litter instantly trained themselves and I 
wonder if I could possibly be this lucky again. 

This is also the time when you should be 
accustoming the pups to wearing a collar, so 
that they will easily accept a lead in a few more 
weeks. Nylon webbed collars are fully 
adjustable, but never leave them on overnight. 
Siblings always tend to chew on them and pull 
them off. The best time to start is when they are 
going out to play and will be distracted. This 
strange new feel of something around their 
necks takes a little getting used to. 

I'm sure you have gotten them used to being 
put on the grooming table by now and brushed 
out daily. Even if you haven't yet begun any 
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serious grooming, their heads should now be 
blocked and they should be at ease and com
fortable with the use of clippers. (You did begin 
getting them accustomed to them in the whelp
ing box, didn't you?) This is also the time to 
teach them to stand on the table, to allow you to 
examine their teeth, and to have their toenails 
trimmed without resistance. No matter what les
son you are trying to teach a puppy, or what pro
cedure you are training it to adapt to, you must 
always end the session with YOU as the winner. 
If the puppy resists or rebels at what you are try
ing to do, repeat the exercise until at least once 
it submits. Then stop and offer a special treat 
reserved for training sessions only. Be lavish 
with your praise, but let them know that you are 
the boss and that things WILL be done your 
way. Do not be like the permissive parent which 
allows it's child to set the rules, and then lives to 
rue the day and wonder why things have gotten 
so out of control. You must be as strong willed 
as your Scottie if you are to co-exist without tur
moil and tension. 

Play hard with your Scottie and enjoy! Work 
hard and learn! Love hard and share the com
panionship of the truest friend you'll ever know. 
"Ready, Set, GROW!", Weeks 9 thru 12 

It is almost hard to believe that just a few 
short weeks ago these active, eager, energetic 
little bodies, were totally dependent upon first , 
their mother, and then you to supply all of their 
needs -- to satisfy all of their demands . 
Obviously, you both have done a good job, for 
look at them now! Once you waited eagerly for 
them to emerge from the whelping box, and 
now you wonder how in the world to contain 
them! 

In many ways, all dogs, regardless of their 
breed, are very much alike. Aside from the 
obvious physical characteristics, they are all to a 
degree trainable, loveable, willing and eager to 
please. It is the inherited genetic characteristics 
from years of careful breeding that have set the 
varied patterns between the different Groups of 
dogs; those which tend naturally to herd, to 
retrieve, to guard, to hunt, or simply to be con
tent as man's companion. At first, it was man's 
needs that dominated the service his dog would 
perform. Today, it is at least equally the needs 
of the dog that dominate man's relationship with 
his animals. My mother used to say, "You get 
back what you give." This is especially true 
with puppies. The time that you spend with the 
litter will show obvious results during this third 
stage of their development. 

If you have left them alone, except to tend to 
the most basic needs, some will probably 
already be showing definite signs of shyness 
with people, aggressive behavior patterns, short 
attention span and a pack instinct that may be 
impossible to alter. During this third stage, you 
will be reinforcing all of the positive training 
thus far. They are very malleable at this point; 
eager to learn and please you. That is why a bad 
experience now can be so devastating. Fear and 
anxiety are learned and responded to just as 
quickly as love and trust. Puppies are quick to 
forgive, but slow to forget. This is the main rea
son why I hesitate to sell a puppy during this 
time frame. Any negative conditioning now 
could impact your puppy with a response that 
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must me dealt with for the remainder of it's life. 
Remember the three types of challenges we 

talked about earlier? .. . those which can be eas
ily met, those which require persistence to over
come and those which always seem to remain 
just short of our grasp. Stimulate your puppies 
development by offering some new experience 
each day along with those things that are 
already familiar. Let them ride along to the gas 
station where the noises and smells are new and 
different; take them with you to the children's 
ball game; invite the neighborhood children in 
for an afternoon of play time; visit the nursing 
home where the elderly patients will gladly 
trade a few moments petting for some puppy 
kisses; take a walk along the beach or creek; 
introduce them to the neighbor's cat ... They'll 
chase a ball as well as the butterfly. One they'll 
gladly bring back to you but the other they'll 
probably never manage to catch. There's a lot to 
be learned from both experiences. 

Handle them, hug them, brush them and love 
them. Raising puppies is a hands-on experience 
for both of you. Don't shelter them too much for 
they will be going out to live in the real world 
very soon. No, you can't keep them all! You can 
be very selective about the sort of homes you 
choose for them. Everyone has their own stan
dards. For myself, even the most promising 
show prospect has got to have the best of both 
worlds. I am not selling a commodity off a 
shelf, but a Jiving, loving puppy that deserves to 
be part of a family environment. Perhaps that's 
not good business, but then this is not a business 
for me, but something which I do for the sheer 
joy and love of it. When a prospective buyer 
comes to look at the pups, they immediately 
gain points with me if they sit down on the floor 
to play with the Scotties. After a while, I'll let 
one of the older dogs in to visit that I know is 
especially friendly, and watch their reaction to 
it's persistent attempts to get attention. If I know 
the buyer has children, I always say "please 
bring them along." It doesn't take more than five 
minutes to know how the Scottie will fare with 
the kids when it gets home. Every puppy isn't 
right for every person. Don't hurry to place the 
puppy just in order to sell it. If you feel a need 
to do that, then you probably should not consid
er breeding another litter. My first concern has 
always been -- and hopefully will continue to be 
-- finding the right home for the puppy. Many 
champion quality puppies are happily sharing a 
couch and popcorn with their beloved pet own
ers, and some promising ring prospects failed to 
develop the potential they were thought to 
exhibit at a young age. The happiness and secu
rity of your litter does not end when you sell 
them For the duration of their lifetime, they will 
be in part your responsibility. For that reason, 
make your decisions wisely and with great 
thought. 

This is a time of transition. The puppies are 
quickly becoming independent creatures capa
ble of making choices and decisions on their 
own. It is a time for setting boundaries. Let 
them make a few mistakes in their daily adven
tures -- they will learn from them. Dragging 
their bedding outdoors leaves them with a cold, 
hard place to nap; taking a siblings favorite toy 
may provoke instant rebuke; refusing a meal 

leaves them with an empty belly until next time; 
if he should growl at you on the grooming table, 
growl back at him fiercely and if that doesn't 
work, then shake him by the nape of the neck 
with a sharp "No" . Discipline must be some
thing he understands. It must be basic, consis
tent and always fair . Puppies have an innate 
desire to please. Be lavish with praise and cud
dling when he's good, but never resort to sham
ing or embarrassing him when naughty. Even 
the most stalwart spirit can easily be broken at 
this stage. Encourage self confidence. 

During this tiroe, there must also be time for 
each puppy to have an opportunity to be alone. 
Gradually condition each of them to spending 
short periods away from their litter mates and 
away from you. This is a perfect time to begin 
crate training. A favorite blanket, a special toy 
and this time alone quickly becomes something 
to look forward to. Part of the day should still be 
spent with their siblings, but they must develop 
into self reliant, independent creatures, not just 
pack animals. Feed them separately during this 
period, never as a group. This is one of the 
biggest mistakes you can make. A perfect place 
to feed the pups is in their crates -- their own 
dish, their own special place, secure and safe 
from invasion by an especially hungry litter 
brother. Leave them for twenty minutes and 
then take them outdoors. If the meal hasn't been 
eaten, wait until the next feeding time to offer 
more. 

Never use the crate as a place of punishment. 
Don't place the puppy in it's crate after scolding 
it for some little transgression. If it must be con
tained and quieted down, let the puppy feel that 
it is a special privilege to go into the crate. Be 
reassuring with your voice and always offer a 
small reward. 

I will not ship a puppy before twelve weeks . 
Too many unplanned things can go wrong -- a 
crate handled too roughly, a delay in the flight , 
a missed connection, unexpected bad weather -
all can be negative experiences that the puppy 
may not be able to overcome. By twelve weeks, 
it is more self reliant, stable, assured and ready 
to assert it's own independence. It is quicker to 
"bounce back" when faced with new challenges. 
Assure the new owners that waiting is for their 
benefit and the benefit of their new family 
friend. Puppies promised to local homes, where 
they will be picked up by their owners, I will 
place a couple of weeks earlier. This is provid
ed that I am sure of their soundness and of the 
owners complete awareness of their develop
mental needs. Promising show prospects will be 
run along for several more months, unless the 
prospective owner is willing to assume the risks 
inherent in purchasing a "show potential puppy" 
at this tender age. 

Three months -- The time has passed so 
quickly. There should be at least a dozen times 
a day when you smile remembering what it has 
been like. Be just as happy to see your confident 
puppies head off with their new families, know
ing what this can mean to them. They'll be back 
from time to tiroe. There will be phone calls, 
occasional photographs, notes and visits. You'll 
be there to offer advice and insight, to share a 
laugh, to help solve a problem. Be proud of 
yourself -- you got them started out right.• 
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CH Charthill Victory At Sea X CH Charthill Worthy Trinket 

CH CHARTHILL GRAND REWARD 
Shown - Group Fourth placement -Judge Lois Wolf White 

Flash - Best of Opposite Sex Northern Ohio Specialty -Judge Beverly Lehnig 

Charthill 
Breeder/Co-Owner 
Tom, Charla & Kari Hill 
111 Mill Creek Drive 
Piedmont, SC 29673 
(864) 299-5024 

Cumbria 
Co-Owned & Handled By 

Pat Wooster 
1661 Scott Creek Ct. 

Belmont, MI 49306 
(616) 784 5664 
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There is Cramp, 
an_d Then_ There is Cram12 ! 

Part 3 • By Carole Fry Owen · Copyright 1997, Carole Fry Owen 

"Did anyone contact you after your articles with information about dogs free of the Scottie 
Cramp gene? Answer: "No!" 

Other questions: "Well, if it's so common, where can I see Scottie Cramp?" "Can I test for it?" " 
Are there new treatments?" "What in the world can we do about Scottie Cramp?" 

Easiest place to spot Cramp is where the most Scotties are-- like the STCA national specialty. I 
always see several affected dogs among the 200-plus Scotties there. 

October 5, 1997, was the same-old, same-old. The affected dogs I noticed were simply the ones 
exhibiting signs of Scottie Cramp in that situation, at that point in time. They were probably not 
alone in being affected. 

My intention is not to shock you, appall you, or to scare you out of breeding. My title empha
sizes, "There is Cramp, and Then There is Cramp!" It is the Cramp!--the severe variety--we should 
worry about, for pet owners must live with this burden. 

How do so many dogs with Cramp 
escape notice by otherwise knowledge
able breeders? And why do we hear so 
many vehement disclaimers about "hav
ing Cramp" or carrying Cramp? Some pos
sibilities are: 

1) Owner lacks knowledge or experi
ence to recognize mild Cramp. 

2) Dog is subclinically affected, and 
rigorous testing has not been done. 

3) Dog was tested, but the test was 
false negative. 

4) Animal has been bred too few times 
for accurate assessment. 

5) Some known carrier mates simply 
don't produce obvious Cramp 
when bred together. 

6) Owner of bitch does not share 
information about Cramp in a litter 
with stud dog owner--doesn't want 
to blame the stud. 

7) Owner suspects Cramp, but would 
rather flee from truth. And worst--

8) Owner recognizes Cramp and lies. 
Jeannie Passmore, Seattle, WA said it so 

well in the AKC Gazette , March, 1980: 
"Scottie Cramp is a neurological genetic 
defect of the Scottish Terrier. The mere 
mention of the word will induce nervous
ness , tightening of the lips , increased 
heart-beat and severe misery in the breed
er. Violent and irrational behaviors are not 
uncommon. Scottish Terriers represent
ing Clans from all over the world are also 
affected by this defect, although the dog's 
symptoms are different than the breed
er's: dog's symptoms being less traumat
ic. " Passmore 's article is still timely today 
and is repeated in the AKC Gazette, 
November, 1997. Read it. 

If Scottie Cramp is a fact of life , until 
we can identify affected, carrier and clear 
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dogs with certainty, we must try to breed 
the "Good Cramp," and not Cramp! 
"Good Cramp" Is: 
· So unnoticeable the breeder and the 

owner don't realize it's there (and we're 
often accomplishing this right now!): 

· Cramp elicited only by high excite
ment/ exercise; or 

• Cramp a dog can learn to inhibit by 
modifying behavior. 

Testing for Scottie Cramp 
How to test for Scottie Cramp is an 

important skill in avoiding use of affected 
animals for breeding. However, under
stand the shortcomings of current testing 
methods: 1) It is difficult to induce signs 
of Scottie Cramp to express itself. 2) 
Testers must recognize the mildest clini
cal signs. 3) Methysergide, the drug rec
ommended for testing, is not reliable in 
forcing Scottie Cramp to express itself. 

The Scottie Cramp video STCA's 
Education and Health Committee is revis
ing may help breeders and owners learn 
how to better identify Scottie Cramp, par
ticularly mild Cramp. New tapings will 
show varying degrees and signs of Cramp. 

General guidelines: Don't test dogs 
that show clear signs of Scottie Cramp. 
Trust your eyes! If you choose to test 
other dogs with methysergide, test them 
first with excited exercise alone. Dogs 
which show no signs of Cramp, or dogs 
which show equivocal signs, are the ones 
to test with the drug. 

Unless you live in a metro area, you 
may be unable to buy methysergide in 
small quantities. No pharmacy in my town 
(25 ,000 population) carries it now. 
Developed to prevent migraine 
headaches , methysergide is used infre-

quently. I'd need to buy a whole bottle of 
100 tabs ($160), to get several tablets. 

Testing with methysergide (Sansert®, 
Sandoz Pharmaceuticals) involves giving 
methysergide orally, then after two hours, 
challenging the dog with 10 minutes of 
excited exercise. If no signs of Scottie 
Cramp appear, another dose of methy
sergide is given, and the dog is tested 
again after one hour with another 10 min
utes of excited exercise. 

For exact directions and precautions, 
see Dr. R.M. Clemmons' "Scotty Cramp," 
* 1991 STCA Handbook, pp. 124-126. 

* Scientific usage is "Scotty Cramp;" 
general usage is "Scottie Cramp." 
A Positive Test is Definitive while a 
Negative Test is Worthless! 

Carla LaCoe, Greater Dallas Scottish 
Terrier Club president and former STCA 
Board member, routinely tests pups with 
methysergide at six months old. She 
wants to determine Cramp status before 
investing a lot of time and effort into fin
ishing a dog subsequent to entering her 
breeding program. LaCoe has helped 
numerous club members test their dogs, 
too. Persons wanting first-hand informa
tion may call LaCoe, (817-237-3608). 

"Just because dogs don't show Cramp 
on the methysergide test, doesn't mean 
they don't have it! " repeats LaCoe. She 
tells of a friend's litter she helped test in 
the early 80s. Shortly after having been 
bred, this litter's sire and dam exhibited 
Scottie Cramp themselves. The breeder 
knew all five puppies should be affected. 
Two puppies were obvious crampers at 
six weeks of age, without testing. 

LaCoe helped test the remaining three 
pups with methysergide at six months: 
"Four of us who knew Scottie Cramp 



helped with these tests. We knew they all 
had to have Cramp! " Two exhibited 
Cramp; one did not. We retested the neg
ative bitch at nine months. She still did 
not cramp. We tested her again at one 
year. Finally she did cramp. All the tests 
were done with methysergide." 

The lessons to be learned are: Take the 
results of Scottie Cramp testing with a 
grain of salt--at least negative results. 
Likewise , regard negatives from tests 
done at veterinary clinics with caution. 
Researchers note that apprehension 
inhibits cramping and that even known 
affected dogs often won't cramp at the 
vet's office. 

What every breeder can do is to at 
least test puppies and promising adults 
w ithout the drug. Veteran breeder 
Jeannie Passmore suggests the following 
technique. 
Testing without Methysergide 

To Test a Litter of Scottie Puppies: 
-rest at six and eight weeks. Those are 
the best times to pick up Cramp. Confine 
the puppies for a few hours, not letting 
them play. Then take the puppies outside, 
especially in the presence of a stranger. 
Put them in the grass and run with them." 
he adds that it 's important to keep the 

level of excitement high, and run the pup
p ies as long as possible. 

"You usually can pick Cramp up at six 
to eight weeks--if you want to know. The 
trouble is most people want the dog to fall 
over before they'll say it has Cramp." 
Passmore says the smallest sign should be 
taken as evidence. 'Rabbit hops' should 
be considered indicative and the puppy 
hould be tested at a later date. 

To Test Adult Scotties: "Put a rat in a 
cage. Get the Scottie excited, really wild 
about the rat. Then run the dog. Repeat 
this several days in a row. You can get a 
dog really buzzed with a rat. If there is 
Cramp, chances are you will see it." The 
key is excited running," says Passmore. 

Remember, testing for Scottie Cramp is 
a challenging physical task--especially for 
the humans. To test well, you need a part
ner for running and watching. Use excit
ed exercise for at least 10 minutes. Keep 
the dog moving and excited with lots of 
hype--squeaky toys, food bags , whatever. 
Test Breedings 

Test breedings, either in the flesh, or 
by retrospective analysis, can be used to 
identify Scotties clear of a recessive gene 
like Scottie Cramp. No one seems to have 
tried either technique, at least in recent 
years. 

For statistical probabilities of test 
breedings, see Genetics of the Dog (1989) 
by Malcolm B. Willis, p . 356. As few as 
four unaffected offspring from a test mat
ing which includes one affected mate 

means the test mate has a 93.75% chance 
of being clear of the gene. If there are I6 
unaffected offspring (and no affecteds) 
from any known carrier females bred to 
one stud, that stud has a 99% chance of 
being clear of the gene. 

Accuracy of clearances would depend 
on ability to identify affecteds. Even if 
some subclinical were missed, I suspect 
the retrospective technique still could be 
helpful in identifying studs likely to pro
duce: I) less Cramp; and 2) only mild 
Cramp. 
A Better Testing Drug? 

"Identifying affected dogs would be a 
major step in reducing the incidence of 
Scottie Cramp ," writes Dr. Kenneth 
Meyers , one of the original Cramp 
researchers . "Many dogs are mildly affect· 
ed, and clinical signs are difficult to detect 
even with long periods of strenuous excit· 
ed exercise. Some moderately or severely 
affected will not exercise strongly enough 
to show signs of Scottie Cramp. In these 
and other situations, the owner or breed
er may not realize the dog has Scottie 
Cramp and will breed it as though it were 
not affected. As a consequence, it has 
been very difficult to eliminate the trait 
from the breed." 

P-chlorophenylalanine (PCPA), the 
medication Washington State researchers 
used to elicit Cramp in experiments, was 
very effective in bringing forth clinical 
signs in mild to moderately affected dogs 
after short periods of excited exercise. 

"Unfortunately," explains Dr. Meyers , 
"PCPA was an experimental drug, and it 
was not then, nor is it now available out· 
side the laboratory. In addition, it takes 
three days for the drug to achieve a maxi
mal effect." 

Methysergide elicits Cramp by block
ing serotonin receptors. When methy
sergide was selected as a drug veterinari
ans and breeders could use for testing, 
only two types of serotonin receptors 
were known. Drugs to block serotonin 
were rather crude, and choices few. 

There has been a remarkable increase 
in our knowledge of serotonin receptors 
in the last three years," wrote Dr. Meyers 
in I995 . "Seven receptors have been iden
tified ... Several new blockers have been 
developed that are highly specific for the 
target receptor." 

Dr. Meyers two years ago proposed to 
the STCA Health Trust Fund that a new 
study be undertaken to identify a more 
effective testing drug than methysergide. 
Research cost would have been about 
$3I ,OOO to examine eight different sero
tonin blockers. The STCA Heath Trust 
Fund did not act then to accept the pro
posal, but Dr. Meyers study is one our 
club might reconsider. 
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Treatment of Scottie Cramp 

Dr. Meyers noted in his I995 STCA 
Scottie Cramp seminar that fat levels, vita
min levels, corticosteriods and thyroid 
levels all could change the severity of 
Scottie Cramp. He also stated that Scottie 
Cramp can be modified by prostaglandins, 
and that other antioxidants could work 
like Vitamin E, but that researchers hadn't 
tried them. 

In other words, there is still much we 
can learn about the management of 
Scottie Cramp. Here are some old stan· 
dard therapies, and a few new ideas: 
Behavior Modification 
Environmental Change--
I) Acute Signs--Stop exercise. Remove 

dog from excitement or fear stimulus. 
Rest dog. Signs of Cramp usually dis
appear in one to 10 minutes. 

2) Long-Term--Maintain dog in a quiet, 
non-kennel situation Families with 
lower activity levels and no small chil
dren are ideal. Learn what induces 
Cramp, and avoid those situations. 

Vitamin E Treatment--
Dosage: I25 IU/ kg/day. Vitamin E 

does not prevent Cramp, but raises the 
threshold at which it occurs. A common 
mistake with Vitamin E is to underdose. 
Some owners get jittery about the classic 
I ,000 IU/day dosage for an average-sized 
Scottie. Dr. Clemmons writes about dogs: 
"There are no know side-effects of 
Vitamin E at levels less than 4000-6000 IU 
per day ... " (Dr. Clemmons' Vitamin E rec
ommendation for any dog--those without 
Scottie Cramp--under 2 years old, 400 
IU/ day; over I year old, 800 IU/ day. 
Medication.for Severe Cramp--
I) Valium® (by Hoffman-LaRoche) 
Diazepam was the earliest drug recom
mended; dosage: 0.5 . to 1.5 mg/kg. This 
relaxant reduces the clinical signs of 
Scottie Cramp in an acute episode, and 
prevents expression of clinical signs for 
up to eight hours. 
2) Prozac® (by Dista) -- Prozac® (fluoxe-

tine hydrochloride) is a more recent 
drug which Dr. Clemmons indicates 
should offer improved treatment over 
Valium for severe Cramp. Dosage: I 
mg/kg once a day. Use only under vet
erinary direction. 

Avoid These Medications-
Compounds which inhibit pro-
staglandin formation--aspirin , indom
ethacin (Indocin), phenyl-
butazone (Butazolidin), flunixim 
meglumine (Banamine and 
Finadyne), penicillin G 
(Bicillin, Combiotic), 
penicillin derivatives -· in· 
crease Cramp's severity. 

New Nutritional Strategies--
The general rule is that agents which 
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encourage prostaglandin synthesis and 
increase serotonin production and func
tion are helpful in decreasing severity of 
signs of Scottie Cramp and lengthening 
exercise time to elicit signs of Cramp. 

Dr. Clemmons suggest Vitamin C and 
Selenium in addition to Vitamin E for 
Scottie Cramp therapy. Vitamin B 
Complex is another promising supple
ment . Dr. Clemmons, in fact, recom
mends all dogs receive Vitamin E, Vitamin 
C and B-complex vitamins. Clemmons' 
"Alternative Therapy in Dogs with 
Nervous System Disorders," is a good ref
erence with information on these and 
other supplements. It is available via the 
Internet: kitty.vetmed.ufl.edu. 

Vitamin C: Works with Vitamin E; 
helps regenerate Vitamin E, potentiating 
antioxidant effect. Dogs under 2 years 
old, 250 mg twice a day; over 2 years old, 
500 mg twice a day. 

Selenium: Antioxidant properties sim
ilar to Vitamin E; may make Vitamin E 
more effective. Selenium can create toxic
ity at high levels. Never give more than 
100 micrograms per day to small dogs. 

B-Complex Vitamins: Give only in 
the "complex" form. B Vitamins are co
factors in many important biological 
processes. They are water soluble, so 
excess is eliminated in urine. Small dogs-
Regular B complex twice a day. Medium 
dogs: High potency B complex (B50s), 
twice a day. 

Late Breaking Therapy: St. John's 
Wort (Hypercum species) is billed as "the 
wonder weed, the herb of the hour, a nat
ural Prozac®," in Dog Fancy, December, 
1997, p. 16. St. John's Wort was not a 
Cramp therapy mentioned by Dr. 
Clemmons, but in Europe it has been 
replacing Prozac® in humans after years 
of study and clinical use. Since Prozac® is 
suggested as a drug for severe Scottie 
Cramp, St. John's Wort might be another 
Cramp therapy. Holistic veterinarians in 
the U.S. use it to treat separation anxiety 
and aggression problems in dogs and cats. 
Scottie Cramp: A Barometer of 
Health: If symptoms get inexplicably 
worse , check other health conditions and 
treat. Scottie Cramp should return to orig
inal level. 

Note: Euthanasia is not warranted 
except in the most unusual Scottie Cramp 
case! 
You Can Be the Expert! 

You can be an important reference for 
veterinarians and pet owners. Most veteri
narians treat few Scotties. Many have 
never seen Cramp, since affected dogs are 
less likely to Cramp at a vet's office. The 
three small animal veterinarians in my 
home town haven't seen Scottie Cramp! 

Whereas a Scottie breeder might diag
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nose a dog from one simple sentence 
("The owner was very troubled that her 
dog fell over when she came home from 
work. ") , veterinarians have been known 
to treat the same dog for seizures, or X-ray 
for dysplasia. 

STCA Corresponding Secretary Polly 
O'Neal recalls: "I was picking up medi
cine at my veterinarian's. The tech said, 
'We have a Scottie boarding that hops and 
curls up when we let it out of the run. 
"That's Scottie Cramp! ' I told her. " 

O 'Neal fulfills many information 
requests for STCA. One Montana owner 
called "scared to death her dog was going 
to die or be crippled for life. I sent articles 
which she gave to her veterinarian. " The 
owner later told O'Neal she reported the 
condition to the breeder of the pet shop 
Scottie: "The breeder had never heard of 
Scottie Cramp, and said 'too bad, ' they 
were going to keep breeding Scotties." 
Rescue Scotties and Cramp 

STCA Rescue Chairpersons Daphne 
and Marshall Branzell have handled 
dozens of rescue Scotties in their person
al San Antonio area rescue operation. 
"Lucky" is the only rescue Scottie they've 
seen with obvious Cramp. My Permian 
Basin Scottish Terrier Network places 
about half dozen rescue Scotties annually 
in West Texas , and I have never seen 
Cramp in any of those either. Scottie 
Cramp seems not as common in the gen
eral population of casually bred Scotties 
as among the more concentrated gene 
pool of show dogs. I expect other Scottie 
rescue workers could confirm similar low 
numbers. 
New Climate of Openness 

It's now up to breeders with a passion 
for perfection in body and temperament 
to also lead the way through the mysteries 
of Scottie Cramp. 

We've started. When major breeders 
are open that their dogs have produced 
Scottie Cramp (or disease), it frees the 
rest of the fancy from a code of silence. 
Important breeders have been very can
did in this Scottie Cramp series. I hope 
"the ranks" will follow suit. 

Comments like the following are eye
opening, but must remain unattributed. 
Don't Tell Anyone, But ... " 
• "I would breed to an affected dog if he 

had the other things I need. Researchers 
say you don't discard an exceptional 
animal from a breeding program 
because it has Cramp. " 

• "I had a bitch come in for breeding that 
cramped afterwards. What would you 
do? Tell the owner? I did, and I've never 
heard from the person again." 

· "Kiss and tell has its merits in breeding 
healthy dogs ." 

Primer to Scotty 
Cramp Etiquette 

• Be more open. But first be 
open about your own dogs. 

• Be cautious to claim dogs are 
not affected. It is almost impos
sible to be sure. 

• Accept the mystery that some 
mates you'd expect to produce 
Cramp together don't. 

• Diagnose Cramp at your own 
risk, unless asked by breeder or 
owner. 

• When you see Cramp in the 
ring, avoid ringside gossip. 

• Ask knowledgeable breeders to 
help you evaluate your puppies 
for Cramp. 

• "Do I always tell the buyer? Not always. 
If it's a puppy with low incidence and 
to a slight degree , not always. Is that dis
honest? Maybe. Has it ever caused a 
problem? No. " 

· "If the animal is exceptional, why 
wouldn't you breed a dog that has 
Cramp? You risk producing Cramp any
way every time you go to breeders that 
can't guarantee you won't get Cramp. 
Any prominent breeders I've gone to: 
None will guarantee that their dogs will 
not produce Cramp. " 

• "I've bred litters from several affected 
animals. I have not noticed any greater 
incidence of Cramp than in litters from 
apparently normal dogs." 

· "Expect the worst, and your probably 
right." 

· And famous last words of a stud owner: 
"We haven 't had it in a long time, but I 
suppose it 's about time. " 

Personal Heartache 
A breeder who is dealing with Scottie 

Cramp for the first time, a litter with two 
known crampers, wrote me after reading 
Part 1 and Part 2. Nancy Aaron, Morro, 
Bay, CA, has owned Scotties for 23 years , 
exhibited occassionally for 15 years, bred 
and whelped four litters , and was 
involved closely with the late Lena 
Kardos. 

"During all this time, and all this expo
sure, for us, Cramp was non-existent. We 
never saw it, nor did we hear of any cases. 
Such is no longer the situation. " 

"All of this has thrown us into a dilem
ma of what-to-do next. We have been 
struggling with the ethics of the matter 



for over one year, talking to many breed
ers, many show people, and a vast num
ber of Scottie pet owners about the prob
lem. Frankly, I'm afraid to breed our bitch 
again. There are others who strongly dis
agree. " 

"It no longer seems a case of isolated 
incidents, with an occasional Cramp 
puppy showing up. In seeking that stud 
dog that does not produce Cramp, we 
talked to many well known and respected 
breeders and have been universally told 
that 90% of the Scotties 'out there ' have 
the Cramp gene, and that we should be 
willing to accept the likelihood of it 
occurring if we breed again. Somehow, I 
arn not comforted by the thought that 
there is 'safety in numbers. "' 
What Shall We Do about Cramp? 

Aaron challenges us as breeders: 'With 
respect to the human factor, how can we 
live with ourselves if we do not consider 
the trauma, and possible heartbreak, that 
can take place when an unsuspecting 
owner sees their 8-month, 12-week, 6-
month, one-year-old Scottie suddenly lock 
up , stiffen, or ball up while at play? Or on 
a walk? or --- just when the doorbell 
rings?" 

Aaron offers the following recommen
dations: 
1) The STCA should formally recognize 

the seriousness of the proliferation of 
Scottie Cramp--not just as an inconse
quential genetic disorder, but as a 
problem that could have far reaching 
effects on the breed ... 

2) The STCA should charge the Health 
Committee to appoint a special Ad Hoc 
task force to study and recommend a 
course of action ... " 

3) It should be acknowledged that, even 
if Scottie Cramp is considered by many 
to be a comparatively minor disor
der ... the human factor must be taken 
into account. Should a breeder, know
ing the statistical probability, and in a 
suspect situation, so advise the buyer? 

4) In view of all this, the STCA should 
implement the 1995 proposed Meyers ' 
study for development of a Cramp drug 
testing program. " 
Nancy Aaron's ideas are worthy of con

sideration. 
My own suggestion is that we investi

gate feasibility of a future Scottie Cramp 
DNA gene identification project. Money is 
the limiting factor. However, surely the 
many breeders and owners that Scottie 
Cramp has touched would dig deep in 
pockets. 

What are your ideas regarding Scottie 
Cramp? Please make your wishes regard
ing Scottie Cramp known to the STCA 
Health Trust Fund, the STCA Health and 
Education Committee and the STCA Offi-

cers and Board of Directors. 
Good References on Scottie Cramp 
1) Scottie Cramp Video: Produced 

1995 by STCA. Contains -- a) Dr. 
Kenneth Meyers ' Scottie Cramp 
seminar, June 8, 1995, at the STCA 
Rotating Specialty in Washington; 
b) Scottie Cramp Tape produced in 
1983 by researchers Dr. Kenneth 
Meyers and Dr. R.M. Clemmons; c) 
early film clips of Scottie Cramp col
lected by Dr. T. Allen Kirk. (Note: 
New Scottie Cramp Video is under 
production. Contact Mary Lou 
Somma, STCA Education and Health 
chairperson, 5 Shady Lane, Sparta, 
NJ 07871.) 

2) "Scotty Cramp:" R.M. Clemmons, 
DVM, PhD; STCA 1991 Handbook; 
pp. 124-126. 

3) "Scotty Cramp:" K.M. Meyers, PhD, 
and R.M. Clemmons, DVM; Current 
Veterinary Therapy VIII, Small 
Animal Practice; Robert W. Kirk, 
DVM, editor; pp. 702-704; 1983; 
W.B. Saunders Co.; Philadelphia, 
PA. 

4) "Scotty Cramp: A Review of Cause, 
Characteristics , Diagnosis and 
Treatment:" R.M. Clemmons, DVM, 
PhD; R.I. Peters, PhD; and K.M. 
Meyers, PhD; The Compendium on 
Continuing Education, Continuing 
Education Article #3 ; Vol. II, No. 5, 
May, 1980, pp. 385-388 

5) "Scottish Terriers , a Second 
Opinion:" Jeannie Passmore, AKC 
Gazette, pp. 105-106, March, 1980. 

6) Dr. R.M. Clemmons, Department of 
Small Animals Clinical Sciences, 
College of Veterinary Medicine, 
University of Florida, Box J-126 
Health Science Center, Gainesville, 
FL 32610-0126. 

7) Dr. Kenneth M. Meyers, College of 
Veterinary Medicine, Washington 
State University, Pullman, WA 
99164-7012. 

8) Other Scottie Cramp articles 
include lay features in the STCA's 
Bagpiper and published research in 
The journal of the American 
Veterinary Medical Association 
(1969),Journal of Heredity 1970), 
Archives of Neurochemistry 
(1977), Pharmacology (1975); 
Experimental Neurology (1980). 

Author's acknowledgment: Thank you to the many 
breeders and pet owners who offered thoughts, infor
mation and anecdotes about Scottie Cramp for this 
three-part series. Regrettably, space limitations kept 
me from sharing all the valuable and interesting 
input. As an STCA Health Trust Fund trustee, I wel
come hearing from one and all about Scottie Cramp 
concerns. Carole Fry Owen, 9 Coachman's Circle, 
Big Spring, TX 79720; ph. 915-263-3404. 

Fantasy or Future? 
"The C. Owen Theory 

of Scottie Cramp" 

Don't mistake my hypothesis 
for scientific fact. Develop and 
name your own theory! I believe 
knowledgeable breeders are 
"breeding down" from severe 
Scottie Cramp to milder, often 
subclinical, Scottie Cramp--even 
as they proliferate the gene. 

How? Breeders do not breed 
grossly affected Scotties. If 
breeders get severe Cramp, they 
move elsewhere for the next 
breeding. Even if we can't iden
tify all the genetically "affected" 
dogs, we select against breed
ing dogs that show the disorder. 

Genotypically, Scottie Cramp 
genes rage through the fancy. 
Phenotypically, more Scotties 
appear normal. Certain modify
ing factors can work positively 
or negatively to impact Scottie 
Cramp by influencing nutrition
al efficiency, or by affecting 
enzymes or metabolism that 
control serotonin production. 
Capable breeders unknowingly 
load their Scotties with Cramp 
"depressor" modifiers and mini
mize Cramp "augmentor" modi
fiers. 

I envision a time when most 
breeding stock of serious breed
ers will be genotypically affect
ed, with few (or none?) of those 
dogs showing clinical signs. 
Would we have more Scottie 
Cramp? Or would we have less? 
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Prepare for future-shock. The 
Brave New Terrier World may 
be populated with Scotties 
genetically pure for Scottie 
Cramp, which do not exhibit 
Scottie Cramp. My Philosophical 
question is: When a Scottie 
Cramp ceases to be a problem, 
is it still a problem? 
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Ruckus by My-Scott and Owyn, N.A., A.D., 
N.].C. 

Sire: Ch. Anstamm Loud and Clear 
Dam: The Pearl by My-Scott-Owyn 

· A.K.C. Novice Agility Title 
· N.A.D.A.C. Novice Jumper Certificate 
· U.S.D.A.A. Agility Dog Title 

Ruckus is owned, trained and shown by Judy Larson, 
San Antonio, TX 

He was bred by Sharon May and Carole Owen 

/4'~ . 

"TIPPY" 
Ayr Sir J.B. Tipton 

The thrill of a show win is 
just a moment but ... 
Good genes last a lifetime 

Always Breeding for Quality 
With Love 
Consider this full Scottish/ English pedi
greed stud -Homebred Sire of the Next 
Japanese/ International Champion 
AYR Pitt 

"' * BREEDER/OWNER: MARY PARROTII 
244 Smith Hill Rd. Binghamton, N.Y. 13905 - 1127 Telephone: 607-723-3293 



Champion 5elf yre Million Dollar Man 
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Cli Anstamm Outra8eous X Belf yre Minute Maid 

Cash is the great grandson of our foundation bitch, CH Anstamm Maid in America, grandson of 
our first homebred champion, CH Belfyre Maid of Tejas, and the son of "Mike's bitch", Midge 

(who didn't want to be a champion). 
Cash followed in the paw prints of his great grandmother and grandmother by going Winners at a 

specialty, BISweeps, and placing in group from the classes. 
We are looking forward to showing his daughter in the near future. 

- /A 
Mike & Polly O'Neal 
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SCOTTIE TALK 
STC of the Greater Baltimore Area 
Kathy Benton, Bagpiper Correspondent, 
10362 Globe Dr., Ellicott City, MD 21042 

Now that the Montgomery show is behind 
us, the STC of the Greater Baltimore Area is 
feverishly working toward the Spring 
Specialty Event to be held at the Howard 
County Fairgrounds in West Friendship, 
Maryland on Friday April 17, 1998. In work
ing toward the goal, members of the Ways 
and Means Committee have been busy mak
ing special T-shirts, wooden crafts, and other 
articles for our April sale table; all with that 
lovable dog emblazoned somewhere on the 
article. The club members have also worked 
on a queen size cross-stitched square showing 
a Scottie participating in various monthly 
activities. 

In the meantime, the Club sponsored a 
Fun Match recently for both puppy and adult 
dogs judged by Tom Donahue. A delightful 
time was had by all participants who enjoyed 
not only the hospitality of club members 
Barbara and John Dinno, but, also a wonder
ful array of goodies which included a Scottie 
decorated cake. 

Elections were held at the November 
meeting and the new officers are: Cindy 
Dean, President; John Dillon, Vice-President, 
Kathy Benton, Secretary; Barbara Hoffman, 
Treasurer. Board members are: Kelly 
Hoffner, Sue Smith, and Alice Watkins. 

Get well cheers to Sue Smith, recently 
hospitalized. We will miss long time club 
members Kathy and Gene Carlson who 
moved to California for new adventures. 
Good luck to you both! 

THE BULLETIN 
STC of California 
Nancy Xander, Bagpiper Correspondent, 
1624 Hilts Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90021 

Our 64th Annual Specialty was held on 
Saturday, June 21, 1997, in conjunction with 
Great Western Terrier Association 
Specialties Group Show, under beautiful blue 
skies and warm temperatures. Our Regular 
class judge was breeder-judge Billie Kneale 
who passed on an entry of 62 dogs. WD went 
to Windsor's Wagon Master owned by 
William Donelan, Margaret Plumb, & Larae 
Shafer. WB/BOW was won by Heather Isles 
Hotdam 'N Hallelujah owned by Norma 
Bankston. BOS was CH Jospen's With One 
Look owned by Joseph F. Pendon and Joseph 
H. Kinnarney, DVM, and BOB was CH 
McVan's Canned Heat owned by Joseph H 
Kinnamey, DVM, Michael Ward, & Vandra 
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Huber. The AOM winners were CH Besscott 
Banchee Tiger Eye, CH Top Brass Windsor 
Castle, CH Wildman's McVan Hoosier No. 
One, CH Windsor's Gone With the Wind, & 
CH XTC Ancient Mariner. Our Sweepstakes 
judge was Fred Brooks (Strafford, MO) 
"Brookwood," who reviewed an entry of 31 
puppies. Heather Isles Sushka's Grande 
Finale owned by S. Johnson, S. Cebulski, & 
C. Singleton won Best In Sweepstakes, and 
his litter sister, Heather Isles Hotdam >N 
Hallelujah owned by Norma Bankston went 
Best of Opposite Sex. Our Specialty coordi
nator was Jacki Herron who put together a 
memorable day, aided by a host of helpers. 

The new slate of STCC officers are: 
Jeanie Jennings, President; Jacki Herron, 
Vice-President; Barbara Maki , Treasurer; 
Monica Madore, Recording Secretary; Karen 
Gallow, Corresponding Secretary. Board 
members are: Joyce Gast, Debbie Hicks, Tina 
Sadovsky, and Marcia Wolfe. 

We have learned that longtime member, 
Barbara Dunham of Castlecrag Scottish 
Terriers, has passed away. Our sincerest con
dolences to her family and friends. 

Our Fall Puppy Match was held at Arcadia 
Park on October 26, 1997 and our judge was 
Gene Matic. Hillhaven McTavish owned by 
Janice Stellabott won Best Junior Puppy. 
Gene selected Last Resort's Seascott Meggan 
owned by Patricia Bartlett & Gussie Burros 
as Best Senior & Best in Match. Matt 
Sadovsky and David Seifert were our dynam
ic Match Chairmen. In addition to the con
formation judging, there was a pet Halloween 
costume parade presided over by Larry 
Carrington, an obedience demonstration, 
items for sale at the Scottie Bazaar, raffle, and 
a delicious buffet lunch. There was even a 
decorated area for photo opportunities with a 
photograper was available to commemorate 
the occasion. The day was well attended and 
we all had a great time! In closing, on behalf 
of the STCC membership, we want to wish 
everyone a most enjoyable holiday season!! 
May you all get what you are hoping for!! 

THE PLAID PIPER 
STC of Chicago 
Beryl Gersch, Bagpiper Correspondent, P.O. 
Box 111, Lansing, IL 60438 

At our annual meeting and Fun Match in 
August, the club voted in our new slate of 
officers for the coming year. The new officers 
are: Alan Blotch, President; Caryl Alten, 
Vice-President; Iris Burke, Secretary; Don 
Grenier, Treasurer. Board of Directors are: 
Lynne Blotch, Ron Wright, and Beryl 

Regional News Editor: 
Joseph F. Pendon 
38 Sprauer Road 
Petaluma, CA 94952 
Phone/Fax: (707) 778-9229 
Email: JPendon@AOL.Com 

Gersch. Caryl Alten will serve as the Rescue 
Chairperson. We also welcomed several new 
members and renewed some old acquain
tances. The membership planned some excit
ing events for the coming year, including a 
Howl-0-Ween party and Photo Seminar. A 
professional photographer told us how to take 
better pictures of our Scotties. We also had a 
costume contest and parade of Trick or Treat 
Scotties. Other events this year include a 
Scottie Fun Day, a First Aid Seminar, and a 
CGC Seminar to help us train for the earthdog 
test. We have set up various committees to 
handle details of the club's functions for the 
coming year. We are also in the process of 
revising our Code of Ethics. 

Year end awards were given to Caryl 
Alten for CH Carden Fine N'Dandy and 
CH.Carden Rise N'Shine; Adele McGann for 
CH Byron Case Closed, Val Regalia for 
Chieftain Angus S Podgorny CD CDX JE, 
Don Grenier for Bogart Ebony Echo CD, and 
Laurel Ingstrup for BurScot Buddha TDX. 

As always, rescue has been busy and we 
thank our volunteers and contributors for 
their continued support for the club rescue 
efforts. Rescue Ways and Means will raffle a 
first edition of Rudyard Kipling's Thy 
Servant A Dog and tickets are available from 
Beryl Gersch. A drawing is scheduled for 
December 7, 1997. This promises to be an 
exciting year for the STCC, celebrating the 
diversity of our membership and working 
together for the benefit of our breed. On 
behalf of our members, we would like to 
thank all the participating local club editors 
for your newsletters . It is always interesting 
for our membership to read news from other 
clubs. Until next time, enjoy the wonderful 
Autumn with your Scotties! 

THE SCOTCH BARK 
The STC of Greater Dallas 
Carole Fry Owen, Bagpiper Correspondent, 
9 Coachman's Circle, Big Spring, TX 79720 

The last Scottie Specialty of the year was 
ours, Nov. 29th, at the Trinity Valley KC 
Show (results in next issue). Anne Katona 
will judge Regular Classes, Westie Breeder 
Tom Barrie judged Sweepstakes, and Bob 
Phelan was Show Chairman. Enesco's 
$400.00 value Old Fashioned Christmas 
Music Box with its delightful Victorian fam
ily and twirling Scottie was our highly covet
ed raffle item. Our annual Chrismas party 
closed our Specialty day. 

Next GDSTC Specialty will be a real 
Texas wing-ding. It will be part of the extrav
aganza on March 19, 1998 at Texas KC's 
lOOth Anniversary. For information, contact 
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S::iow Chairman Bob Phelan. 

The Celtic Heritage Festival, held on 
tober 11th, in Bedford was wet, but, that 

dn' t dampen GDSTC's spirits. There were 
ore Scotties (11) than any of the other 

eds in the parade of dogs that lived, 
orked, and played with Celts. GDSTC 
anned an information booth and had our 

October meeting, just one picnic, there. 
Montgomery County is still fresh in the 

memories of many of us. If no other region
al club rebuts us, we'll claim the most mem
bers of any one Scottie Club at the National 

pecialty weekend. We had 21 members 
plus one non-member husband there), and 
i"s a long ways from Texas to Pennsylvania! 

Our group included three fust timers: Daphne 
ranzell, Deborah Trusty, and Moira 

Crmming. Bravo to Moira for running in the 
5TCA's first Agility Trial with her Wee Mist, 

only Scottie in the most advanced class, 
pl.ity Excellent. 

Congratulations to GDSTC's own CH 
mes Devil's Due for winning the 

• CA's 1996 Frances G. Lloyd Memorial 
the McVan's All Breed Awards! 

gratulations to our members who won 
annual awards with their dogs: Jane and 
Phelan, Norma and Don Bankston, 
a Duncan, Judy Larson, and Wayne 

_.faxine Scott. 
Our last Scotch Bark took us back to our 
-. with a run-down of our beginnings. 
first president was Dorothy Burchfield. 

Ille firs t GDSTC Specialty was September 
'2.! !977, judged by Robert Graham (Regular 

) and Pam Offutt (Sweepstakes). Best 
· Breed was CH Gaywyn Likely Lad. On 

'. 1997, our club was 28 years old! Our 
ensus has reached an all time high of 82 

-;ular members and 3 junior members. 

SKIRL 
C of Greater Houston 

e:li Edell, Bagpiper Correspondent, 2727 
Cheryl Court, Missouri City, TX 77459 

Our 1997 Specialty was held July 18, 
- in conjunction with the Astro World 
es of Dog Shows. Based on the wonder

• · entry and all of the positive feedback we 
-~~i,·ed, it was a big success. Jan Merritt, 

judged Sweepstakes, and Robert Shreve 
judged the Regular classes did a great 
The quality and variety of the entry cer

y presented them with a difficult task. 
- ""Y were up to the challenge, however, and 

much thoughtful consideration posted 
following results: Best in Sweepstakes -

::.~::demount Royal Treasure owned by 
;::,,.;.,.;a. Gerard and Leonor Gurrola; Best of 

ite in Sweepstakes - Claudon's Gold 
Black owned by Victor and Margaret 

eui. In the Regular classes: BOB - CH 
·o Patent Leather owned by Kathy and 

Bagnell; BOS - Ch. Dolynwood Ghillie 

Dhu owned by Bob & Barb Lovill; 
BOW/WB - Eroglen's Gold Medalist owned 
by Sharon Ero; WD - Springbok Night 
Stalker owned by Donna & Jack Winslow. 
The winner of the Brood Bitch class was CH 
Sandgreg's Stars and Stripes owned by 
Barbara DeSaye and Claudia Leffler. I would 
like to take this opportunity to recognize the 
1996 winner of the Brood Bitch award: CH 
Dana's Mardi Gras owned by Sharon Mulder, 
who was inadvertently omitted from last 
year's report. 

Many thanks to the judges, Janice 
Langston as Trophy Chairman, Pinke Neck as 
Hospitality and Banquet Coordinator, and all 
of the other club members whose efforts 
made the show a success. And, of course, the 
weekend would not have been complete with
out our banquet. Due to popular demand, we 
were able to bring back Doug Horton a.k.a. 
"Legs," our handsome, young, kilt-donned 
auctioneer. We raffled and auctioned off 
many wonderful Scottie collectibles, a signif
icant number of which were either hand
made or antique. Thanks to all of you who 
supported the club by contributing/purchas
ing these items and especially to Tiffany 
Bowles, who single-handedly located most of 
the wonderful antiques. 

Well, as you all know, there is no rest for 
the wicked! We are again busy planning next 
year's show and with Janice Langston, as 
Show Chairman, it is sure to be better than 
ever! As for the rest of this year we are plan
ning the following activities: November 8 -
November meeting at the Earth Dog Trials; 
December 6 - Christmas party at the Edell's; 
Agility demonstration (date TBA). We are 
also busy planning a Grooming Seminar led 
by Sue Martin on January 17-18 along with a 
B-match. 

SCOTS RAP 
STC of GREATER LOUISVILLE 
Maxine Stickler, Bagpiper Correspondent, 
2711 Blankenbaker Rd, Louisville, KY 
40299 

The 12th Annual Specialty was held Aug. 
23rd at the Holiday Inn on Fem Valley Road. 
Richard B. Hall (Cantor, GA) "Stalwart 
Kennel" did a most outstanding job in judg
ing a beautiful Sweepstakes entry of 34 pup
pies. Best in Sweepstakes was awarded to 
Wild Wind Brave Heart owned by Edwin, 
Marilyn, and Kimberly Lindsay. BOS 
Sweepstakes was Barbary Leap of Faith 
owned by Janet Avery, Maurine McConnell, 
and Delores Strong. 

Edd Bivin (Fort Worth, TX) judged the 
Regular class entry of 70 wonderful Scotties 
(second largest entry in STCGL history) and 
selected the following: BOB CH Neidfyre 
Vitta Rouge owned by Gail Gaines, BOS CH 
Wild Wind Night Diamond owned by Kim 
and Marilyn Lindsay, WD/BOW Anstamm 
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Rip Tide owned by Anstamm Kennels, WB 
Greatscot's Hot Stuff owned by Nancy 
Walthers. AOM were presented to CH 
Thistlepark Seas The Moment owned by 
James and Margo Park and to CH Greatscot' s 
Hot Stuff owned by Nancy Walthers. 

The Specialty luncheon, immediately fol
lowing the show, seated 100 visitors, 
exhibitors, and members were treated to typi
cally southern food and hospitality. Thanks to 
the wonderful cooks for preparing the deli
cious food and to the hostesses for displaying 
and serving the group with such grace. 
Boutique Chairperson, Helen Curts, did an 
outstanding job with presenting a beautiful 
variety of Scottie craft items. The club is 
most appreciative of Helen and her assistants, 
Pat Curts and Wanda Nelson. Outstanding 
items this year included Scottie cutting 
boards, towel holders, and umbrellas. The 
exhibition is not only the club's main fund 
raising, but, also serves as an ambassador for 
the breed, giving members leads to prospec
tive potentials . 

Trophy items included a variety of crystal 
and mini-lamps with original Scottie motif 
shades. The club is most grateful to Marvin 
and Jackie Burton for this very fine endeavor. 
The Social hour and Specialty banquet was an 
exciting culmination which began with Celtic 
music by John Mayhall and David Mileswith 
proceeding with the piping in of the Officers 
and Judges by bagpiper Karen Brumler who 
then presented a concert of Scottish favorites . 
Ed and Dana Leab dressed in Scottish attire 
looked superb in the parade. Banquet theme, 
"Cherish Your Dreams" was reflected in the 
beautiful songs sung by Leslie Hancock. 

At the banquet, members recognized for 
completing a championship were Gail Gaines 
and Donna Cambron. Member Al Smith 
received the Paul Bignon Award and the Ken
L Ration Good Sportsmaship Medallion was 
awarded to the Burtons. The top raffle item of 
five nights accominodation at the Orlando, 
FL Holiday Inn was won by Martha Hanks. 
The club would like to share a special tribute 
and appreciation to Dick Hall and the Dayton 
members for their assistance with grounds . 

On Saturday, September 13th, at Tom 
Sawyer Park, CH Stickler's Colonel Lady 
Jane Ayre and CH Stickler's Colonel 's 
Markers Mark represented their breed in the 
parade of Champions for the AKC Dog Day 
Afternoon. The October meeting was 
Christmas picture making time for Scotties 
and their owners at David and Yvonne Miles' 
backyard. 

THE TARTAN 
STC of Michigan 
Cynthia Wallgren, Bagpiper Correspondent, 
2281 Manchester, Birmingham, MI 48009 

The STC of Michigan festivities started 
the night before the Specialty with setting up 
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THE CLAl\I COl\ll\IECTIOl\l ••• continued 
the room with trophies, tables to display auc
tion items, and an overflowing variety of 
Scottie collectibles for the bazaar. Preparing 
for the May '98, the Rotating Specialty 
Committee had tee-shirts with the Rotating 
theme of Scotties in a Model T! 

By 7:00 AM Saturday, the show room was 
opened and the puppies were being groomed 
and exercised. By 9:30, we were ready to go 
and Bill Martin, the Show Chairman, got 
things started with the Prayer For The 
Animals and our National Anthem. Mr. 
Michael Cook (Spring Grove, PA) "Bar
None" judged and awarded Best in 
Sweepstakes to Wild Wind Brave Heart 
shown by Kim Lindsay Stroede. 

After the Sweepstakes judging and before 
lunch was served, Debbie Horvath held 
Canine Good Citizen testing. Debbie and her 
helpers and students demonstrated that a 
Scottie can behave in any setting, just the way 
any well socialized dog should. 

At 1:00 pm, Mr. John Gaskell of England, 
"Mayson" judged and entry of 62. His choice 
for WD/BOW was Wild Wind Brave Heart 
owned by the Lindsays and WB went to 
Sandgreg's Liberty Edition owned by Bettie 
Gooch and Barbara DeSaye retiring the 
Jacqualine Dugas WB challenge trophy. Our 
Veteran Dog winner was CH Charthill Tale 
of Toby Bosch. BOS went to CH Anstarnm 
Rip Tide owned by Anstamrn Kennels and 
BOB was awarded to CH Sandgreg's Liberty 
Belle owned by Barbara DeSaye and Bettie 
Gooch. 

The festivities continued at 6:00 pm start
ing with socializing, hospitality, and then our 
four-country buffet dinner. A moment of 
silence was observed for departed members 
Mary Jane Jueckstock, Robert Harley, and for 
the Princess of Wales. The final official act 
of the evening was the presentation of the 
Ken-L Ration Medal for Good 
Sportsmanship, awarded to Ron Mcconnel 
for his help and encouragement of many new 
members and for being a true ambassador for 
our breed. To top off the evening, the STCM 
Health Raffle winners were Charlotte Galler 
and Megan Clarkson. As in the past years, we 
saved the exciting auction to close out the 
evening. John DeSaye had some very note
worthy items to auction including donated 
items brought from England by John and 
Susan Gaskell. 

SCOTTIE TAILS 
STC of New England 
Barbara & Charlie Lounsbury, Bagpiper 
Correspondents, 168 Wright Pond Road, 
Canterbury, CT 06331 

We had lots of Scottie activity in New 
England since the last Clan Connection. On 
September 28th, we held our Fall Match. 
Once again, Australian Terrier fancier Pat 
Turner was kind enough to offer handling 
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instruction to our newcomers prior to judg
ing. With Gert Reida adjudicating, Best 
Puppy went to Amescot's Look At Me, 
owned by Carol & Harold Ames. Best of 
Oppossite Puppy was Duncan, owned by 
Roger Gross. In the Adult division, Best in 
Match was awarded to Loretta Johnson's 
Moonlights Jewel of Rococo, with Best 
Opposite to Mary Dias' Tikey. Once again, 
our races were a big success, orchestrated by 
John & Joyce McNabney and Larry Guppy. 
Our matches are deftly organized by Scott 
Rutherford, with Jim & Joyce Smith trans
porting and setting up rings. Storm Coutu 
contributed to the lovely Fall ambience by 
donating seasonal flowers to decorate the 
ring. A parade of champions and rescue 
Scotties topped off a lovely gathering, the 
largest assemblage of Scotties and their peo
ple in recent memory. 

On October 11, President John and Joyce 
McNabney hosted our first AKC licensed 
Earthdog Trial at their farm in Connecticut. 
They have a beautiful site, which now sports 
three earths, one each for Introduction to 
Quarry, Junior and Senior Earthdog. France 
Roozen, long-time Dandie Dinmont breeder 
and exhibitor judged the Intro class. France 
has been very active in performance events in 
the recent years, and has recently put a 
Tracking Dog title on her Champion Dandie. 
She has given considerable encouragement to 
other terrier people interested in activities 
outside of the show ring. Stacey Samela 
judged Juniors, and Judy Todd did the 
Seniors. A number of dogs qualified at the 
Intro and Junior Earthdog levels; unfortunate
ly, none of the Seniors was successful. Judge 
Judy Todd remarked that the newly con
structed Senior earth was a very challenging 
one, which undoubtedly accounted for the 
difficulties at this level. A number of Scotties 
were entered, but, I have no results as yet. 

Our annual pilgrimage to Montgomery 
resulted in some triumphant New England 
members. Geoff Dawson's Balgair Private 
Dancer made her debut at Sweepstakes on 
Friday afternoon and went Best in Sweeps. 
The Geoff Dawson handled Muscat On Your 
Marks was Winner's Dog from the 12-18 
months class, and Geoff also won an A ward 
of Merit with Gail Gaines' CH Neidfyre Vitta 
Rouge. Joyce & Jim Smith's Scotsmith 
Royal Macmillan won her 6-9 puppy bitch 
class. Past President Donna Cone handled 
her CH Strutfire's Damn Yankee to an Award 
of Merit. "Cody" is co-owned with Gary and 
Sue Carr. 

SCOTTIE SCOOP 
STC OF Greater New York 
Michael Cerone, Bagpiper Correspondent, 
83 Sliker Road, Gardner, NJ 08826 

August 16th dawned hot and muggy, but, 
that did not stop a hardy group of STCGNY 

members and friends . True "diehards," they 
braved the heat and humidity to enjoy the 
Annual STCGNY Match Show and Picnic, 
held at Sunnybank, the home of author Albert 
Payson Terhune and his collie heroes and 
companions. Show Chairperson, Marge 
Carpenter, with able assistance from Carole 
Carpenter and Gail Dalrymple, registered the 
entries. The youngsters were judged by 
Wayne Hallard who enjoyed the puppies, was 
heard to say "It was a hard decision." His 
choice for Best in Match was Destiny's 
Muscle Power bettter know as "Jake" and 
owned and loved by Susan and Frank Finn. 

Everyone then adjourned to enjoy the pic
nic lunch hosted by Picnic Chairperson Susan 
Finn. Susan thanked all who contributed to 
the traditional picnic fare of hot dogs and 
hamburgers, kielbasa, homemade salads, and 
desserts. While enjoying the picnic, every
one browsed the Ways and Means table set up 
by Ann Frankewich and had a chance to buy 
a chance for the Scottie rug. 

Ed Zoller prepared a tantalizing appetizer, 
South Western Wraps, which were served 
while STCGNY's special guest,Sue Harned, 
gave her introductory talk on Agility. After 
lunch, Sue gave an Agility Demonstration. It 
must be noted that the Scottie Annie, being 
much wiser than many of the human present, 
returned to her shady X-pen when called 
upon to show her agility on such a hot sum
mer's day. But the demonstration did go for
ward with success. The Scots climbed the 
ladder, balanced a teeter totter in just the right 
position, went through a hoop, gates, and a 
tunnel of light weight nylon about 10 feet 
long. Doris Cox, Al Dieumegard, and Susan 
Finn took the challenge and tried the course 
with their dogs. Everyone in STCGNY 
thanks Sue for traveling to our Match and 
Picnic to give members hands-on knowledge 
of this activity. 

Ann and Arthur Frankewich are sponsor
ing the Rockingham Championship Award 
which will be given each year, beginning in 
1998, at the Annual A wards Dinner. The 
medallion, which will be cast by John 
DeSaye, will be antique bronze in color and 
feature the name of the STCGNY, the name 
of Ann and Arthur's kennel, Rockingham, 
and the Rockingham logo. Tentatively, the 
medallion will go to club members who are 
breeders/owners of new champions whose 
championship is recorded by the AKC in the 
calendar year preceding the A wards Dinner. 
STCGNY thanks the Frankenwichs for their 
support and the donation making the award 
possible 

STRAIGHT SCOTCH 
Greater Pittsburg Scottish Terrier Club 
Martha Sovari, Bagpiper Correspondent, 731 
Maysmith Road, North Versailles, PA 
15137 
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Annual GPSTC meeting was held at 

....__ __ .s Park on September 14, 1997. 
attending voted for the following: 

,Modrak, President; Martha Sovari, 
-?resident; Lora Wilson, Treasurer; 

-> Dunbar, Corresponding Secretary; 
ones, Recording Secretary. Board 

are: Joanne Hays, Jan Kostyzak, 
-: Kramer, and Sue Smith. 

... e Highland Games were held on 
-e-:~mber 6, 1997 at Idlewild Park in 

·er. The GPSTC was once again proud 
or a table to provide breed and rescue 

C::lXIIllltion to the thousands of visitors at the 
Dog exhibit. Rex Smith, Martha 

Catie Sovari, and Jan Kostyzak were 
to answer questions and introduce 

~~lie to Jan's Scotties: Duffie, Teddy, 
Cindy, and Barney. This is always 

·onderful day spent educating the 
ut our Scottie breed and responsi

!nership. 
. .\KC sponsored an All-Breed judge's 
~ at the Indiana University of 

_ . . ania the week of August 18th thru 
.b members Vicki Lapishka with her 

\inny and Brea, Jan Kostyzak with 
Spuds, Teddy, Barney, and Cindy 

~ the judges an excellent group of 
~ts to represent the breed. The day's 

- began with an in-depth lecture on 
e Standard presented by Sandra 
en and Nancy Fingerhut, both 

~~ AKC Terrier judges. Vicki's Brea 
- C'puds served as live models during 

d presentation. After lunch, the 
Terrier judges proceeded to the out

n-r C---.V rings to demonstrate the skills they 
the morning session. The six scot

._ handled by Jan, Vicki, Martha, and 
of whom put the judges through 
. We would like to thank Dr. 

_ Penta for inviting our club members 
of this vital training for our future 

IAJ_ges. 
officers and board members wish to 
their deep sympathy to the family of 
mber Mr. Ray Bigelow who passed 

July 13, 1997. He will be sadly 

Chrismas Holiday Brunch will be 
year on December 14, 1997. It will 

at the DeMartino's in Pittsburgh. 
exchange and Christmas raffle are 

We at GPSTC wish all of you and 
ties a joyous holiday season and a 

_;ew Year! 

: America STC 
.:Cormack & Rosemary Teegarden, 

'=:O. _ ;er Correspondents, 1895 Doughtery 
~Drive, Manchester, MO 63021 
gratulations to all Montgomery 
" inners! The Heart of America STC 

has put the finishing touches on our 25th 
Anniversay Show, Friday March 13, 1998! 
We will return to the American Royal, plenty 
of parking! 

Judges are Ms. Sonya Neve ( LaJunta, 
CO) for Sweepstakes and Mr. Jim Reynolds 
(Nepean, Ontario, Canada) for Regular class
es. Plan to stay for the Heart of America and 
Leavenworth KC shows on March 14th and 
15th. 

We would like to call your attention to the 
retirement of our editor, Jo Musson. Jo has 
been writing for Diehard Doin's for almost 
seven years. We will miss her informative 
articles she provided for the newsletter. We 
will also miss our "newsletter working ses
sions" at Einstein's. 

We are pleased to offer our 1998 calendar 
with Scottie illustrations by artist Sherron 
McBee. It is $9.00 and $1.50 for shipping 
and handling. Please add .75 cents addition
al shipping and handling for multiple orders 
to the same address. Please make you check 
payable to HASTC and mail to HASTC c/o 
Ron Frigault, 11617 McGee, Kansas City, 
MO 64114. 

THE BAY SCOT BULLETIN 
San Francisco Bay Scottish Terrier Club 
Susan Clarkson, Bagpiper Correspondent, 
136 Clunie Dr., Sacramento, CA 95864 

Once again we had a successful Fall 
Specialty! From a beautiful day that allowed 
us to socialize outside, to the best dinner ever 
at Restaurant Orsi; the day was filled with 
wonderful times. Jorge Torrejon, our 
Sweepstakes judge, gave Best in Sweepstakes 
to 9-12 month bitch, Jospen's Traditional 
Look bred and owned by Joseph F. Pendon. 
Alice Watkins, our Regular class judge 
selected Koch's River Rogue at Tinker, 
owned by Robert G. Harley as WD/BOW and 
Rabbit's Beloved Dalanie owned by Sharon 
Lohman as WB. Best of Opposite Sex was 
CH Sandgreg's Kerry of Highlands owned by 
Ross Buffington and Dennis Wong. Best of 
Breed was CH Jospen's With One Look 
owned by Joseph F. Pendon and Joseph H. 
Kinnarney, DVM. 

We luncheoned outside in the warm 
September, Northern California sun. As a 
part of the evening's dinner activities, we had 
another successful auction thanks to our great 
auctioneer Roger Clarkson. We awarded the 
Ken-L Ration Good Sportsmanship Award 
jointly to members Debbie Knous and Alice 
Ramsauer for their dedication to our success
ful rescue program. We finished the weekend 
off perfectly with a barbecue at Ross 
Buffington and Dennis Wong's home after 
showing at Sir Francis Drake KC. We did not 
let "liquid sunshine" spoil our time. Thank 
goodness for canopies! We are so proud of 
our first Agility Award winner who qualified 
at the first ever STCA Agility Trial. Freddi 

Miller and "Drummer" literally flew around 
the course to qualify for Novice Agility (NA) 
after his name. 

We are saddened with the recent loss of 
one of our founding members Mrs. Betty 
Pengra. We extend our condolences to her 
family and friends. 

At the October 25th Annual meeting, the 
following officers were elected for 1997-
1998: Joseph Pendon, President; Roger 
Clarkson, Vice-President; Ilene Steward, 
Secretary; and Dick Eglin, Treasurer. Club 
directors are Ross Buffington, Peggy Burge, 
Marge Meeder, Alice Ramsauer, and 
Elizabeth Wise. 

Please join us at our upcoming Spring 
Specialty held in conjunction with the 
Northern California Terrier Association on 
April 10, 1998. Regular classes will be 
judged by Mr. David Alexander (Salinas, 
CA) and Sweepstakes by Mrs. Jane Phelan 
(Dallas, TX) "Caevnes". We wish everyone 
and their diehards a very special holiday sea
son! 

THISTLE 'N THAT 
The Scottish Terrier Club of Tampa Bay 
Betty J. Lavers, Bagpiper Correspondent, 
7349 Ulmerton Road Lot#126, Largo, FL 
33771 

We are taking a little breather before we 
start working on our Specialty for next year. 
We are saddened by the loss of one of our 
members, Ms. Faye Leonard, who passed 
away the end of September. She was a won
derful person and a great lover of Scottish 
Terriers. She will be missed by all the Club 
members. 

Our grooming seminar was a great suc
cess. Although we had a small attendance due 
to a scheduling mix up, everyone received a 
lot of tips from Tom Natalini. Our rescue 
chairperson, Glenda Bruneau, has had a big 
year. She has reported that she has had eight 
rescues in her home this year and placed 
seven others by telephone and was indirectly 
helpful in placing at least five more. A cou
ple of her stories have brought tears at our 
membership meetings, but, they had happy 
endings. Kathi and Him Overby also placed 
two rescues from their home in Jacksonville. 
We want to thank everyone for their fine 
work. We all wish every one Happy Holiday 
and a great New Year. 

THE TARTAN 
STC OF Greater Washington 
Sydney Bohnlein, Bagpiper Correspondent, 
139 Country Club Circle, Winchester, VA 
22602 

"Get the R-A-T-S!!!" The 236 dogs 
entered in our 5th AKC Earthdog Test gave it 
a try. Ayrlawn Farm, home of club member 
Virginia Fairbanks, is the perfect setting for 
this performance event. STCGW Scotties 
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THE CLAN CONNECTION ... 
competed at every abilitiy level from Master 
tunnel to Introduction to Quarry during the 
September 20th and 21st test. Nicholas, the 
Scottie owned by senior club member Helen 
Dodson earned his JE and moved to the 
Senior Earthdog the following day. 

We would be remiss if we didn't mention 
that STCGW members participated in every 
aspect of Montgomery County weekend 
including Obedience and Agility events. Four 
local Scots earned legs at this first all-Scottie 
Agility trial. 

Tartan banners, lighted Scottie wire sculp
tures and gleaming Royal Doulton crystal tro
phies provided the backdrop for our 48th 
Independent Specialty Show. Teamed with 
our 4th Independent Obedience Trial, October 
10th was a busy day in Fairfax, Virginia for 
the STCGW. 

The 22 entries in the Obedience Trial were 
bright-eyed and carrot-tailed as Obedience 
judge Mr. Herbert E. Semper (Omaha, NE) 
put the Scots through their paces beginning at 
SAM. Chairman Letty Passig reports that the 
highest scoring dog in Regular Classes came 
from Open A. MacMadden, owned by club 
member Bonnie Ramsey, earned this distinc
tion with a score of 189-1/2. Congratulations 
to that winning team. 

Specialty Show chairman Nancy Bamford 

had a hard working team in place to convert 
the room to a conformation ring so that Mr. 
Alfred Ferruggiaro (Burtonsville, MD) could 
review the 21 puppies presented to him. His 
choice for Best in Sweepstakes was ABH 
Dunedin Front Page owned by Elizabeth 
Cooper and Helen Prince. Club member Paul 
Prahinski's CH Maycock's Breezy Evening 
was Best in Veteran Sweepstakes. 

Ms. Sandra MacLachlan traveled from 
Scotland to judge the 59 entries in the Regular 
Classes. Her choice for Best of Breed was 
CH Neidfyre Vitta Rouge owned by Gail 
Gaines. CH. Greatscot's Hot Stuff owned by 
Nancy Walthers got the BOS nod. Lana and 
Tia Gerdock's Wyndmere Traces of Gold 
went home WD while WB went to 
Scotsrnith's Rhapsody in Blue owned by Jim 
and Joyce Smith. Our Rescue raffle winner 
was drawn with Bonnie Ramsey winning the 
Kate Maynard print. A great hor d'oeuvre 
buffet organized by Nancy Burleson finished 
our Specialty day. 

Our STCGW year ends on a festive note 
with a November Scottie shopping spree, a 
December Scottish Christmas walk, and our 
Annual Holiday Awards dinner. Happy 
Holidays to all our Scottie friends! 
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